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Abstract

This thesis explores the artistic practice of Cree/Saulteaux performance artist Lori
Blondeau. The performance art of Lori Blondeau contributes to the discourse of
Aboriginal sovereignty, reclaiming Aboriginal women’s identities from Eurocentric
colonial representations and popular culture’s stereotypes. Her performances share
Aboriginal stories and colonial histories to negotiate an indigenized space for discussion
of Aboriginal perspectives. Through the lens of indigenous self-determination and
empowerment, Blondeau shares her family’s stories, which can be situated within the
larger context of Canadian Aboriginal history. I examine Lori Blondeau’s high-tech
storytelling performance practice, illustrating her fusion of Aboriginal storytelling with
performance art. Her work is explored as a decolonizing artistic practice, staging sites for
cultural resistance.
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Preface
Jeanette C. Armstrong, I am Indian Woman1 (Okanagan)

I am a squaw
A heathen
A savage
basically a mammal
I am a female
only in the ability
to breed
and bear papooses
to be carried
quaintly
on a board
or lost
to welfare
I have no feelings
The sinuous plains o f my
brown body
Carry no hint
Of the need
To be caressed
Desired
Loved
Its only use
To be raped
Beaten and bludgeoned
in some
B-grade western
I have no beauty
The lines
cut deep
into my aged face
are not from bitterness
or despair
at seeing my clan destroyed

one by one
they are here
to be painted or
photographed
sold
and hung on lawyers walls

with quietness I talk
to the old ones and carefully
lay to rest
loved ones
I am the strength
of nations

I have no emotions
The husky laughter
A brush of wings
Behind eyes
soft and searching
lightly touching others
is not from caring
but from the ravaged
beat o f black wings
rattling against the bars
of an insanity
that tells me
something is wrong here
Some one is lying.
I am Indian Woman
Where I walk
beauty surrounds me
grasses bend and blossom
over valleys and hills
vast and mulitcolored
in starquilt glory

I sing to the whispering
autumn winds
in the snow
I dance
slowly
filling my body
with power
feeling it
knowing it
I am the giver of life to
whole tribes
I carry the seeds
Carefully through dangerous
wastelands
give then life
scattered
among cold and towering
concrete
watch them grow
battered and crippled
under all the lies

I am the keeper of
generations

I teach them the songs
I help them to hear
I give them truth

I caress the lover gently
croon as I wrap the baby

I am a sacred trust
I am Indian woman

X
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This poem by Okanagan storyteller Jeanette Armstrong positions my thesis within
the larger discourse of Aboriginal2 storytelling and sheds light on the powerful role the
story can play for contemporary indigenous communities. This poem reveals the impact
of colonial histories and dominant representations on Aboriginal peoples, while at the
same time sharing Aboriginal cultural knowledge. It also emphasizes the purpose of my
thesis, which is to explore the role of the Aboriginal artist in a postcolonial society.
Armstrong’s powerful words reveal the impact of colonial representations on Aboriginal
peoples’ identities, and they illustrate how storytelling can be used for staging resistance
and interventions, while also sharing self-understanding and empowerment. This thesis
explores the work of Cree/Saulteaux performance artist Lori Blondeau. Her high-tech
storytelling performance practice will be discussed as contributing to the discourse of
Aboriginal sovereignty, reclaiming Aboriginal women’s identities from Eurocentric
representations and popular culture’s stereotypes of the Indian princess3 and squaw. Her
work generates questions in relation to the legacies of colonial impact on contemporary
socio-cultural realities. Similar to Armstrong’s words which engage her reader by
contradicting the dominant society’s definitions of the ‘Indian woman’, Blondeau’s
performances reclaim, in order to re-position, the role and image of Aboriginal women
from an indigenous perspective.
I was drawn to this topic by my interest in the relationship between art and
politics. Fundamentally, I am interested in exploring art as a vehicle for voicing political
resistance and one that offers possibilities for social change. As Edward Said notes, one
of the significant roles of the intellectual is to provide a counterpoint, by means of
storytelling, to inform society of the atrocious nature of domination and marginalization
xi
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xii

and to remind everyone that the subjects discussed and interpreted are people.4
My interpretations of Blondeau’s performances attempt to show her participation
in the processes of decolonization. These analyses are generated with an awareness that
her practice is based in a cultural tradition that is not my own. The purpose of this thesis
is to contribute to the discussion of Aboriginal performance art, as a well-established
artistic medium that continues to gain national recognition. However, the body of critical
writing that discusses and analyses Aboriginal performance art is a developing academic
discourse. This thesis intends to contribute to the discussion of Aboriginal art, while
acknowledging the larger discourse of the postcolonial Canadian context.

xii
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1

Chapter 1 Introduction
Weaving the lessons, values, and oratory o f her grannies, utilizing the natural prose
inherent in oral history and the tradition o f teaching through the use of story, combined
with her own poetic visions, has given rise to unique and significant contributions to
[the] collective search for a path to re-gain our humanity.5
He whakatauiki: He toi whakairo, he mana tangata. Where there is artistic
excellence, there is human dignity.6

The purpose of my thesis is to discuss the high-tech storytelling of Aboriginal
performance artist Lori Blondeau (Cree-Saulteaux). Her performances will be discussed
as acts of cultural resistance. I argue that Blondeau’s performance art negotiates
decolonized spaces for the continuation of indigenous stories. The act of performance,
which removes aesthetic expressions from a static frame and brings them ‘alive,’ has
enabled Aboriginal artists such as Lori Blondeau to vocalize the Aboriginal experience.
Aboriginal performance art is a medium that some indigenous artists have adopted for
political activism. I will argue that her performances are a decolonizing tool used to
challenge pre-existing stereotypes and negotiate new identities. I will explore the possible
outcomes of Blondeau’s high-tech storytelling for social change. The focus of my thesis
is to present Blondeau as a social activist who employs performance art and storytelling
to reclaim and re-envision silenced histories and the identities of indigenous women.
Lori Blondeau was raised as an urban Aboriginal in Regina, and maintained a
close relationship with her family on the Gordon Reserve in northern Saskatchewan. In
the 1970s she discovered her interest in art while visiting the studio of her brother,
Edward Poitras. Blondeau was awarded an honorary Bachelor of Fine Arts from the
University of Saskatchewan on the merit of her extensive artistic portfolio, including her
apprenticeship with renowned Aboriginal performance artist James Luna. In 2002 she
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completed her Master of Fine Arts at the University of Saskatchewan, where she
currently works as a sessional instructor and is a PhD candidate. Blondeau is the co
founder and director of TRIBE, an arts organization for Aboriginal media, visual, and
performing arts. In 2000 she organized the ‘High-Tech Storytellers’ conference, which
explored the theme of Aboriginal storytelling in contemporary society. Rebecca Belmore
n

was one of her invited performers. Blondeau performs at a variety of venues including
artist-run centres and university galleries, and Aboriginal and local arts festivals. Her
audiences are diverse in cultural background, educational levels, and age. They are
artists, academics, students, family members, and other members of the general public. In
her artist statement Lori Blondeau articulates the issues that are presented in her work:
My work explores the influence of popular media and culture (contemporary and
historical) on Aboriginal self-identity, self-image, and self-definition. I am currently
exploring the impact o f colonization on traditional and contemporary roles and
lifestyles o f aboriginal women. I deconstruct the images o f the Indian Princess and
the Squaw and reconstruct an image of absurdity and insert these hybrids into the
mainstream. The performance personas I have created refer to the damage of
colonialism and to the ironic pleasures o f displacement and resistance.8

Here Blondeau’s intentions as a performance artist become clear: she is attempting to
voice the multiple impacts of colonization.
Many Aboriginal performance artists, including James Luna and Lori Blondeau,
consider themselves to be ‘high-tech storytellers’.9 My use of the term ‘high-tech’ does
not mean to associate the practice with the ‘high tech industry,’ but to show the impact
contemporary society has had on the storytelling practice of Blondeau. High-tech
storytelling incorporates additional props, such as audio recordings and visual
projections, that are not used in traditional storytelling practices. Blondeau’s high-tech
storytelling affirms the significance of Aboriginal oral traditions, while challenging the
absence of recognition of storytelling as a legitimate [his] story.
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In “Our (Inter) Related History”, Gerald McMaster discusses the significance of
the interrelated Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal histories. He believes this interrelated
history is fundamental to Canadian identity, and these histories can be intertwined
through the visual arts.10 McMaster uses the double helix DNA molecule as a
metaphorical model. In this model, the two strands of the double helix spiral upwards and
are connected by rungs, like a ladder. McMaster argues, “In this model there is
continuous dialogue, debate, and struggle. Like the DNA molecule this is the constituent
part of who we are. This is how I see our interrelatedness.”11 McMaster’s metaphor can
be used to support my discussion of Blondeau’s artistic practice, which I argue combines
both Aboriginal storytelling and ‘mainstream’ performance art.
In my discussion of Blondeau’s fusion of Aboriginal storytelling and performance
art, I will give an overview of traditions of indigenous oratory to support my argument
that storytelling is a method of cultural resistance. My intention is not to homogenize
Aboriginal peoples’ storytelling practices but to disclose a cohesive purpose, namely the
sharing of knowledge for cultural survival. The heterogeneity of indigenous communities
in Canada is reflected in the stories told. However, stories sharing the Aboriginal
experience of colonial histories reveal similarities between communities, such as the
confrontation with hegemonic legislative policies.
I also recognize the importance of avoiding the generalization and
homogenization of Aboriginal artistic practices. Steven Loft remarks that storytelling is
all too often the umbrella under which Aboriginal art is placed, and while the story is a
significant part of oral-based cultures, “it cannot be used as ‘catch-all’ categorization.”12
Lori Blondeau acknowledges the act of sharing stories as a fundamental facet of her
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performance art. She employs storytelling in visual, verbal, and physical ways, by means
of voice, memory, body, and technology. Although Loft’s cautionary note is important in
terms of the discussion of Aboriginal art, and warns of a danger akin to grouping all
Aboriginal artists under the rubric of the ‘trickster,’ Blondeau is a storyteller nonetheless.
In the following chapters, I will explore the tradition of storytelling as a method
for cultural resistance and survival, suggesting that the contemporary use of the story in
Blondeau’s performances is a continuum of this process. Jean Fisher argues that the act
of positioning art work within a tradition is not a form of silent protest but rather a form
of intervention.13 Blondeau’s performances will be situated and explored as utilizing
traditions of storytelling to provoke destabilization of colonial discourses. Blondeau’s
performances will also be discussed in relation to Aboriginal empowerment and
sovereignty. Art historian Lynne Bell describes Blondeau’s work as witty, decolonizing
performance art, that not only “talks back to historical colonial representations of
indigenous peoples but it also addresses the continuing imperialism of present-day
commodity culture, seen in films, fashion, magazines, mainstream TV shows, and
children’s books.”141 will focus on how Blondeau uses these representations to raise
significant questions about Aboriginal women’s identities.
In Chapter 2 I lay the foundation and provide the contextual background to
critically examine the politically vocal high-tech storytelling performance practice of Lori
Blondeau. I will argue that the work of Pauline Johnson contributed to the development
of Aboriginal performative storytelling. Aboriginal storytelling and performance art will
be explored as methods of resistance to support my argument, discussed in Chapters 3
and 4, that Blondeau’s high-tech storytelling participates in the decolonizing process. I
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will also include a brief exploration of the work of Aboriginal performance artists James
Luna and Rebecca Belmore in order to contextualize Aboriginal performance art and
high-tech storytelling.
Chapter 3 will examine Blondeau’s performances as interventions to reclaim
Aboriginal histories from the colonial text. The performances, Are You My Mother? and
Sisters, will be explored as sites of public memory, ‘gifting’ knowledge in order to
negotiate indigenized spaces. I use the metaphor of the palimpsest to discuss how
Blondeau’s performances function to uncover the traces of Aboriginal histories and
stories.
In Chapter 4 the performances CosmoSquaw, Lonely Surfer Squaw, Betty Daybird
and Belle Sauvage will be explored as negotiating interventions within the discourse of
colonial representation of Aboriginal women. The politics of the body and dress and the
construction of identities will be explored as they relate to Blondeau’s performance
personas. The stereotypes of the Indian princess and squaw are discussed, as they are
continually re-negotiated by Blondeau’s performances. Her performances and the process
of storytelling will be argued as acts of decolonization, supported by the metaphor of the
palimpsest.
I have limited this study to the discussion of Lori Blondeau as a high-tech
storyteller. Her performances presented from 1996-2005 will be examined. The
performances, Are You My Mother? (Figure 1), Sisters (Figure 2), CosmoSquaw (Figure
3), Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4), Betty Daybird (Figure 5), and A Moment in the Life
o f Belle Sauvage (Figure 6) will be explored.
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Aboriginal Performance Art
A brief discussion of Aboriginal performance art allows me to situate Blondeau
within this artistic practice. This overview supports my argument that Lori Blondeau
incorporates traditions of storytelling into her performance practice. From the early 1970s
onward, performance art experienced a shift in focus with the introduction of new
participants from minority cultural ancestry, such as African, Chinese, Aboriginal and
Latin-American, also known as ’the others.’ Women also fall into this category of
‘otherness.’ Aboriginal performance art did not emerge as an artistic medium until the
mid-1980s, as contemporary Aboriginal art evolved in new directions. It was at this time
that the politics of identity arose as a common theme in all mediums of contemporary
Aboriginal art. Della Pollack argues that the field of performance art exploded in the mid
eighties due, in part to the ‘performative turn’ across disciplines.15 The border confining
performance expanded to include previously considered ‘low’ forms of oral performance,
such as personal and life narratives and rites of resistance. Concurrently, performance
studies saw the rise of performances that explored the processes of identity formation and
social change. In her article “Oral Traditions in Performance” Della Pollack observes that
the “literary met the anthropological; the text collapsed into context—and a fury of
debates over the nature, status, and value of performance ensued.”16 Pollack argues that
the performance is a co-creative production that embodies and makes change. From this
perspective, performance art can be viewed as an instrument for social change.
In her article “Performance Art and The Native Artist: a rEvolutionary Mix?”
Aiyyana Maracle was compelled to ask, “why are so many Native artists embracing
performance as the vehicle for their stories and imagery?”17 She left her reader without
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specific answers; however, I would argue that this increase in performance art is due to
its radical possibilities, enabling Aboriginal artists to reclaim not only their voice but also
their visual language. This means that they have more control over the reception of their
art, and also, are witness to this engagement as their body is the focal point of the
experience. Maracle comments on the possibilities performance offers to Aboriginal
artists. She recognizes performance art as a revolutionary artistic medium for the
Aboriginal artist.18 Unpacking Maracle’s discussion further, I would argue that
performance art offers Aboriginal artists a vehicle to physically make space for
themselves and their stories in places once segregated, and controlled by, Euro-Canadian
society. This intervention in gallery/museum spaces and/or academic conferences19 is
arguably a decolonizing act.
Aboriginal performance art is an artistic practice that is deeply resonant with the
tradition of storytelling. However, the storyteller now has access to high-tech tools to
create new and innovative forms of oral and visual expression.20 Blondeau affirms this
with the following statement:
It’s really important for me to tell my own stories in my work. A lot o f Aboriginal
artists are telling our ancestor’s stories. I think that is scary because we have to start
telling our stories in order to have an accurate history a hundred years from now. In
telling my own stories I am leaving something for my own children. My stories are
being recorded in slides, video, and photographs, and maybe my kids will pass them
on. That’s why it’s important to tell your own stories.21

In the 1980s when individuals such as Rebecca Belmore and James Luna emerged onto
the art scene, equipped with a performance practice defined in many cases by its potential
to generate conversations around social and political change, Canadian art witnessed a
revolutionary transformation of performance art. However, Maracle suggests that the
primary elements remain the same.22 In other words, Maracle is alluding to the existence
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of a similar element in both performance art and Aboriginal storytelling, the presentation
of a story as a performance or the performance as a story. The presentation of both
traditions, consequently, remains fundamentally linked to the following: the
storyteller/artist, the audience, the purpose for telling the story, and the story itself. From
her observations, Maracle concludes that:
It is understood within the contemporary literature on Aboriginal theatre that the
premise o f contemporary Native theatre is an evolution of traditional performance
forms, where music/sound, text/oratory, and dance/movement all integrally
contribute to creating the story, then its evolved form [performance art] should
likewise embody that sensibility.23

In other words, Maracle argues that performance art is a contemporary form of traditional
storytelling. The act of storytelling was, and continues to be, a performative experience.
James Luna calls Aboriginal artists who include indigenous knowledge of cultural
traditions in their contemporary art practice ‘Contemporary Traditionalists’. Lori
Blondeau agrees with the idea that tradition is part of her performances. She states:
I believe every culture has traditions, but they evolve. Although, my ancestors have
always done performance, I do it differently because this is the time I live in ... I’m
carrying on the tradition of performance but I don’t have to wear feathers or beads to
be authentic.24

Politics of Identity, Stereotypes, and Recognition
This brief summary of the politics of identity is included to support my discussion
of Blondeau’s confrontations with stereotypes. I argue that this is a method to reclaim the
image of Aboriginal women. In her article “Independent Identities,” Lucy Lippard
contextualizes the necessity for contemporary Aboriginal women artists to reclaim and
play with stereotypical images:
The historical identity o f Indian women, as seen through the eyes of the paternalistic
culture that has represented them for some 150 years, both resembles and differs
from the image o f western women. Indigenous women, like their male counterparts,
were seen as amoral savages and children of nature; they were idealized as ‘Indian
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princesses’ and tragic ‘maidens’ paddling their canoes bravely over waterfalls,
sending their men off to battle, stoically enduring terrible hardships.. .At the same
time, even in today’s somewhat cleaned-up media, these Pocahontas images
continue to conflict with the other image of the mute and submissive
squaw... Stereotypes of the Indian woman as either ‘spiritual warrior/goddess’ or
‘squaw’ are western created counterparts of the Madonna-or-whore syndrome. They
neatly bypass most realistic modem female identities.25

This discussion gives significance to Blondeau’s artistic practice, which attempts to
subvert the Indian princess and squaw stereotypes. Aboriginal women have been depicted
through the lens of western popular culture since the time of contact. These depictions of
indigenous women are always one-dimensional, with no attempt to show the subject’s
personality or history. These invented images erased the presence of Aboriginal peoples
from the Canadian landscape, and attempted to legitimize the processes of colonization. 26
In “Four Skin” Gerald Vizenor illuminates the construction or the invention of the Indian:
We were invented by missionaries and theologians and social scientists subsidized
by the federal government, and now, in the cities, we are rewarded, praised, and
programmed, for validating the invention of the Indian. In that dialectic we are
impressed to assume ownership o f stranger experiences: imitate data, live out
theories, pretend our lives in beads and feathers, hold their mirrors for portraits and
photographs, and serve as models, wilderness brothers and sisters to campers and
hunters and ecologists. We have even been taught to resist questions about
ourselves, about the Indian invention, because the white world has invested too
much in this invention.27

Current scholarly research in Cultural Studies suggests that the construction of
self occurs through a process involving ‘individual identification’ with the cultural signs,
images, and narratives dominant in the ways of seeing and representing the world.

98

In

his article “The Spectacle of the Other,” Stuart Hall discusses the relationship between
media representation, identity, and political struggle. This provides a framework in which
to explore the construction of Aboriginal women’s stereotypes and a basis for navigating
the political and theoretical methods Blondeau incorporates into her performances for a
re-visioning of Aboriginal women. He suggests that identity is not formed through
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internal conceptions of the self, but through the influences and adoptions of the evertransforming narratives and representations. Consequently, identity is always being
reconstructed and contested.29 Gail Guthrie Valaskakis employs Stuart Hall’s discussion
of identity politics in her exploration of Aboriginal identities. She writes that identity is a
composition of social subjects, constructed through representations and narratives
presented not only by the dominant society, but also from within the Aboriginal
community.30 This means that Aboriginal identity is influenced by the powerful force of
the indigenous narrative, the story.
James Clifford discusses the political nature of identity, which he posits is
embedded within systems of power based on race, class, and gender. The systems of
control have regulated identity, resulting in significant ramifications on the understanding
of the contemporary and historical collective experience. 31 Concurrently, Bonita
Lawrence’s “Gender, Race, and Regulation of Native Identity in Canada and the United
States” situates the politics of Aboriginal identities, as specifically discussed in relation to
social, cultural, and political history. Lawrence reveals the processes of colonization as a
fundamental player in the regulation of Canadian indigenous identity. She identifies
systems of classification and control and how they play a central role, enabling the
colonizer to define who and what is ‘Indian.’ In this respect, Lawrence includes
Foucault’s understanding of regulatory regimes as a discourse in which “a way of seeing
life is produced and reproduced by various rules, systems, and procedures—forming an
entire conceptual territory on which knowledge is produced and shaped.”32 My
exploration of the ways in which Blondeau destabilizes stereotypes will embody
Lawrence’s conclusion:
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Understanding how colonial governments have regulated Native identity is essential
for Native people, in attempting to step away from the colonizing frameworks that
have enmeshed our lives, and as we struggle to revive the identities and way of
living that preceded colonization.33

Aboriginal stereotypes situate within colonial discourse as the ‘others.’ Homi K.
Bhabha argues that stereotypes are a central facet in colonial discourses. They are
characterized by a fixity and a clarity that are closely associated with processes of
visualization, meaning that the objective of colonial discourse is to produce “the
colonized as a social reality which is at once an ‘other’ and yet entirely knowable and
visible.”34 Bhabha’s discussion of the stereotype in The Location o f Culture is useful to
keep in mind when exploring the colonial discourse’s relationship to the stereotype. As
Bhabha argues,
The stereotype is a complex, ambivalent, contradictory mode of representation, as
anxious as it is assertive, and demands not only that we extend our critical and
political objective but that we change the objects of analysis itself. The difference of
other cultures is other than the excess of signification or the trajectory of desire.
These are theoretical strategies that are necessary to combat ‘ethnocentricism’ but
they cannot, o f themselves, unreconstructed, represent that otherness.35

From Bhabha’s discussion, I will explore Blondeau’s performances as a negotiation that
attempts to dislodge stereotypical representations of the ‘Indian.’ Bhabha.’s theoretical
trope of mimicry will be used in relation to Blondeau’s performance personas. Bhabha
writes, “Mimicry is, thus, the sign of a double articulation; a complex strategy of
reform.”36 From this point of view, I argue that one of Blondeau’s methods for the
subversion of the stereotypes of Aboriginal women is mimicry. Charles Taylor’s “The
Politics of Recognition” acknowledges the serious negative implications of stereotypes
and marginalization. His conclusions support the significance of Blondeau’s challenge of
stereotypes.
This discussion of stereotypes provides an explanation of the ways in which
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representations are constructed, in contrast to Blondeau’s performance practice of
stripping the Indian princess and squaw from the Aboriginal woman’s body. It will be
argued that her act of removing layers of Eurocentric representations makes her body the
site of cultural intervention and resistance.
Theoretical and Methodological Approaches
Blondeau’s performances will be explored as a crucial artistic practice creating
new sites for ‘aesthetic unsettlement,’37 and a potent site for the establishment of a
decolonizing pedagogy.38 Aboriginal artists such as Blondeau are voicing their intentions
to intervene and assist in the decolonization of discourse, space, and knowledge. Marie
Battiste discusses the significant impact indigenous scholars have had on the processes of
decolonization. I argue that the contemporary work of many indigenous artists
participates in the same process, which Battiste claims urges their communities to
exercise their inherent rights in order to determine political status and pursue their
cultural identity.

Hawaiian scholar, Poka Laenui’s definition of decolonization will be

used to substantiate Blondeau’s participation within the larger process of indigenous
decolonization. Laenui observes:
True decolonization is more than simply placing Indigenous or previously colonized
people into the positions held by colonizers. Decolonization includes the reevaluation of the political, social, economic, and judicial structures themselves and
the development, if appropriate, of new structures that can hold and house the values
and aspiration o f the colonized people.40

Laenui’s article “Processes of Decolonization” asserts that colonization and therefore
decolonization are less politically based and are more social processes. Laenui offers
great insight into the potential of decolonized spaces and challenges the definitions
instituted by the colonial process. He argues that the process of decolonization can be
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organized into five distinct phases: rediscovery/recovery, mourning, dreaming,
commitment, and action. Rediscovery and Recovery “sets the foundation for the eventual
decolonization of the society.”41 Mourning is a time for lamentation over victimization
and for discussing the trauma of colonization; it is an occasion to remember community
histories and familial stories in order to move on.42 Dreaming
is the most crucial phase for decolonization, as it is within this space that the ‘full
panorama of possibilities’ are expressed through exploration of culture, knowledge, and
identities.43 Perhaps this is a time for empowerment. As Buffy Saint Marie phrases it,
“W e’ll sing our historical truth songs so never again will anyone be able to sweep it
under the rug. But we will not be victims of it anymore. We’ll sing out songs of joy in
being Indian.”44 Commitment is connected to the process of dreaming, and offers a time
and space for the sharing of voices previously silenced. Commitment is a communallymade decision towards community rediscovery and recovery. This process calls for
constant questioning to maintain self-determined decision making and enable movement
towards sovereignty. In other words, it is a plan of where to go next. The last phase is
Action. This phase is proactive not reactive to the processes of colonization. The
weapons of choice are contemporary society’s communication vehicles, such as the
internet, television, radio, newspaper, and, I would argue, the arts.45 This process of
decolonization based on strategic phases is a theoretical framework that in reality may
not be possible. It offers potential methods for movement towards decolonized, and
therefore indigenized, bodies, stories, histories, identities, and spaces.
I will use the tradition of oratory to contextualize the high-tech storytelling of
Blondeau. Storytelling can be seen as the theory by which one can navigate Aboriginal
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performance art. Barbara Godard argues that performative storytelling can negotiate a
neutral space for Aboriginal culture and create a space for critical reflection.46 In my
discussion of Blondeau, I will draw on Lee Maracle’s concept of ’oratory,’ which
introduces a theoretical framework wherein Aboriginal scholars, writers, and artists could
follow through their processes of decolonization 47 She advocates the use of storytelling
to reclaim the voice of Aboriginal peoples. To address the significance of Blondeau’s
incorporation of storytelling in her performances, I draw on Thomas King’s powerful
AQ

statement, “the truth about stories is that’s all we are.” This is in agreement with Gerald
Vizenor's assertion, “You can’t understand the world without telling a story. There isn’t
any center to the world but story.”49 Leroy Little Bear discusses the traditional role of
storyteller, as experienced in contemporary Aboriginal communities. He views
storytelling as an integral part of the educational process, sharing stories of real-life
experiences, creation, and values.50 I argue that the use of storytelling in performance is a
way to educate and transfer understanding in order to foster a new post-colonial
discourse. Blondeau’s performance art/storytelling acts will be explored as potential sites
for a post-colonial history lesson.
The story and theoretical methods of the story will be woven throughout the body
of this thesis. In a discussion of storytelling it is significant to see the story as an agent of
reclamation and decolonization. The story participates on multiple levels and generates
numerous meanings. Steven Loft argues that “the strength lies not in the telling of the
story, but in its power to assert meaning.”31 This concept is shared by Chippewa
storyteller Lenore Keeshig-Tobias, who discusses the significance of stories in
Aboriginal knowledge. Keeshig-Tobias asserts, “Stories are not just entertainment.
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Stories are power. They reflect the deepest, the most intimate perceptions, relationships
and attitudes of a people. Stories show how a people, a culture thinks.”

I draw on this

concept of storytelling as a powerful method for generating meaning to argue Blondeau’s
effective use of the story for the purpose of sharing knowledge in order to empower and
educate. In this sense, the story is a process that can be employed to re-establish control
of representation and the empowerment of community. In her essay “Says Who:
Colonialism, Identity and Defining Indigenous Literature,” Anishnaabe writer Kateri
Damm emphasizes the power of telling stories:
When we express ourselves and we listen to the creative and cultural expressions of
others, we must do so from an informed position so that we do not contribute to the
confusion and oppression but instead bring into sharper focus who we are. By
freeing ourselves of the constricting bounds of stereotypes and imposed labels of
identity we empower ourselves and our communities.53

The story offers an indigenous world view, which I employ as a theoretical trope to
elucidate the significance of Lori Blondeau’s high-tech storytelling practice.
Post-colonial theoretical methods allow for critical negotiations of histories
saturated in colonial subordination, domination, and control. The palimpsest embodies
the historiography of the post-colonial condition. Palimpsests are sheets of writing that
have been erased and overwritten with new text.54 Over the course of the past centuries,
the palimpsest has surfaced within post-colonial theoretical discourse.55 In post-colonial
discourse the metaphor of the palimpsest is synonymous with colonial history and its
series of writings, overwritings, and erasures. The palimpsest implies that colonial trauma
is an all-encompassing pattern of writings and erasures resulting in a colonial discourse. I
will use the palimpsest metaphor in my discussion of Blondeau’s decolonizing
performance practice. The palimpsest implies not just a resistance to current oppression
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and violence but also a remembrance of the past, while informing the present, even
though there may be only traces, in effect buried silences, of 'official' historiography.56
I draw on this metaphor to elucidate the notion that the ‘overwritings’ of colonial
discourse onto the histories of the colonized do not completely erase indigenous stories.
The term is valuable due to the fact that it illustrates the ways in which pre-colonial
culture and the processes of colonization are facets that continue to contribute to a post
colonial society’s developing cultural identity. If we understand that the pre-colonial
landscape was named by colonial place, then the imperial naming process of lands
ignores the previously established landscape. Paul Carter’s The Road to Botany Bay is
among the most substantial discussions of the construction of place with relation to
identity. Carter examines place as a palimpsest, a surface on which traces of successive
writings and inscriptions generate the experience of place, which according to Carter is
itself historical. His use of the palimpsest illustrates how ‘empty’ uncolonized spaces
become place, and through the colonial processes of textuality (mapping, naming,
fictional and non-fictional narratives) contribute to the creation of claimed place and
dominant cultural identity.57 In the Canadian context, colonial discourse attempted to
erase indigenous constructions of land and place, allowing them to appear empty and
ready to receive inscriptions. In this post-colonial setting, Aboriginal peoples are scraping
off the layers of colonization, metaphorically speaking. Through this act of removing the
prejudiced histories, indigenous knowledge systems surface; however, they are never
completely erased. In the post-colonial sense, this action amounts to an attempt to
decolonize rather than to find a pure form of authentic Aboriginal history, as this does not
exist. This act locates stories, and therefore images and identities, that reflect Aboriginal
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subjectivity rather than the stereotypes of colonial discourse. The outcome is a combined
history with a new perspective: the colonized now decolonized through the action of
erasing colonial discourse from Aboriginal stories.
The metaphor of the palimpsest is a valuable way to understand the complexities
of post-colonial cultures and the methods used by colonial powers to control the histories
and stories of the colonized. Gillian Cowlishaw, in her book Rednecks Eggheads and
Blackfellas, makes effective use of the palimpsest to draw conclusions in her study of
racial power in Australia. In her view, the palimpsest metaphor emphasizes the “active
layering of cultural meanings,” whereby the colonizer’s socio-cultural meanings are
privileged and dominant, contorting those of the colonized indigenous peoples.58 In the
case of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples, who did not have written texts, the oral histories
were then ‘written’ or textually overlayed with colonial writings and the documentation
of anthropologists and linguists, who frequently misunderstood and mistranslated oral
stories due to cultural differences. My inclusion of the palimpsest metaphor implies that
colonial trauma is not a singular event, but an encompassing and long-lasting pattern of
writings and erasures on colonial and colonized land, bodies, and minds. Lori Blondeau’s
performance practice will be shown to be an attempt to remove the layers of colonial
history to reveal traces of Aboriginal stories/histories.
In addition to my use of the palimpsest as a theoretical approach, I will draw on
the act of ’gifting’ as a metaphor for bearing witness. I use the concept of ’bearing
witness’ to address Blondeau’s performance spaces as possible sites for social change.
Traditionally during storytelling, gifts were given as symbols of a mutual understanding.
The act of gifting acknowledges the purpose of the meeting and the reason for this
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sharing.59 In North American indigenous culture, the relationship between performer and
audience is a component of ceremonial dance, storytelling, and the other events that
ensue from the act of gifting. The ‘gift institution’ involves a social expectation of
reciprocity, and in some cases, such as seen in the Potlatch tradition of the First Nations
of the Northwest Coast, a return in the form of status, prestige, and power.60 In many
cultures throughout the world, the act of mutually exchanging gifts contributes to
ongoing social cohesion. Similarly, the relationship between artist and viewer is always a
significant aspect of art’s reception and recognition. However, in the case of the
performance artist and her audience, this exchange is intensified. Blondeau’s
performances will be argued as sites of public memory, enabling the recollection of
callous colonial histories, while also negotiating a space to re-vision what has been
camouflaged and ignored in Canadian society. She entices her audience to remember and
look for traces of histories. Blondeau’s audience acts as witness to the possibility of a
decolonized image of Aboriginal women.61 Bearing witness will be explored as a
powerful historical practice.

f \7

In Aboriginal cultures, the gift should be understood as

being property, ranging from material objects to dances and stories.

In contemporary

gifting practice, a member of the collective audience is given a gift for being witness to
the story, dance, or naming that was performed. Both giver and recipient are aware of the
meaning of the gift in this exchange.
The gift can symbolize the sharing of knowledge through storytelling. Bearing
witness means to write on or present the body as the written document of proof. In Lori
Blondeau’s performances both the audience and her body will be argued as bearing
witness to acts of re-membrance. In Performing the Body: Performing the Text, Amelia
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Jones and Andrew Stephenson discuss the performative element in art, and how the
audience’s reception never creates universal meaning.64 This places significant stress on
the effective communication skills of a performance artist, who must convey certain
meanings to generate dialogue with her audience. The argument that the sharing of stories
can create a space for reciprocal relationships depends on the intentions of the audience.
However, for the most part, those attending performance art come with the intention to
engage with, or at least criticize it. Integral to this tightly woven, interdependent
relationship between viewer and artist is the necessity for new lines of communication,
and for an activation of the tradition of bearing witness. Blondeau’s performativity will
therefore be explored as the gift; this gift is new knowledge or the recognition of old and
new stories.
Literature Review
The specific literature that explores the methods and interpretations of Aboriginal
performance art is limited to performance reviews, articles, and exhibition catalogues.
There are no texts that offer a focused discussion of Aboriginal performance art and its
major players. My discussion of Lori Blondeau will contribute to this emerging
discourse, while also offering new perspectives and arguments in relation to the
interpretation, impact, and reception of her performance art. This thesis will also
contribute to the discussion of high-tech storytelling, including an analysis of traditions
of indigenous oratory while intervening within the colonial body of literature, which
assigns an inferior place to traditions of oratory, in comparison to written traditions.
From 1998 to 2005 three major and several minor publications examined the work
of Lori Blondeau. Blondeau’s article “Some Kinda Princess” is a personal account of her
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performances, including some of her performance narratives. Lynne Bell’s “Scandalous
Personas, Difficult Knowledge, and Restless Images” and “High-Tech Storyteller,”
jointly written with Janice Williamson, provide interpretations of Blondeau’s
performances, discuss her high-tech storytelling practice, and include interviews with the
artist. Jayne Wark’s article “Dressed to Thrill: Costume, Body, and Dress in Canadian
Performative Art” looks at Blondeau’s use of costume for the creation of her subversive
personas. Amy Sara Carroll’s brief discussion of Blondeau’s work in her exhibition
catalogue Belle Rogue Fashion Show focuses on Blondeau’s personas’ employment of
subversion as a tactic to re-fashion identity. The use of performance and photography by
Blondeau to reclaim colonial spaces was explored by Bell’s “Artists Pages: Decolonizing
Tactics in ‘Writing Space’.” These are the primary sources that introduced me to Lori
Blondeau’s performance practice and provided the foundation for this thesis.
Aboriginal performance art is an established artistic practice with an emerging
academic discourse. A small amount of literature has been published on Aboriginal
performance art; however, this artistic practice is situated within the larger discourse on
contemporary Aboriginal art. There is a wealth of literature exploring contemporary
Aboriginal art, from major anthologies to exhibition catalogues. A recent contribution to
the discussion of contemporary Aboriginal art is Transference, Tradition and
Technology, a collection of articles written by Aboriginal scholars, artists, and curators
that examines new media arts through the indigenous lens. This publication offers great
insight into current socio-political and cultural issues surrounding Aboriginal art. The
writers, including Steven Loft and Dana Claxton, explore contemporary Aboriginal art
from an empowered perspective, deconstructing the victimization of indigenous cultures.
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Jackson Rushing’s Native American Art in the Twentieth Century is a collection of
articles by some of the academic leaders in the field, among them Lucy Lippard, Ruth
Phillips, and Gerald McMaster. This publication explores diverse issues in contemporary
Aboriginal art, such as the interplay between Aboriginal identities and politics. The
development of Aboriginal art and how space was generated for the discussion of
Aboriginal history, identities, and stories is also addressed. Jackson Rushing remarks
that,
One of the defining characteristics o f Aboriginal American art since the 1960s has
been the investigation o f stories, narratives, and histories— both verbal and visual.
Sometimes Native (hi)story has been the subject o f scrutiny, celebration, or
revitalization... Else where, Euro-American (hi)stories, including those ‘told’ by
museums, about Native art and culture have been the subject of indigenous artists:
Gerald McMaster’s exhibition ‘Savage Graces’ (1992) and Robert Houle’s Kanata
(1992).65

Allan J. Ryan’s The Trickster Shift contributes to the discussion of contemporary
Aboriginal art, with his inclusion of Trickster theory. Ryan explores Aboriginal aesthetic
expressions, arguing that the use of parody and irony recalls the trickster. He examines
the use of parody as a postmodern tool of ‘serious play’ for radical questioning.
In her article “If Art is the Answer, What is the Question?” Charlotte TownsendGault presents a compelling argument of the need for greater awareness of the politics of
indigenous material culture. She argues that the politics of the object is a significant
consideration when discussing Aboriginal visual culture. Townsend-Gault suggests that
objects can be understood as the counterpoint for identity politics, cultural debates, and
confrontations, based on their contested status as property, art, ethnographical symbols,
and treasures.66 Furthermore, she asserts, “a large part of their present significance lies in
a challenge to colonialist authority, the assertion of survival, the demand for response,
and the provocation to action.” In other words, there is a relationship between the visual
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manifestations of Aboriginal cultures and contemporary socio-political relations.

67

In Native North American Art, Janet Berio and Ruth Phillips raise many
‘questions of definition,’ such as labelling, that complicate the discussion of
contemporary Aboriginal art. The term ‘art’ raises issues such as: centuries of access to
the canon of art history being limited to the white European male masters; the inferior
‘craft’ label bequeathed to the majority of ‘traditional’ or ‘historic’ Aboriginal arts; the
limitation of accurate interpretations of indigenous visual culture due to closed and
narrow definitions; and questions of representation and discussion of indigenous arts
from a Eurocentric world view. These categorizations assign an inferior status to
Aboriginal aesthetic expressions, relative to their Euro-Canadian counterparts. Since the
postmodern movement, such exclusionary definitions have been challenged and rendered
obsolete by critics, art historians, and artists.

zo

I will draw upon these diverse

perspectives to analyze and contextualize the work of Lori Blondeau within the larger
discourse of contemporary Aboriginal art.
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Chapter 2 Setting the Stage: Historical Continuum of Aboriginal Performance Art
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the complexities of Aboriginal
performance art, and to establish a foundation for this multifaceted artistic medium and
its relationship to high-tech storytelling. The story has long been a vehicle for resistance,
employed as a strategy for cultural survival; storytelling is a method of intervention. The
relationships between storytelling and performance art will be discussed to create a
foundation for navigation of the performance practice of Lori Blondeau. Pauline Johnson,
James Luna, and Rebecca Belmore, who use the story for intervention and political
protest, are introduced as significant players in the practice of performative storytelling.
Their storytelling practices and Blondeau’s participate in a larger discourse of traditions
of Aboriginal oratory.
The traditions of indigenous storytelling and the multiple roles the story has
played throughout Aboriginal history will also be explored. In addition, a foundation of
understanding of storytelling will be established in order to recognize the
interconnectivity of performance art and storytelling. I will discuss the story as a teaching
tool, as a method of cultural resistance and survival, and also as a performative aesthetic
connected to the creation of identity and community. The work of Aboriginal poet
Pauline Johnson, one of the original Modem Aboriginal storyteller/performance artists,
will be discussed in order to demonstrate her relationship to contemporary performance
art. By establishing the link between Johnson, Lori Blondeau, and current Aboriginal
artists who are exploring performance art (i.e., Rebecca Belmore), I can illustrate the
continuum of Aboriginal acts of intervention against colonial expansion, domination and
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subordination. However, the subtle political voices of individuals like Pauline Johnson
differ greatly from the overt and explicit vocal and visual expressions of many
contemporary Aboriginal artists. This exploration of storytelling will weave together
several threads to create an understanding of its significance for Aboriginal communities.
This chapter does not attempt to create a linear history of Aboriginal performance
art or to show a progression, but to illustrate the multiple threads that have been woven
together to create an intricate fabric of the Aboriginal experience in colonial and,
theoretically, post-colonial Canada. Leroy Little Bear, a member of the Blood nation of
the Blackfoot Confederacy, describes Aboriginal philosophy as a concept of all things
being interconnected and in constant motion, resulting in a necessity to look at the whole
to begin to unravel a pattern or answer.1 Although Little Bear is referring specifically to a
Plains Aboriginal philosophical system, he claims that all North American indigenous
belief systems are holistic, cyclical, repetitive, process-oriented, and firmly grounded in a
specific place.2 1 do not mean to suggest that this research is an example of Aboriginal
philosophy. Rather, I am attempting to adopt and incorporate a holistic approach to
contemporary Aboriginal art, specifically performance art, in contrast to Eurocentric
methods of investigation, which seem more static, linear, singular, and objective.
The role of the story as a tool for intervention is important to the discourse on
indigenous decolonization and sovereignty. Jolene Rickard writes, “The work of
indigenous artists needs to be understood through the clarifying lens of sovereignty and
self-determination, not just in terms of assimilation, colonization, and identity
politics.. .Sovereignty is the border that shifts indigenous experience from victimized
stance to a strategic one.”3 Aboriginal performance art continues the tradition of self
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determined voicing and expressing of political statements by means of the story.
Aboriginal artist Jimmie Durham notes the political significance of the Aboriginal artist’s
position as meaning maker and storyteller:
Traditions exist and are guarded by Indian communities. One of the most important o f our
traditions is...constant change-adaptability, the inclusion o f new ways and new material— it is a
tradition that our artists have particularly celebrated and have used to strengthen our societies.4

Similarly, Blondeau incorporates traditions of oratory into her performance practice,
while also participating in her contemporary urban environment. She pushes the
boundaries of the definitions of both performance art and Aboriginal storytelling. The
result of generations of impact on Aboriginal oral traditions by contemporary technology,
art, and society, high-tech storytelling is the binding thread of this thesis. I will begin my
examination of the concept of high-tech storytelling used by Blondeau and her mentors,
James Luna and Rebecca Belmore, with a look at one of its earliest proponents, Pauline
Johnson.
Pauline Johnson: The Performance of Storytelling
During the modernist century that lasted from the 1860s to the 1960s, performance, not graphic or
plastic art, was the available space for Native artistic production, and further, that performance
offered the most favourable site for Native negotiations o f the dominant culture’s images of
Indiannes as pre-modem, degenerate and vanishing.5

Pauline E. Johnson (1861-1913), Mohawk poet and performer, personifies this
negotiation. She was the first woman of Aboriginal descent to publicly perform her
stories for mainstream Canada during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Johnson adopted her grandfather’s name, Tekahionwake, and travelled across Canada and
to Europe performing her stories. Her narratives examined the complicated issues
surrounding race and gender, and her voice illuminated Aboriginal histories and their
relationship to the colonial discourse. Reading Johnson’s poems, essays, and stories
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substantiates her role as an advocate for Aboriginal and women’s rights,6 as well as one
who offered acts of resistance. In “The Re-interment of Red Jacket” she celebrated her
Mohawk ancestry, and in “The Cattle Thief’ she accused British settlers of participating
in the genocide of Aboriginal peoples. In her day, the discussion of history from an
Aboriginal perspective was not common practice. Johnson communicated an indigenous
point of view with the general public. “The Cattle Thief’ validates my claim that her
works were acts of resistance and intervention.7
Pauline Johnson’s poems played into the legacy of exoticism and romanticism
that was attached to Aboriginal representation; at the same time, they subtly and overtly
criticized assimilation and land loss, and challenged the audience’s understanding of what
an ‘Indian’ woman is. However, she also offered her audiences verses capturing the
beauty of the Canadian landscape and Aboriginal culture. Carole Gerson and Veronica
Strong-Boag see Johnson’s collection of poems and prose as widely overlooked and
believe she should be reconsidered as one of Canada’s most significant writers. They
write, “Johnson’s verse, fiction, and non-fiction tested the boundaries of what it meant to
be mixed-race and female in the imperial and patriarchal world of Europe and North
America during the decade after the creation of the new Dominion of Canada.”8
Furthermore, her oratory participated in creating a ‘Canadian’ consciousness and identity,
one that appropriated Aboriginal iconography. This is exemplified in “The Song My
Paddle Sings,” where Johnson describes paddling a canoe—a stereotypical and iconic
image given back to her non-Aboriginal audience. Johnson writes:
West wind, blow from your prairie nest,
Blow from the mountains, blow from the west.
The sail is idle, the sailor too;
O! wind of the west, we wait for you.
Blow, blow!
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I have wooed you so,
But never a favour you bestow.

You rock your cradles the hills between,
But scorn to notice my white lateen.
I sow the sail, unship the mast:
I wooed you long but my wooing’s past;
My paddle will lull you into rest.
O! drowsy wind of the drowsy west,
Sleep, sleep,
By your mountain steep, Or down where the prairie grasses sweep!
Now fold in slumber your laggard wings
For soft is the song my paddle sings.
August is laughing across the sky
Laughing while paddle, canoe, and I,
Drift, drift.9

Her oratory presented resistance to the colonial discourse, while captivating her
audiences with her powerful verses saturated in ‘Indianness.’ A contradiction lay at the
heart of Johnson’s performances, for from one poem or story to the next, she alternated
words of resistance with words saturated in the romanticism of the ‘Indian.’
The inclusion of images of Aboriginal culture from the lens of the ‘mainstream’
enabled her to negotiate a space for her acts of socio-political intervention. Arguably, the
result of her performances can be seen to have reaffirmed notions of romanticism.
However, I would argue that it was Johnson's understanding of the social climate she was
situated in that enabled her to play with images such as the romantic ‘Indian Princess’ in
order to subvert them and intervene within the discourse of colonial representation. In
this sense, the storytelling practice incorporated into the performance art of Lori
Blondeau, Rebecca Belmore, and others, participates in a continuum of performative
resistance, dating from Pauline Johnson’s 1892 appearance in the Gallery of Art at
Toronto’s Academy of Music.10 At this evening of Canadian poetry, Johnson made a bold
decision to recite a poem unlike others of its time. Her “A Cry From an Indian Wife” did
not celebrate the glamour of war; it was written in a woman’s voice and unequivocally
presented an Aboriginal perspective to a non-Aboriginal audience.11 This poem shared
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the story of an Aboriginal woman whose husband was going off to fight on the side of the
Metis in the 1885 Northwest Rebellion:
They but forget we Indians owned the land
From ocean to ocean; that they stand
Upon a soil that centuries agone
Was our sole kingdom and our right alone
They never think how they would feel to-day
If some great nation came from far away
Wresting their country from their hapless braves
Giving what they gave— but wars and graves12

This was the first time Johnson performed for a large audience at such a prestigious
venue. The new tone and new perspective of her performance captured her audience,
who, according to Frank Yeigh’s13 personal account, went ‘wild with applause’ at the
end.
Johnson was a provocative performer, incorporating contrasting personas and
captivating audiences with her theatrics. Her dual performance personas from 1894
arguably represented both her First Nations and British ancestry, each recognizable to her
audiences by their distinct dress. She wore her buckskin ‘Indian’ dress with bear tooth
necklace for the first half of the concert and an evening gown for the second. Johnson’s
‘Indian Princess’ attire was an asymmetrical buckskin dress, revealing her ankles chastely
wrapped in leggings, with embellishments of Aboriginal culture, such as fur pelts, silver
medallions, wampum belts, and her father’s hunting knife (Figure 7).14 The change of
costume reminded her audience that although she was Aboriginal playing into their
understanding of ‘Indian’ culture (‘exotic,’ ‘romantic,’ ‘primitive’), she was also aEuroCanadian middle-class woman, connected to ‘them’ by her mother’s lineage. Gerson and
Strong-Boag discuss Johnson's dual persona as a representation of her ‘dual loyalty’ to
both her Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian heritages. Charlotte Gray, author of the recent
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biography on Johnson, Flint and Feather (2002), remarks in an interview that this
celebration of both sides of her heritage was not common in Victorian Canada and
marked her as a woman ahead of her time.15 My interpretation of the inclusion of an
evening dress after her ‘Indian Princess’ dress was Johnson’s attempt to legitimize her
performances and to facilitate acceptance of her work. This manipulation reminded the
audience of her European ancestry. She negotiated dominant Euro-Canadian society’s
acceptance of her by prompting the audience’s mystification of her ‘Indianness’ while
also impressing them with her European poise, middle-class respectability, and most
importantly her inherent talent. As Ruth Phillips argues, Johnson “exploited popular
stereotypes of Indianness through dress and stage props as a strategy for affirming a
positive Native identity.” 16 Johnson’s performances are linked as much to the tradition of
oratory as to the tradition of spectacle. Aboriginal performers utilized stereotypes and
“fed their audience’s desire to see a real Indian.”17 Through her ‘dressing up’ strategy,
she was able to share her provocative stories, voicing the political issues of Aboriginal
reality, and offering an Aboriginal perspective. Johnson wrote poems and prose that
provoked a re-evaluation of the ‘norms’ (today seen as prejudices) of dominant society,
while also asserting interventions in the colonial discourse. These objectives are reflected
in her poem, “Cattle T hief’:
Raved o f the wrong she had suffered since her earliest babyhood:
“Stand back, stand back, you white-skins, touch that dead man to your shame;
You have stolen my father’s spirit, but his body I only claim.
You have killed him, but you shall not dare to touch him now he’s dead.
You have cursed, and called him a Cattle Thief, though you robbed him first of bread—
Robbed him and robbed my people— look there, at that shrunken face,
Starved with a hollow hunger, we owe to you and your race.
What have you left to us o f land, what have you left of game
What have you brought but evil, and curses since you came?
How have you paid us for our game? How paid us for our land?
By a book, to save our souls from the sins you brought in your other hand.
Go back with your new religion, we never have understood
Robbing an Indian’s body, and mocking his soul with food.
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Go back with your new religion, and find— if you can—
The honest man you have ever made from out a starving man.

You say your cattle was not ours, your meat is not our meat;
When you pay for the land you live in, we ’11 pay for the meat we eat.
Give back our land and our country, give back our herds of game;
Give back the furs and the forests that were ours before you came;
Give back the peace and plenty. Then come with your new belief,
And blame, if you dare, the hunger that drove him to be a thief.”18

This powerful poem not only describes the effects of colonial expansion on the lives of
Plains Aboriginal peoples, such as starvation and loss of traditional lands, but also
acknowledges the genocide of the North American indigenous population. Johnson
clearly gave voice to stories of colonial atrocities, many of which were contemporary to
her and would have otherwise been silenced.
Pauline Johnson was an advocate for Aboriginal peoples and a social activist. In
her article “A Strong Race Opinion on the Indian Girl in Modem Fiction,” published 22
May 1892 in The Toronto Star, Johnson wrote:
The term ‘Indian’ signifies about as much as the term ‘European’ but I cannot recall
ever having read a story where the heroine was described as a ‘European’. The
Indian girl we meet in cold type, however, is rarely distressed by having to belong to
any tribe, or to reflect any tribal characteristics. She is merely a wholesale sort of
admixture of any band existing between the MicMacs o f Gaspe and the KwawKwlith of British Columbia.19

Clearly, Johnson was critical of the homogeneous representation of Aboriginal women in
popular culture. She also criticized Euro-Canadian authors who wrote about Aboriginal
culture without knowledge of it, who have “never been on an Indian reserve in their lives,
have never met a ‘real live’ redman.. .what wonder that their conception of a people they
are ignorant of, save by hearsay, is dwarfed, erroneous, and delusive.”
From Pauline Johnson’s prose and dramatic performances of her poetry, we can
ascertain an intention for intervention. She is arguably one of the first modem
storyteller/activist/performance artists. Her dynamic acts of performativity can be
understood as a historical precedent for contemporary Aboriginal performance art as
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political intervention. Johnson’s practice can be situated within the discussion of pushing
boundaries and provoking fundamental changes for Aboriginal peoples. In this sense,
Pauline Johnson and Lori Blondeau can be jointly placed under the umbrella of
Aboriginal performance art—their methods and tools of engagement reflecting the socio
political climates of their time. They are linked by their practice of oratory utilized for
political intervention and indigenous empowerment. They are both storytellers,
performing stories to re-dress, re-write, re-view, and re-voice Aboriginal histories and
identities.
The Story: The Tradition of Aboriginal Oratory
“Indian stories are teachings, prayers, songs.”21 This statement by Ojibway Elder
and storyteller Art Solomon acknowledges the fundamental principles of the story within
the context of the Aboriginal community. Canadian indigenous stories are teachings, and
indigenous peoples understand stories as being rooted in the common experience of oral
tradition. As Guthrie Valaskakis affirms: “It is the power of narrative as teaching, prayer,
song experienced through collective heritage which makes stories so valued and so
important in Indian Country.”22 The tradition of orality can be linked to the fundamental
principles of communication. Thomas A. McKean, a Communications scholar who
studies song and story traditions, argues that tradition, which can be defined as the
passing on of socio-cultural knowledge through shared actions and teachings, is
communication. Noting the significant relationship between performer, source, and
audience, McKean states that the tradition of communication is “by extension, the
cultural manifestations of that relationship at the intersections of memory, orality, and
literacy.”23 Channels of communicating are mutable and are susceptible to change and
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new readings; however, the purpose of communication remains intrinsically connected to
methods of sharing knowledge. The nature of communication is subjective, and reflects
specific periods in cultural history. Aboriginal storytellers have told stories that in turn
have been passed on by their listeners, enabling generation after generation to hear the
same narratives with few changes. In “Man Made of Words,” Kiowa
storyteller/writer/scholar N. Scott Momaday asserts that within the discourse of
Aboriginal storytelling, fundamental practices occur. For example, historical events,
community norms, cultural practices, knowledge, and views of life are passed on, thereby
disclosing the heterogeneous nature of storytelling in Aboriginal communities.24 In this
sense, Aboriginal oral tradition is the body of unwritten principles and teachings that
make up the socio-cultural fabric of community. Arguably, then, oral tradition not only
plays a prominent role within Aboriginal culture; ‘it is the culture itself.’25 This suggests
and affirms the belief of many Aboriginal peoples, that the word is a living, breathing,
and dynamic being.
There are many different kinds of stories; some share how the world was created,
and the gifts of power and medicines, while others recount war, conflict, and other
traumatic events. Some stories tell of family ancestral lineage and recount the lives of
great leaders.26 Storytelling continues as a method to teach new generations. Acoma
Pueblo storyteller Simon Ortiz considers storytelling to be a process that illuminates and
presents truths lived by North American indigenous peoples:
There were always stories. And they weren’t just stories, they were the truth. They were
views on the truth o f life. And the truth o f this life was that it was a way of life, the way
we— the community o f Acoma Pueblo, the larger Native American world, the world in
general— lived. And it was the stories which opened my eyes, my mind. ..upon the way
o f life of that world in which I lived. And because the world continued and I continued
with it, the stories went on, constantly in the making, changing, reaffirming the belief that
there would always be the stories.27
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This being said, the concept of ‘truth’ is a problematic term in relation to Western
discourse, and while Aboriginal storytelling is understood as sharing factual events, such
as namings, the passage of rights, and historical events, there is also an acceptance of the
relationship between storytelling and subjectivity. Bo Scholer's statement, ‘By nature,
storytelling is subjective,’ suggests the story does not claim to present objective facts but
rather shares a reality of subjectivity in the retelling from generation to generation.

98

Boundaries shift, as do stories, however these shiftings do not make the stories fictional,
as they are narratives considered to be factual truths. For example, Lori Blondeau’s hightech storytelling is evidence of such shiftings in the definition of storytelling. Although
her stories are shared in a new way and offer new insights, they remain narratives sharing
life experiences and factual ‘truths.’ The story is a history of life lived, a mapping of
sorts, which charts the course of history.29
Aboriginal histories offer insights into indigenous knowledge systems, but also
negotiate hard stories endured throughout the colonial processes. These stories from
Canada’s colonial period of domination, subordination, and oppression suggest reasons
for current realities and problems plaguing Aboriginal communities. There are numerous
significant consequences of this colonial domination over Aboriginal peoples; among the
most heinous are alcohol and drug abuse and high suicide rates. The sharing of past
histories of relocations and land loss, residential schools, and ceremonial bans offers
insights into current situations in both reserve and urban communities. Through sharing
these hard histories, Aboriginal storytelling can also be looked upon through the lens of
self-determination, empowerment, and sovereignty. Storytelling has been utilized by
multiple generations of Aboriginal peoples, sharing perspectives, giving voice, and
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creating resistance. In this respect, a new generation of storytellers has emerged; today
they perform their artistic narratives in the form of hip hop music, graffiti art, dance,
poetry, textual writing, and visual art. Many of these new storytellers are First Nations
women. Emerance Baker, a First Nation writer, remarks:
The power to tell our stories and to share them so widely is not new to Native women. We have
been telling stories for generations. And as the medium for telling our stories changes somewhat
over time, so too does the form, shaping and telling of our stories reflect the differences of the
spaces we now occupy.30

Lori Blondeau is one of these innovative artists, pushing the boundaries of the
practice of storytelling, using new methods of conveying individual, familial, and
communal stories. This generation is sharing the hard truths of Canada’s Aboriginal
communities, voicing the necessity of continued dialogue among indigenous peoples and
drawing together generations and diverse cultural communities. Stories act as a process
of bridging; they weave past, present, and future histories into one fabric. In other words,
old memories and stories exist alongside current realities and tomorrow’s possibilities in
contemporary Aboriginal narratives.

-2 t

In the practice of contemporary storytelling,

memory plays a significant role in the telling and reception of the story. Memory in this
sense is history. Gerald Vizenor suggests that the storyteller rekindles, or re-illuminates
narrative histories:
The teller of stories is an artist, a person o f wit and imagination, who relumes the diverse
memories o f the visual past into the experiences and metaphors of the present... The tribal
creation takes place at the time of the telling in the oral tradition; the variations in mythic stories
are the imaginative desires o f tribal artists.32

It is from this perspective that Blondeau’s performances will be analyzed in the following
chapters. The sharing of stories acts as a common thread linking contemporary
Aboriginal artists to past and present histories, offering these narratives as teachings.
Some stories present factual events, while others offer imagined spaces and times,
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dream worlds to extend empowerment and possibilities for the future. Renowned
Muskoke-Creek poet-storyteller Joy Haijo writes, “I mostly rely on contemporary stories.
Even though the older ones are like shadows or are there dancing right behind them, I
know that the contemporary stories, what goes on now, will be those incorporated into
those older stories or become a part of that.”33 In this sense, the divisions between old and
new stories are not clear, as they are a part of each other. For example, Blondeau’s
performances fuse her life stories with those of her grandparents, simultaneously sharing
pre-colonial stories, colonial histories, and post-colonial possibilities. In Are You My
Mother? Blondeau includes her experiences of head lice with her grandmother’s stories,
revealing layers of meaning and lessons. She shares traditions of Aboriginal women
picking head lice from their children’s hair, which is a lesson on mothering and nurturing
affection. This is in contrast to the story of washing young children’s hair at residential
school with ‘disinfectant,’ because the Aboriginal children were considered to be
‘savagely dirty,’ which summons memories of colonial trauma and dislocation from
Aboriginal ways of mothering. While the manifestation of Blondeau’s process is new,
arguably the structure and cultural foundations are not. As formulated by Thomas
McKean, “If tradition is process rather than content, as I believe it is, the mechanics are
essentially the same today.”34 Although the current generation of storytellers utilizes new
methods and materials, new songs and dances, they remain fundamentally linked to their
storytelling ancestors. The foundation on which these artists express their cultural and
contemporary identities remains tightly bound to a basic principle, the tradition of orality.
Ortiz states that Native “oral tradition is inclusive—it is the actions, behaviours,
relationships, practices, throughout the whole social, economic, and spiritual life process
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of people. In this respect, the oral tradition is the consciousness of the people.”35 Stories
are passed from generation to generation, linking grandparents to grandchildren, and are
the documents of histories. In this sense, stories are the threads of old memories that are
woven into the consciousness, connecting through knowledge the members of
communities. In the Aboriginal story, identity and connection to community are
expressed together. Okanagan storyteller Jeanette Armstrong articulates this
interconnectivity of stories and the creation of community identity in her poem “Threads
of Old Memory.” The following passage captures the essence of the role of the
storyteller:
Silently transform into words
I speak and
powerfully become actions
become memory in someone.
I become different memories to different people
different stories in the retelling o f my place.
I am the dreamer
the choice maker
the word speaker
I speak in a language o f words
formed o f the actions of the past
words that become the sharing
the collective knowing
the links that become a people
the dreaming that becomes a history
the calling forth o f voices
the sending forward o f memory
I am the weaver of memory thread
twining past to future
I am the artist
the storyteller
the singer...36

Stories in Aboriginal communities are the lifeline of knowledge, linking the
generations by sharing spiritual, historical, and cultural knowledge. The multiple roles the
contemporary storyteller assumes are significant in terms of cultural survival and
empowerment. Armstrong is a self-determined educator, entertainer, and dreamer. She
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offers the possibilities for post-colonial re-voicing of Aboriginal knowledge and
autonomy.
Acts of Resistance: Performance Art and Storytelling
Culture becomes as much an uncomfortable, disturbing practice of survival and supplementarity—
between art and politics, past and present, the public and the private— as its resplendent being is a
moment of pleasure, enlightenment or liberation. It is from such narrative positions that the post
colonial prerogative seeks to affirm and extend a new collaborative dimension, within the margins
of the nation-space and across boundaries.37

Intrinsic to the history of contemporary performance art in Canada is the concept
of resistance. Lori Blondeau utilizes the practice of performance to resist and to protest.
The concept of performative storytelling as an act of resistance and intervention is
fundamental to my argument, which proposes that Blondeau’s high-tech storytelling
practice re-constitutes representations of Aboriginal women in particular, in order to
decolonize the colonial discourse. Consequently, space for testimony is negotiated,
giving voice to otherwise silenced communities. Art historian Jessica Bradley
substantiates Peggy Phelan’s claim that the significance of performance art lies in
“representation without reproduction,” a one-time event that locates “a subject in what
cannot be reproduced within the ideology of the visible.”38 In other words, as Bradley
suggests, performance art’s significance is its potential to excavate and bring to life the
issues and images that “are systematically marginalized by the dominant culture.”39 At
the heart of Aboriginal performance art as exemplified by Lori Blondeau and her
contemporaries is the idea of the visible and its ability to maintain the invisibility of other
voices and representations.40 What this means is that Blondeau, Rebecca Belmore, and
James Luna re-negotiate spaces in order to take control over their representation, while
also giving vision to their once ‘invisible’ position as Aboriginal people in Euro-
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American society. Peggy Phelan proposed this concept in Unmarked: The Politics o f
Performance, where she investigates subjectivity and identity which are not visibly
represented.41 Lori Blondeau’s performances destabilize multiple images of ‘Indianness,’
incorporating the story of the ways in which these stereotypes have been created as well
as resisted.
Native resistance is cultural persistence; its strategies are stories. The story not
only expresses power of the past but offers empowerment for the future. Gerald Vizenor
(Anishinabe) argues, in Manifest Manners: Post-Indian Warriors o f Survivance, that
Native stories bear witness and give presence to ‘survivance.’ Vizenor says this “is a state
in which we are moving beyond our basic survival in the face of overwhelming cultural
genocide to created spaces of synthesis and renewal.”42 Re-expression of old stories plays
a significant role in the generation of new stories and the possibilities of social change.
The reception of performances can instigate new ways of understanding, making the
gallery a site for social activism. In The Native American Oral Tradition: Voices o f the
Spirit and Soul, Lois Einhom recognizes the importance of the oral tradition in
Aboriginal cultures, claiming that the stories encourage the imagination. She also
acknowledges the importance of repetition, stating that through hearing stories
repeatedly, the listener gains a deeper understanding of them.43 From this point of view,
the telling and re-telling of stories creates a space for the continual reception of
indigenous world views, thus connecting communities by means of cultural knowledge.
Craig Womack remarks that stories not only preserve Aboriginal communities, but
“acknowledge that our cultures are largely intact because our stories tell us how we are
adapting to the challenges we are continually encountering in our communities.”44 In this
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sense, the act of telling stories contributes not only to the process of resistance and
survivance, but in the post-colonial context, the story offers sovereignty and
empowerment.
Furthermore, storytelling is a communal act of resistance, representing the
ongoing creation of world views. Kim Anderson, in A Recognition o f Being:
Reconstructing Native Womanhood, discusses how the act of storytelling preserves
language and the power of the spoken word. She observes that “indigenous stories are
significant because they are anchors of resistance.”45 Prior to contact with Europeans,
Aboriginal peoples relied on stories to connect communities and maintain strong tribal
cohesion. The story was a means for cultural continuance, and can account for its
survival46 This system of inter-tribal communication continued throughout the period of
colonial expansion, and persists today. What makes the story so significant is the fact that
despite great efforts made by both the Canadian government and Christian religious
organizations to eradicate ‘Indian’ culture, indigenous knowledge prevailed. In Talking
Indian: Reflections on Survival and Writing, Anna Lee Walters, a Pawnee/Otoe writer,
credits cultural continuance and survival over generations to the power of oral
traditions.47
The creation of Aboriginal identities is connected to the stories told. However,
these identities are now interwoven with Eurocentric representations of Aboriginal
peoples. From the beginnings of contact, through the processes of colonial subordination,
the ‘Indian’ emerged saturated in Euro-Canadian concepts of cultural superiority. The
‘Indian’ is a representation of the European imagination, a created myth based on
Eurocentric perspectives. The othering of indigenous peoples and the fixed sign of Indian
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warrior, Indian princess, and squaw, all reflected in travellers’ journals, literature,
photography, and later Hollywood westerns, have resulted in stereotypes that prevail
today. These stereotypes not only penetrate the mainstream consciousness of the nonAboriginal, but more significantly, inform Aboriginal peoples of themselves. For
generations, Aboriginal peoples have been witness to the marginalized and subordinated
image of the Native, resulting in a detrimental self-understanding.

However, the act of

Aboriginal storytelling is a counterforce to these negative images. Homi K. Bhabha
suggests the theory that post-colonial projects seek to explore scattered historical
contingencies for:
Elaborating empowering strategies of emancipation, staging other social antagonisms. To
reconstitute the discourse of cultural difference demands not simply a change of cultural
contents and symbols; a replacement within the same time-frame of representation is never
adequate. It requires a radical revision o f the social temporarily in which emergent histories
may be written, the rearticulation of the ‘sign’ which cultural identities may be inscribed.49

Lori Blondeau’s performance practice can be located within Bhabha’s concept of post
colonial projects, for she acts as a storyteller to reclaim Aboriginal stories from the
colonial discourse. The storyteller, therefore, gives voice to silenced histories and
subsequently re-envisions cultural identities. Armstrong states in “Threads of Old
Memory”:
I search for the sacred words
spoken serenely in the gaps between memory
the lost places o f history
pieces mislaid
forgotten or stolen
muffled by violence
splintered by e v il...
When I speak
I choose the words gently
asking the whys
dangerous words
in the language o f the newcomers
words releasing unspeakable grief
for all that is lost dispelling lies in the retelling
I choose threads o f truth
that in its telling cannot be hidden
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and brings forward
old words that heal
moving to a place
where a new song begins
a new ceremony.50

In this respect, Emerance Baker’s recent article, “Loving Indianness: Native Women’s
Storytelling as Survivance” argues that Aboriginal stories about being Aboriginal may
have begun as responses to the damaging constructions of the ‘female native’ by
European discourses. Paula Gunn Allen, a Laguna/Sioux professor and writer, comments:
Since the coming o f the Anglo-Europeans beginning in the fifteenth century, the fragile web
o f identity that long held tribal people secure has gradually been weakened and tom. But the
oral tradition has prevented the complete destruction of the web, the ultimate disruption of
tribal ways. The oral tradition is vital; it heals itself and the tribal web by adapting to the
flow of the present while never relinquishing its connection to the past.51

The relationships between identity and story, aesthetic expressions and identity, community and stories are all interconnected.
Performance art comes to the forefront for reclaiming identity and resisting
stereotypes. Elin Diamond argues that performance art can affirm or deny, create or
deconstruct identity.52 Performance art, characterized as a ‘radical form of art making,’
has its roots in the experimental and interdisciplinary dimensions of twentieth-century art
movements.

From the 1970s onward, performance art emerged as the genre of choice

for many artists from marginalized groups and cultures who “found the strategy of radical
critique necessary to articulate issues surrounding ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender,
race and class distinctions.”54 Nonetheless, Aboriginal performance art did not surface
until the mid-1980s, along with other new indigenous aesthetic expressions. In
Performance and Cultural Politics, Elin Diamond states that performance can facilitate a
discussion for the terminology of ‘re,’ meaning, that performance can reconfigure,
resignify, reinscribe, recreate and reclaim existing discourses.55 Within this context of
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acknowledging the role of performance in the postmodern and post-colonial era, the
position of identity is heightened.
Charles Garoian, in Towards an Art o f Politics, notes that the methods of
intellectual exploration and expression, grounded in postmodern thought, have enabled
artists to critique traditional aesthetics to challenge and blur the established boundaries.
Furthermore, with regard to cultural identity, postmodern performance art has provided
artists with a position from which to engage historical ideologies and stereotypes, to
question the politics of art, and to challenge the complexities and contradictions of
cultural domination in the modem, postmodern, and post-colonial worlds.56 An
authoritative voice in performance art, Allan Kaprow, argues that performance art can
provide laboratory conditions for basic research in art and life.57 Consequently, for
Kaprow, the production of art involves a dedication to close observation, engagement,
and interpretation of the process of living, as well as the incorporation of strategies of
appropriation. From this point of view, Aboriginal performance artists like Blondeau
appropriate stereotypical identities to critique perceptions of indigenous peoples, bringing
to life the absurdity and erroneous representations and stereotypes held by Euro-Canadian
society. Performance art enables the blurring of art and life, and allows for art to come
alive, stepping out of the frame and into a living medium. Blondeau removes the
stereotypes of the ‘Indian Princess’ and ‘Squaw’ from the static printed page and brings
them to life, incorporating her own lived experiences into the creation of subversive
performance personas such as CosmoSquaw (Figure 4) and Belle Sauvage (Figure 6).
Goldberg says, “Live gestures have constantly been used as a weapon against the
conventions of established art, the radical stance has made performance a catalyst in the
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history of twentieth century art.”58 The decision made by Aboriginal artists such as
Blondeau, Belmore, and Luna to adopt performance as a medium for artistic expression is
a method for protest, enabling their voices and visions to be reclaimed, recreated, and
redirected. The combining of performance art with Aboriginal storytelling allows
Blondeau to draw from two discourses whose central purpose is to engage in order to
resist. Therefore, performance art in the post-colonial context enables art and stories to
come alive, protesting cultural inaccuracies and voicing change.
Henry Giroux argues for the incorporation of artistic and aesthetic expression for
an expansion of knowledge and understanding.59 In essence, Giroux recognizes the power
of art to educate. I argue that performance art is similar to the process of storytelling, as
they both offer an occasion to generate discussion and cohesion within a group of people,
while also expressing acts of social and cultural resistance. Giroux’s concept of
‘rupturing practice’ theorizes performance art as an arena for cultural activism. It
introduces into this arena new modes of representation and voices that have previously
been ignored by the ‘mainstream.’60 This concept gives performance the means for
epistemological rupture, causing a shift in relations of power, and is exemplified in Lori
Blondeau’s A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage and Are You My Mother? These
performances will be discussed in depth in the following chapters. Blondeau’s artistic
practice is story-bound, telling numerous stories at once and enabling interplay between
performance art and storytelling. Through performance, the artist controls the story she
wishes to tell. In other words, Blondeau’s act of performing the story is a means for
disruption. It is also an intervention utilized as a strategy of cultural survival. Culture, as
discussed by Bhabha, is a strategy of survival rooted in cultural displacement. Bhabha
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writes, “Culture reaches out to create a symbolic textuality, to give the alienating
everyday an aura of selfhood, a promise of pleasure.”61 Following Bhabha’s argument,
Aboriginal performance artists who are high-tech storytellers relocate indigenous stories,
and participate within the long history of Aboriginal cultural resistance.
Due to the current political climate in Aboriginal communities, performance art
can act as a platform for artists to discuss socio-cultural and political issues with both
indigenous and non-indigenous audiences.62 Blondeau transforms spaces such as the
gallery, once entrenched in colonial discourse, into places that encourage discussion and
contemplation. The performance practice of Blondeau compellingly fuses the methods of
performance art and Aboriginal storytelling to generate acts of socio-political and cultural
resistance.
Contemporary Aboriginal Performance Art: The Rise of High-Tech
Storytellers as Political Activists
In 1981, one hundred Aboriginal women from across Canada invaded the
Department of Indian Affairs (now DIAND) in Vancouver, British Columbia. They
occupied the government office for eight days, after which time they were forcibly
removed by the police, charged, and then jailed. During their eight-day occupation, the
organizers of the protest invited the media to record particular moments, such as the
sharing of stories and the singing of songs (Figure 8). Tagny Duff writes:
Amelia Productions, a collective o f video artists and feminists, were also invited to document the
event, and produced the documentary video Concerned Aboriginal Women. The organizers
employed video, TV, and print media (in particular Kinesis, a feminist magazine) and worked with
Amelia Productions to declare their manifesto calling for better living conditions for indigenous
people living on reserves, and for the provincial and federal governments to acknowledge
corruption in the DIA office.63

As Duff states, this political action of documenting and recording the occupation of the
DIA offices is in line with the parameters of what she calls performance intervention fo r
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the camera. Duff argues that this protest reflects parallel strategic tactics to ‘performative
media infiltration’ employed by earlier feminist activists. The protest staged by the
Aboriginal women reflects the long history of indigenous political interventions, protests,
and political resistance.64 Perhaps this collective protest by one hundred Aboriginal
women is among the first performances of high-tech storytelling for political activism.
An introduction to Aboriginal performance art as an artistic medium locates
parallels and connections between Lori Blondeau’s performance practice and the larger
discourse on the subject. Within this discussion of Aboriginal performance art, the
practice of high-tech storytelling will be explored, linking the work of Blondeau with that
of Luna and Belmore. All three incorporate Aboriginal traditions of storytelling with
contemporary artistic practice and technology, such as, video, photography, and music.
These artists draw on traditions of oratory, sharing stories to entertain and educate. The
practice of Aboriginal performance art has been nurtured and supported through artist-run
centres such as the Grunt Gallery in Vancouver, and its projects, for example, the First
Nations Performance Series, 1989-2004.65 Through the initiatives of galleries like Grunt,
the Walter Phillips Gallery in Banff, Alberta, and funding projects from the Canada
Council for the Arts, contemporary Aboriginal performance art has moved into a realm of
its own, and onto the international stage. In 2005, Anishinabe performance/installation
artist Rebecca Belmore became the first Aboriginal woman to be selected as Canada’s
representative at the venerable international art exhibition, the Venice Biennale.66
Concurrently, James Luna represented the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the
American Indian at the same event. Belmore’s presence as Canada’s representative is a
significant event in the history of Canadian and Aboriginal art. Could this selection be a
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catalyst for more development and change within the climate of Aboriginal political,
artistic, and art historical discourse? This event raises many questions about the socio
political history of Aboriginal culture in the Canadian context. Does this event symbolize
the current or future relationship between indigenous peoples and the Canadian
government? Does it reflect institutional shiftings whereby contemporary Aboriginal art
is no longer marginalized? Or is it the result of a successful and well-written grant
proposal? Then again, perhaps we are witnessing yet another token gesture whereby
Belmore represents nothing more than a public relations triumph, showing the global
artistic and political communities Canada’s ‘commitment’ to the ‘improvement’ of its
relationship to its indigenous peoples. Whether this event in Canadian art history is a
catalyst for change or political tokenism, Rebecca Belmore’s performance serves as
evidence of her place on the international art scene, and makes a bold statement in regard
to her abilities as an artist.
In the future, Belmore’s video-based performance, Fountain (Figure 9), at the
Venice Biennale, will undoubtedly be considered a pivotal moment in Canadian
Aboriginal art. In 2004—05, both Belmore (Figure 10) and Blondeau (Figure 11) were the
subjects of cover stories in Canadian Art Magazine. These events may lend the necessary
momentum for galleries and cultural institutions across Canada to step up and recognize
contemporary Aboriginal art as a significant body of work. Blake Gopnik critically
discusses Luna’s and Belmore’s selection to attend the Biennale:
When artists have been chosen for the Biennale, you know they’ve truly arrived. This year, two
native North Americans had prominent spots in the exhibition. Does this mean that native art in
general has reached a new level o f art-world recognition? Or is it a fluke, or even the kind of
tokenism that could disappear again?57

Gopnik’s statement asks critical questions with reference to contemporary Aboriginal art.
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It also acknowledges the significant place Aboriginal performance art has within the
larger global discourse of contemporary art.
Rebecca Belmore was one of the first Canadian Aboriginal performance artists to
receive extensive attention in the late 1980s. Lee-Ann Martin writes:
Early national attention came to her in 1987 in Thunder Bay, Ontario, where she lived at the time.
Rising to the Occasion, now in the collection of the Art Gallery of Ontario, was a dress that
simulated a beaver house and which figured prominently in the parade and video performance
Twelve Angry Crinolines, staged on the occasion of a royal visit to the city by Prince Andrew and
his new wife.68

The following year, Belmore received national attention once again, for her Exhibit 671B
(Figure 12), which was a critical response to issues surrounding the exhibition, The Spirit
Sings: Artistic Traditions o f Canada’s First People, organized by the Glenbow Museum
in conjunction with the 1988 Calgary Winter Olympic Games. Exhibit 67IB was
performed outside the Thunder Bay Art Gallery.69 It was as much a performance as a
political protest foreshadowing the beginnings of contemporary Canadian Aboriginal
performance art.70
Aboriginal performance art must acknowledge its association and interconnection
with the indigenous visual arts.

71

Contemporary Canadian indigenous artists are

exploring the multiple stereotypes and identities ascribed to Aboriginal peoples as a result
of colonial history. Their work fits within the broader discourse on identity and cultural
performance. However, the categorization of ‘mainstream’72 performance can be
problematic due to differing socio-political experiences and realities. For instance,
performance artist Coco Fusco discusses the current backlash against art produced by
artists from the non-dominant society and/or minority groups, which negotiates and
presents issues of colonial domination and its effects on identity and culture. According
to Fusco:
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Since the backlash against early 1980s identity-based art exploded in the early 1990s, the art world
has grown increasingly hostile to the deployment of personal experience as aesthetic or political
gesture. In the 1980s, multiculturalism enjoyed a brief period of positive attention and
autobiographical confessions were the order of the day.73

Fusco discusses how issues of representation, history, and identity differ for subaltern
artists when compared to mainstream artists. She acknowledges the necessity of
continued political negotiations and protest through artistic practice. She writes:
The backlash against socially engaged art practice has spread from the popular media and the far
right into everyday life and art scholarship. The political demands for inclusion and institutional
critique that characterized subaltern art practice o f earlier periods are regularly described by critics
as a prior evolutionary stage, implying that truly human art needs to surpass such concerns. It is as
if we are being encouraged to believe that institutional racism never existed, as if art history had
never been Eurocentric, as if the current wave o f ‘multicultural normalization’ had always been in
place. To focus on the imbalances of power and institutionalized racism has deemed anathema to
beauty, championed once again as the essence of art. Cultural production that addresses the ways
that the colonial legacy of racism shapes the arts institutions, arts reception, and art scholarship
has been lumped together with the tales o f woe confessed on television talk-shows.74

In relation to its development as an artistic practice, Aboriginal performance art’s history
is situated within a narrative parallel to that of mainstream performance. Marvin Carlson
writes that from the 1970s onward the performance of identity, usually based in the
autobiographical, became a common form of performance art. He notes that,
Its frequent concern with providing a voice to previously silenced individuals or groups
often involved such work in social and cultural issues as well. Other sorts of politically
engaged performance, however, were also developing at the same time. ..less concerned
with the exploration and expression o f the identity o f the individual and more with the
social and cultural context within which that individual must operate.75

Aboriginal performance art may be seen as a combination of performances of
personal identity and culture. In terms of the aesthetics, the productions are
heterogeneous reflections and manifestations of the diverse cultural communities across
Canada and their relationship with Euro-American society. Aiyyana Maracle writes:
From my observations and conversations, Native practitioners o f performance draw their
influences from a variety of sources, not the least of which is their personal understanding of
Native culture and spirit, and/or their search for it. Overlaid on this are one, some, or all o f the
following: the traditions of historical and contemporary performance art, European theatre
traditions, dance, and music of varying genres.76

Inasmuch as they are situated within contemporary society Aboriginal artists possess a
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relationship to the ‘mainstream’ development of artistic practices. However, I agree with
Fusco’s criticism of the mainstream’s negative analysis of identity-based art made by the
‘subaltern’ artists. As we recognize connections between ‘mainstream’ and Aboriginal
performance art, as a discourse, we must also highlight the diverse issues experienced by
Canada’s Aboriginal community to avoid assimilating indigenous histories into the socalled ‘mosaic’ of multiculturalism. As Phillip Zarilli observes, performance art “as a
mode of cultural action is not a simple reflection of some essentialized, fixed attributes of
a static, monolith in culture but an arena for the constant process of renegotiating
77

experiences and meanings that constitute culture.” From Zarilli’s point of view,
performance can be recognized as a central apparatus contributing to the ongoing
construction of culture. Aboriginal performance artists utilize cultural signs for their
commentaries that criticize the Eurocentric position in relation to non-Aboriginal
‘understanding’ of Aboriginal cultures. They explore through performance their cultural
and political histories. Archer Pechawis suggests that contemporary Aboriginal
performance art allows for a claiming of space:
In that space the stories are re-told, re-interpreting what was assumed understood. The
performance space becomes part o f the moccasin telegraph: a gathering place, a communal
council fire. Grievances are aired. Relations are shown. News o f the community is examined,
the larger community of Indianess considered.78

James Luna is a high-tech storyteller, incorporating his lived experiences into his
performance narratives and installation spaces. Blondeau relates a story about him:
He [Luna] told me a story about being at an Indian Studies Conference. He was sitting at a
table with an old lady who was about to receive an award for being a storyteller and she asked
him what he did and he told her: I’m a high tech storyteller— I use all these props. And after he
did his presentation, he came back to the table and she goes: Oh, you are a high tech storyteller!79

Luna shares his stories using new technology, material culture, and humorous inventions
such as a ‘high-tech peace pipe,’ ‘wet-dream catcher,’ and ‘2worlds War Dance
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technology’.80 He says, “In my work, I’m not just criticizing a condition, I am in the
condition.”81 He is a Luiseno Native American and lives on the La Jolla Indian
Reservation, in California. He believes that installation/performance art offers “an
opportunity like no other for First Nations people to express themselves without
compromise in traditional art forms of ceremony, dance, oral traditions, and
contemporary thought.”82 His installations and performances transform gallery spaces
into what Luna describes as ‘battlefields,’ where the audience is confronted with the
nature of cultural identity, the tensions generated by cultural isolation, and the dangers of
cultural misinterpretation. 83 He is aware of the biased space of galleries and museums. He
confronts the coded colonial space, with the intention of generating conflict and
opposition against colonial systems of control, with the understanding that a neutral space
will almost certainly never exist. His purpose is clearly to make a difference through
education. His work addresses ignorance and the dangers of typecasting and stereotyping
QA

while creating ways of understanding.

Luna’s created environments function “as both

aesthetic and political statements, addressing the mythology of what it means to be
‘Indian’ in contemporary North American society and exposing the hypocrisy of the
dominant society, which trivializes First Nations people as romantic stereotypes.”85
Luna’s work challenges viewers to examine their own prejudices, as it is provocative,
often dealing with difficult issues, such as poverty and alcohol abuse.
Luna’s Biennale performance, Emandatio 2005 (Figure 13), was composed of one
performance and two installations. The Chapel fo r Pablo Tac is one of his installation
spaces. This was a new work created for the Biennale. Emandatio is a Latin word that
translates as ‘emendation,’ and is defined as “the act of altering for the better, or
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correcting what is erroneous or faulty; improvement; removal of errors or corruption.”86
Similar in form to other works in his extensive performance/installation portfolio,
Emandatio was a multifaceted presentation of video projections, audio recordings,
photographs, layered screens, found objects, and dance and audience participation. 87 The
exhibition honoured a Roman Catholic Luiseno, Pablo Tac, who in 1832 set sail to join
the priesthood and learn missionary skills in Rome. The installation chapel was dedicated
to him. Luna’s performance stage was a pseudo-ceremonial stone circle. He dressed in a
series of costumes representing the cliches of Indianness. He incorporated objects that
interplay with the sign of the ‘Indian’, such as, moccasins, a loincloth, an eagle feather, a
war shirt, and a Winchester rifle. However, these objects challenge notions of authentic
Aboriginal culture. Firstly, most of the material culture incorporated into Luna’s
performance was not from his own cultural heritage. In addition, his loincloth was a blue
thong with leopard print spots, and his war shirt had sports webbing up the sides. Blake
Gopnik’s observation from witnessing Luna’s performance was that it seemed that Luna
was “trying to inhabit everything an Indian is supposed to be, has been, or could be.”88 In
an interview with Gopnik, Luna acknowledges the misunderstandings his performances
generate. Luna’s account reflects similar unfortunate and frustrating misinterpretations of
Coco Fusco’s and Gomez-Pena’s Couple in A Cage (Two Undiscovered Amerindians)
(Figure 14).89 Gopnik asks, “Did anyone read your performance as a traditional folk form
of Indian Culture?” Luna replies:
They always do. Because even though it’s tongue in cheek, part o f the attraction is that I
take my structure from a ceremony. But [my work] is not a ceremony, it’s a performance.
There are moments when I catch the audience out o f the comer of my eye, and see them
tear up: “Oh my God, it’s an Indian,” [they say]. And I kind of chuckle to myself. But
after all the Indian hoopla, [I hope] they’ll just talk about the piece as a piece.. .We
weren’t at the [Biennale] by fluke, or just because w e’re Indian, but because w e’ve
earned this. [The work] isn’t just about native identity... it’s about being human and
being perceived as different, or being different, in this world.90
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This discussion brings up a critical question: At what point does this strategy become
predictable, and perhaps therefore, less effective? I would argue that as long as the
majority of the audience members perceive the subversions as ‘authentic’ representations
of Aboriginal culture, Luna’s, Fusco’s and Pena’s strategies of ‘playing Indian’ will be
politically effective and necessary. Perhaps for the ‘expert’ members of the audience
these strategies may seem predictable, as they have been incorporated by artists such as
Luna since the late 1980s. It is important not to overlook the fact that the wider audience
may be unaware of the issues of Aboriginal representation in popular culture. Regardless,
until global society experiences major shifts in awareness of indigenous socio-cultural
contexts, the issues discussed by these artists will remain relevant in the struggle for
Aboriginal decolonization and sovereignty.
The performance of satirical pseudo ceremony is also characteristic of Luna’s
Shameman (Figure 15). This performance satirizes the non-Aboriginal’s concept of
‘going native’ while criticizing Aboriginal people who exploit sacred ceremony for the
gazing eyes of non-Aboriginals and for economic profit. Luna opens his performance
with a series of pseudo rituals including the spiritual offering of an air-freshener can,
rather than a smudge of sweet grass and tobacco. He includes elements of ritual, but, he
says, “these are more about protocol or oral history than spirituality. They’re .. .a way of
remembering.”91 This method of remembering through the ritual act of storytelling will
be explored in the work of Lori Blondeau. Both artists share common methods of
storytelling, and both include ‘hard stories’ in their performances, which Luna argues
makes ‘battlefields’ of gallery spaces, in order to communicate silenced historical events
endured by Aboriginal peoples. In many cases, Luna and Blondeau’s politicized
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performances are effectively delivered to their audiences through their use of the
powerful trope of humour.
Ellen Femandez-Sacco discusses Luna’s political negotiations, which confront his
presumably detached and passive viewers, consequently highlighting the instability of
individual and collective identity and the consequences of the romanticization of
Aboriginal culture.92 This is what makes performance art so powerful; the artist and his
actions confront the prejudices people hold towards others. Luna’s performance art
tackles contemporary and historical issues by employing humour and parody to take, as
O '!

he describes, “the first step to recovery.” What is being recovered? Identity, voice,
stories and histories of indigenous peoples are being recovered by Aboriginal artists.
Luna utilizes humour as a strategy to “win over audiences and lure them into listening to
more challenging material.”94 Laughter allows for the confrontation of painful truths and
attitudes, which in turn enables a rejuvenation of relationships and perspectives.95
Furthermore, the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people can be
renegotiated by generating a greater cross-cultural understanding and communication.
James Luna has successfully negotiated high-tech storytelling, which has been influential
in the development of Aboriginal performance art.
Rebecca Belmore is one of Canada’s leading installation/performance artists. Like
Luna, she is a high-tech storyteller who utilizes technology and other props to tell her
story. From her Exhibit 67IB (1988) (Figure 12) to her Biennial video-performance
Fountain (2005) (Figure 9), Belmore includes personal, familial, community, and
national stories to share Aboriginal histories. Jann L.M. Bailey and Scott Watson
introduce Belmore in her Biennale catalogue with the following passage:
Belmore’s art, whether it is installation, video or photograph, has its basis in performance,
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which she, in turn, sees as a medium shared by old traditions and modem expression— a
medium both indigenous and international. As a vehicle for polemics, Belmore’s
performance art almost always features her body. Her physical presence in the work calls
forth a sense o f loss for something absent, while creating an energy of resistance... The
sense of loss in Belmore’s work has been explicit and specific. In addition to lost battles
and the scourge of racism, there is a loss o f cosmology and nature, a remapping and
reimagination of the inhabited w orld...96

This is evident in Fountain (Figure 9) which was conceived for the Canada Pavilion in
Venice. The video-performance is projected through falling water. Lee-Ann Martin
writes that ‘'‘'Fountain is quintessential Belmore. Her reputation, across Canada and
internationally, has been earned with performances and installations that reveal
Q7

sensitivities to history and place, memory and absence.” Martin commends Belmore’s
QO

“ability to manipulate materials and concepts into innovative special environments,”
which I would argue ultimately generates commentary and testimony to colonial history.
Fountain is set on Iona Beach, south of Vancouver, where the city’s sewage is dumped
into the ocean, only kilometres from the Vancouver International Airport. The
performance is presented in five scenes and is videotaped on a typical, cold January day.
It starts with a panoramic view of the grey ocean and sky, moves quickly along a sandy
beach littered with logs from the forest industry salvaged by the ocean’s tide. Suddenly,
fire explodes on the beach. The next scene shows Belmore in the ocean, struggling to fill
a bucket with water (Figure 16). She continues to struggle, but repeatedly falls (Figure
17). This cycle of struggle then shifts, showing Belmore walking towards the camera
(Figure 18), holding a bucket, struggling forward with ‘great resolve.’ Belmore ‘heaves’
the bucket, imagined as water, at the viewer. The water has transformed into blood,
flowing down the screen (Figure 19), leaving the viewer with an image of Belmore
staring through the bloodied screen (Figure 20). As Martin suggests, she “confronts the
camera with a somber, resilient look. It is the expression of someone ready to move
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forward, with nothing but fear and, sadly, nothing more to lose.”99 Belmore’s
performance offers multiple meanings specific to Vancouver, the Pacific Northwest, and
Canada, but also to Europe and Venice. She intricately weaves layers of meaning into her
performance offering multiple stories for her viewer to unravel and reflect upon. For
example, fountains are common to European cities as large and opulent civic
installations, arguably representing the Renaissance of European culture and the birth
place of imperialism. For an aboriginal viewer, fountains could represent the colonization
of indigenous culture by European invasion. Water is the common thread which is woven
through each scene of this performance. Perhaps commenting on the Pacific ocean and
the reliance of the people on this resource, or does it represent the waters European
settlers travelled across to arrive in North America.
Ayumee-aawach Oomama-mowan: Speaking to Their Mother (1991) (Figure 21)
is a performance that demonstrates Belmore’s use of indigenous oratory in her artistic
practice for political activism. This performance employs a beautiful and enormous
wooden megaphone; it has moved to various locations across Canada addressing Mother
Earth, acting in continuum as a collective story. 100Belmore reclaims indigenous voice,
and claims a decolonized space for the sharing of multiple Aboriginal voices. I perceive
this performance to be a method of talking back to the land, which offers the opportunity
to share stories contributing to the movement towards sovereignty and also to the process
of decolonization. Ayumee-aawach Oomama-mowan offered a platform for personal
voices to be vocalized, which throughout the processes of colonization had been
marginalized and muted101 Townsend-Gault discusses how in Ayumee-aawach Oomamamowan, the lyrical and political negotiate equal roles in giving voice to others, while also
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enabling Belmore to find hers. 102 Belmore’s work creates a new space for contemporary
Aboriginal stories and voices to be heard.
Belmore’s installation Mawa-che-hitoowin: A Gathering o f People fo r Any
Purpose (1992) (Figure 22) created for the National Gallery of Canada’s exhibition Land,
Spirit, Power, consists of a circle of chairs taken from her own kitchen and from those of
her women friends and family. Earphones are placed on each chair, enabling the viewer
to participate in the circle, to listen to the stories being shared. Sitting on these women’s
chairs and listening to their stories, the viewer listens to life experiences of Aboriginal
women. The women’s circle introduces the viewer to Belmore’s female community—
learning the sources of their struggles, joys, and strength.103 These voices and stories have
been neglected, ignored, and discarded. Janet Berio and Ruth Phillips note that this piece
creates a space for listening, talking, and for reaching understanding.104 It also recognizes
oral tradition and storytelling, while evoking Belmore’s more personal influences:
I have with me the influence o f my Kokum (grandmother) and my mother... I see their
hands in my work.. .1 can see their hands touching hide, cloth, and bead, creating colour,
beauty: working hands. I look at my hands and I am aware o f their hands. That is how I
wish to work.105

Like Ayumee-aawach Oomama-mowan, Belmore’s The Named and the Unnamed
(2002) (Figure 23) gives voice to the silenced. Here, she is telling a contemporary story,
expressing the harsh urban realities of Aboriginal women. Exhibited at the Morris and
Helen Belkin Art Gallery in Vancouver, her Named and Unnamed project honours the
women who have disappeared from downtown Vancouver, a large number of whom were
Aboriginal sex trade workers.106 During her performance, which was videotaped on the
streets of east Vancouver and incorporated into the gallery exhibition, Belmore yelled out
the names of the missing women. She created a vigil-like scene. Her inclusion of oratory
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reinforces her intention to give voice to the silenced and to give recognition to oral
stories—in doing so she created a record of this contemporary history. In this work,
Belmore is vocalizing a ‘public secret,’ forcing recognition of the missing women.107 The
record is in the memories of all who witnessed her performance and installation.
Belmore’s contemporary art production articulates an aspect of the urban Aboriginal
women’s experience, re-asserting their identities and voices. Lori Blondeau considers
both Belmore and Luna as artistic mentors, and their performance and installation
practices as significant influences of her work.
Conclusion
The performances briefly discussed are part of a larger discourse of Aboriginal
performance art. Pauline Johnson set the stage for this discussion of Aboriginal
performance art, as her performative personas articulated some of the first story-based
indigenous interventions in Canadian history. Utilizing storytelling for social change, the
performance practice of Luna and Belmore participates in the decolonization of
Aboriginal histories, identities, and lands. Lori Blondeau’s performance practice reflects
both Luna’s and Belmore’s high-tech approach to storytelling, as she incorporates ‘hard
histories,’ personas, humour, music, video-installations, and photographic projections
into her performances. With Belmore and Luna, Lori Blondeau participates in a collective
of Aboriginal performance artists who continue to push boundaries through their
practice.

i no

These high-tech storytellers use the practice of performance to engage their

audiences to bear witness to colonial histories; their oratory is a testimony to indigenous
resistance.
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Chapter 3

Reclaiming the Story: Lori Blondeau’s High-Tech Storytelling Practice

Introduction
The story never stops beginning or ending. It appears headless and bottomless for it is built
on differences...The story circulates like a gift; an empty gift that anybody can lay claim to by
filling it to taste, yet can never truly possess. A gift built on multiplicities. One that stays
inexhaustible within its own limits. Its departures and arrivals. Its quietness.1 Trinh T. Minh-ha

In this chapter, the multiple roles the story plays in the performance art of Lori
Blondeau will be explored. The discussion of the story and the act of storytelling in the
previous chapter set the stage for a discussion of Blondeau’s work as storyteller and
political activist, while also highlighting the socio-cultural role stories play in the
Aboriginal community. Blondeau’s work will be explored as a continuum of
performative storytelling, which incorporates a hybrid language to incite political
activism for the reclamation of Aboriginal identity. Her performance art will be examined
as a tool to discuss and to negotiate colonial histories and Aboriginal stories. This chapter
will first explore Blondeau’s high-tech storytelling, discussing the methods and
implications of her performance practice. Then the performances Are You My Mother?
(Figure 1) and Sisters (Figure 2) will be critically analyzed. My analyses of these
performances is based on a critical engagement with video and photographic recordings,
Blondeau’s descriptions of the performance space, scenes and narratives, critics’ reviews,
and interviews with the artist. The relationship of the performances to the story and the
act of storytelling will be examined. In the post-colonial sense, Blondeau re-claims and
re-envisions stories of Aboriginal people. The colonial histories presented by Blondeau
will be discussed. I argue that Blondeau’s performance art can be seen as a post-colonial
history lesson, as a method to teach her audiences silenced histories. Blondeau’s practice
will be explored and argued as resistance, as an act of interpellation to mainstream
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representations of Aboriginal stories.
Gifting the Story
According to Susan Brill de Ramirez, “There is a certain power that is compelling
in the oral narrative as spoken by a storyteller simply because the spoken word is so
immediate and intimate.”2 Within the ‘ritual’ of the storytelling practice, the audience, or
rather the listener, participates in a reciprocal relationship, as “the storyteller and listener
interact throughout the process in a conversation that reflects the inherent
interrelationality of storytelling.”3 The listener is an “active participant whose presence is
necessary to the telling-creation of the story.”4 Blondeau writes, “With all my work, the
audience is an integral part of the performance.”5 Audience politics play a significant role
in performance art’s reception. Blondeau’s performances are not offering exact truths to
her audience; meaning is negotiated between the subjects and across language. This is
exemplified by Blondeau’s remarks about her performance practice, “This work has
taught me that when I am working in this medium, my performance is never the same
twice, the venue, the audience, and my own state of mind inform the outcome of the
piece.”6 The interpretations made by audience members differ based on the individual,
and the nature of performance art as an ephemeral artistic practice. In Blondeau’s
performance, she shares and makes connections with colonial histories such as the
residential school system. Some of her audience members could be survivors of this
traumatic history, while others, such as academics, may have studied it. Certain members
of the audience will be unaware of the episode and may recognize the gaps in their
understanding of Aboriginal history. The individual experiences and knowledge of each
member of the audience will affect the ways in which Blondeau’s performances are
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received and interpreted. Amelia Jones and Andrew Stephenson argue from these
perspectives that “meaning comes to be understood as a negotiated domain, in flux and
contingent on social and personal investment and contexts.”7 By emphasizing the
shiftings that occur through interpretation and result in meaning, Jones and Stephenson
argue “that interpretation itself is worked out as performance between artists and
spectators (whether professional or non-specialist).”8 Blondeau acknowledges that the
interpretation of her performances depends on the ‘type’ of audience in her performative
space. She writes in relation to performing Sisters:
I’ve had different responses while performing this work to Native and non-Native audiences. I’ve
come to realize that when the audience is mixed, the reaction from the Native people is different
from that of the White people. Native viewers appear to use humour as a relief for the seriousness
o f the piece, and having Native people in the room seems to give White audience members
'permission to laugh. If I have no Native people in the room, my audience takes the pieces very
seriously and rarely laughs.9

Furthermore, focusing on interpretation as an exchange or negotiation between performer
and her audience, she emphasizes the reciprocal relationship present in both performance
art and Aboriginal acts of storytelling. In this way, Blondeau’s gallery spaces become
public sites of learning, creating interactive and reciprocal learning environments. Her
performances create sites of public memory while also participating in a site of public
memory.
In Blondeau’s performance practice, the audience bears witness, participating in
the decolonization of Aboriginal identities and stories. They witness her stripping of
histories from the colonial texts, while also revealing traces of indigenous knowledge.
The work of bearing witness, noted by Edward Said, is a powerful historical practice.10
Bearing witness is an act of acknowledgement and recognition, which engenders
understanding and, potentially, intervention. It is a ‘powerful historical practice’ because
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it offers the potential for social change and preventing the repetition of past atrocities. As
Homi Bhabha states, “Remembering is never a quiet act of introspection. It is a painful
re-membering, a putting together of disembodied past to make sense of the trauma of the
present.”11 Blondeau’s performances gift the knowledge of the story, engendering
recognition of Aboriginal cultural history. Her stories act in her performance spaces as
the agent in the storyteller-listener relationship. The audience reciprocates by accepting
the knowledge and stories gifted to them by Blondeau. Drawing on the concept of the
palimpsest, from a post-colonial point of view, the histories re-voiced by Blondeau
instigate a decolonization of indigenous oral texts through the act of bearing witness.
Performance Art and Storytelling: Lori Blondeau as High-Tech Storyteller
James Luna... calls himself a high-tech storyteller, which hits the nail on the head, because that’s
what Aboriginal artists are.12

Lori Blondeau is a high-tech storyteller whose artistic practice illustrates the
fusions of oratory traditions, contemporary technologies, and performance art. It is
significant to note that Blondeau also participates in Cyber Powwow,13 which utilizes
cyberspace as a vehicle for sharing Aboriginal artists’ voices and artistic visions. Her role
as high-tech storyteller pushes the boundaries of oratory traditions, not only the content
of her narratives, but in the use of multiple props to articulate her story. Technology is
incorporated into her performance spaces, bringing the tradition of Aboriginal
storytelling into the realm of high-tech.
Lori Blondeau’s high-tech performance practice, photography, video-projections,
and music are among the many technological materials brought into the performance
space. For example, when Sisters (Figure 2) was presented at the Gordon Snelgrove
Gallery of the University of Saskatchewan in 2002, the first part of the performance was
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projected onto a large screen or wall behind Blondeau during the second part of the
performance. The specifics of the performances will be discussed later in the chapter. In
some of the Betty Daybird (Figure 5) performances, a slide show is projected behind her
with images of Daybird’s adventures. During her performance at Neutral Space Gallery’s
Belle Rogue Fashion Show, for instance, images of Daybird posing in various venues,
such as a pool hall, are incorporated into her storytelling practice. Music also plays a
significant role in Blondeau’s practice. It is incorporated into Belle Sauvage’s
performances, usually at her entrance and exit, to enhance audience reception. The music
choices generate further meaning not only in relation to Blondeau’s performance
personas, but also for the audience members. The music incorporated by Blondeau from
Tom Petty to Frank Sinatra can trigger memories in her audience.
Storytelling and performance art share a fundamental element, ephemeral space.
Phelan proposes that the significance of performance art lies in its role as ‘representation
without reproduction,’ which is a one-time event that locates a subject that cannot be
‘reproduced within the ideology of the visible.14 However, in most cases, performances
are recorded on video or photographs and are often incorporated into an installation by
the artist. In the case of Rebecca Belmore’s Venice Biennale performance, Fountain
(Figure 9), her performance was a video-based production. Performance art in the age of
video recordings and cyberspace is a paradoxical artistic medium that has allowed a
larger audience to view and experience performances. This concept of performances
transcending into the production of objects is seen in the performance and performative
photography of Blondeau. The taking of a series of digital photographs, similar to a series
of video scenes, constitutes participation within the realm of performance art, as it
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‘records’ and ‘documents’ the artist’s series of events and actions. This is exemplified in
Blondeau’s images Surfer Squaw Catch (Figure 24), Surfer Squaw Surf-Up (Figure 25),
Surfer Squaw Grease (Figure 26). The image of Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4)
photographed by Bradlee Larocque will be discussed in detail later. In this series of
images, the performance of Blondeau transcends the concept of a ‘one-time event’ and
illustrates how performance is a process-oriented artistic practice. Her stories are not only
shared through her performance, but are also shared through her ‘recordings,’ illustrating
the pluralities performance offers. For the 2004 Planet IndigenUs festival (13-22 August)
in Toronto, in partnership with Gallery TPW, Lori Blondeau and the 7th Generation of
Image Makers (7GIM, an Aboriginal youth mural program) participated in the Streetwise
public postering project (Figure 27). On this occasion, Lonely Surfer Squaw took to the
streets. She was showcased all over the city on the poster collaboratively created with
7GIM, provoking public discussion and contemplation, and perhaps laughter (Figure 28).
By removing Blondeau’s Lonely Surfer Squaw from the gallery and placing her acts of
performativity on the street, The Streetwise project challenged the public to question their
views on the representation of Aboriginal women in popular culture. This poster would
have been seen repeatedly by the public. I would argue that each repeat viewing of the
Lonely Surfer Squaw offered a possibility for critical engagement, perhaps raising
questions such as why is this here, or why is this woman standing in the snow with a
surfboard, along a river?
It is important to address the fact that Blondeau’s performances are repetitively
performed at various venues. Even with a scripted narrative, each performance is a one
time event with numerous variables, such as the artist’s current mood, audience
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reception, and even venue parameters that affect the course of the performance.
Blondeau’s photographs, videos, and installations act as testimony to the process of their
own formation, and paradoxically, to performance art as a form that is essentially process
oriented, ephemeral. Her work operates within the revolutionary realm of ‘representation
without reproduction’ that Phelan claims for performance, and simultaneously, in the
realm of images as permanent works that continue to challenge the omissions and
silences within the representation of indigenous peoples.
The incorporation of storytelling into the practice of performance art by
contemporary artist Lori Blondeau creates an effective hybrid aesthetic expression.
Blondeau’s employment of performative storytelling is successfully unsettling, and is a
politicized force that clearly articulates her intentions as an Aboriginal performance artist.
“For me being Aboriginal,” says Blondeau, “dealing with political issues, performance
art gives me a forum that I don’t think I would be able to have in painting or printing. It
gives me the choice of being able to use my voice and do texts. For the Aboriginal
people, it’s a great medium.”15 Blondeau hopes “to create a whole new set of images
which show us as contemporary people living in contemporary society.”16 She employs
the practice of performance art to articulate her concerns and desires for Aboriginal
people, using her family’s story to present the larger issues, such as loss of identity,
stereotyping, urbanization, gambling, alcoholism, and cultural displacement. Blondeau
concludes:
I use my mother and her sisters and their stories a lot in my work, as well as my own
history. The really great thing about performance art is that I’m able to create this living
history at the moment in time. I’m trying to juxtapose a fictional history against the history
that has been created for us by Canadian history. I guess it’s playing with history.17

Playing with history and Aboriginal knowledge is a strategic practice utilized by
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Blondeau, offering new representations for her Aboriginal audiences, and new
understandings for the non-Aboriginal viewer. Blondeau’s performance incorporates
post-colonial instruments for refashioning voice and vision, elements from mainstream
performance art, and storytelling, a fundamental tradition of Aboriginal culture. Drawing
upon Luna’s understanding of body politics, we can see the human body as a ‘social
instrument’ to articulate critical discourse. She intertwines her stories with colonial
histories and their legacies to create a narrative. Blondeau’s incorporation of her cultural
knowledge acts symbolically as currency gifted in the form of a story within the open
parameters of performance art. The act of gifting in the form of new knowledge and
representations can result in a political shifting of power and is arguably a method for
empowering subjected peoples. Her method recalls Pierre Bourdieu’s theory that
knowledge is interconnected to political theory due to the fact that the symbolic power
imposed to construct and control social frameworks “is a major dimension of political
power.” 18Blondeau empowers herself by reclaiming the voice and the stories of her
community, thereby shifting colonial dimensions of domination and power.
Performance art has a long history of radical activism.19 Within this specific
realm, performance art is an artistic practice employed in many cases to attempt to
dislodge and/or rupture fixed systems of knowledge. Blondeau’s practice fits within the
discourse of art activism, and she uses her stories as the focus of her political protest.
This concept of storytelling for social action is discussed by Edward Said in Culture and
Resistance, where he talks about the significance of using storytelling as a vehicle in
which to navigate a counterpoint to official public memory. Said argues, “One has to
keep telling the story in as many new ways as possible, as insistently as possible, and in
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as compelling a way as possible, to keep attention on it.”20 Blondeau practices this
strategy of continued and repetitive telling and re-telling of stories by presenting her
performances numerous times in multiple venues.
With respect to performance art theory, the essence of Blondeau’s performativity
lies in the re-naming of bodies, spaces, landscapes, and histories through an act of hightech storytelling. She claims colonized spaces, such as the gallery, in order to negotiate
and instigate the process of decolonization. In this sense, her performance practice
removes the overwritings of colonial discourse layered upon the indigenous body,
landscape, and space. Her body and voice act as the traces left on the palimpsest.
Performance utilizes lived experience for the process of resignifying languages, bodies,
and texts. As Judith Butler observes:
We do things with language, produce effects with language, but language is also the
thing that we do. Language is the name for our doing: both ‘what’ we do (the name for
the action that we characteristically perform) and that which we effect, the act and its
consequences.21

Furthermore, just as the ‘name’ plays a significant role in the process of language in
performance art, the act of naming has contributed to the colonization process of Canada.
Naming is a colonial agency employed to declare ownership and authority over lands,
bodies, and culture. The process of naming also contributes to the construction of
national identities. In the Canadian context, the overlaying of colonial names, such as
Regina (where Blondeau grew up), and appropriating indigenous names, such as
Saskatchewan, formed part of a systematic colonial strategy. The naming of Canada and
her lands was part of a strategic process of generating Canadian identity.
Blondeau is aware of these processes and incorporates her own voice as a method
for retelling and rewriting, while also re-naming spaces coded in colonial discourse. For
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example, the gallery space has a long history and in many cases remains encoded by
Euro-centric perspectives and attitudes of Aboriginal culture. Aboriginal culture has long
been the object of Western fascination, a curiosity that led to the development of
academic fields and museums. Annie Coombes notes that during the late nineteenth
century, the museum housed Aboriginal cultural material that was collected and
categorized for the purpose of study by enthnologists and anthropologists. Coombes
writes that the collections were used as visual ‘evidence’ of racial inferiority in
comparative studies with European ‘civilization,’ to justify colonial expansion and
domination of Aboriginal lands and peoples. These collections are also objects of
aesthetic and exotic pleasure, and spectacle.

22

In this discourse of the dominant and the

‘other,’ the museum acts as a visual metaphor of imperial histories and colonialism’s
conquests. In Making Representations: Museum in the Post-colonial Era, Moira G.
Simpson, a respected scholar of museum studies writes:
In Europe, the tradition of museums as institutions both reflecting and serving a cultural
elite has been long established and, in many, is still maintained. The museum, the
‘cabinet o f curiosities’, is the storeroom of a nation’s treasures, providing a mirror in
which are reflected the views and attitudes of dominant cultures, and the material
evidence o f the colonial achievements o f the European cultures in which museums are
rooted.23

Although the museum can act as a visual manifestation of the colonial process, it now
also mirrors the current post-colonial era, illustrated by collaborative projects with source
communities 24 In Canadian institutions, progressive and inclusive practices have
emerged, reflecting the socio-political shift towards more positive Aboriginal relations in
the country’s politics. The museum is undergoing radical shifts, fostering rewritings, and
re-evaluating its relationships with the cultures represented in their collections. Simpson
notes that these changes reflect, “shifts in the relationship between dominant Western
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cultures and those of indigenous, minority, and suppressed cultures everywhere.”25
However, alongside the theoretical shiftings and re-writings of museological practice
remain the atrocious histories of unauthorized removals of material culture and sacred
material of Indigenous communities throughout North America.
The nature of Lori Blondeau’s performance art as an act of intervention within the
gallery and museum space is reinforced by the fact that it is not collectable. Recordings
made of her performances are controlled by her and are not for sale.

At this point in her

artistic career, Blondeau’s work does not directly comment on the museum. Her choice of
performance art, a medium that cannot be collected, is arguably an act of resistance to
museological acquisition practices. In addition, she participates in the decolonization of
Aboriginal representation in the gallery by means of TRIBE, an arts organization for
evolving Aboriginal media, visual, and performing arts. Blondeau is the co-founder and
the current director of TRIBE.27 TRIBE’s mandate is to foster and support Aboriginal
contemporary arts; however, it is a gallery without walls, without a permanent space, and
it crosses boundaries while exploring the limitations offered by traditional gallery
spaces.

28

As a gallery without borders, TRIBE negotiates and promotes the inclusion of
Aboriginal arts in the ‘mainstream.’ It is establishing platforms on which contemporary
indigenous arts can be situated, providing a political voice camouflaged in the costume of
an arts organization. The relationship between the museum and/or gallery with
Aboriginal cultural material is predicated on the histories of colonial hegemony, but is
also a reflection of the current political shiftings that signal a new era of Aboriginal
autonomy.
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Lori Blondeau’s performances are situated within the process of storytelling as an
act of survivance 29 and resistance. Moreover, her artistic practice clearly tells the ‘hard
stories’ in order to decolonize the histories/stories of Aboriginal peoples, specifically
women. She participates in a conversation whose content is social activism, and partakes
in the arena of socially conscious artists such as Coco Fusco and James Luna. What these
two have in common with Lori Blondeau is their use of artistic practice as political
agency to challenge, re-write, and confront the dominant society’s version of their
culture, story, and identity. Augosta Boal, founder of The Theatre of the Oppressed in
Brazil in the late 1970s, explains how artists can actively challenge the dominant arts,
culture, and writings through sharing and placing authority in their story. Interventions
through the arts can therefore stimulate new perspectives and negotiate new spaces for
interaction.
Are You My Mother?: Re-writing and Resistance
I see memory as not just associated with past history, past events, past stories, but nonlinear,
as in future and ongoing history, events, and stories.31 Joy Harjo

To set the stage, the gallery space is completely transformed for the performance
of Are You My Mother? (Figure 1). Lori Blondeau sits on a large rock, skinning logs. The
audience walks in during her action. There is an enclosed pen made of wood posts and
sheep wire near the back of the gallery, and a large rock (or chair) off to one side of it.
Chairs are placed both inside and outside of the pen for audience members. In front of the
rock are two logs. Sod covers the floor of the gallery space, and projected on the wall is
an image of Queen Victoria. Blondeau is wearing red pants, black cowboy boots, and a
traditional ribbon shirt. When the pen is full, she stops skinning logs and hammers the
fence shut. She sits down on the rock (or chair) and continues skinning logs. Throughout
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this act, she tells numerous stories about the impact of the residential school experience
on her family. At times she digresses from her storytelling, giving out commands such as,
‘Sit up straight.’ At one point in her performance, she invites the audience to join her in
skinning logs. After audience participation, she returns to her storytelling. At the end of
her performance, she asks an audience member to assist her, and Blondeau braids the
woman’s hair—then they switch places. Next, the ‘planted’ audience member braids the
artist’s hair. In the closing scene of her interactive performance, Blondeau’s braid is cut
off. She then stands and walks in silence out of the gallery.
Her narratives illuminate the reasons for the fence, the skinning of logs, and the
picture of Queen Victoria, while also giving meaning to the title of her performance. The
title Are You My Mother? recalls the loss of nurturing mothering that Aboriginal children
underwent due to the residential school environment. In many cases, children became
disconnected from their mothers. Also it evokes Blondeau’s learning of her mother and
grandmother’s experiences, making her see them in a new light. The title invokes a vision
of an Aboriginal child looking up at the photograph of Queen Victoria and asking, ‘Are
you my mother?’ This question recalls the displacement the children could have felt,
when left with only memories of home. These are Blondeau’s family’s stories.
Lori Blondeau has established her position as a high-tech storyteller incorporating
personal and family stories as the bases of her performance narratives. She relates, “My
family is my first and most important community. My mother and grandmother taught me
how to tell stories and they taught me the significance of telling my own stories.. .their
stories are a part of my history.”32 Blondeau’s point of departure in Are You My Mother?
is her family’s stories of the residential school experience in Saskatchewan.
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It is a story

of survival and of resistance. Lynne Bell suggests, and I would agree with her, that
Blondeau utilizes the medium of performance art to clear a new space for ‘the
enunciation of difficult knowledge.’ These new spaces that Blondeau generates from her
thoughtful, introspective, and generous performances enable negotiation of colonial
histories and offer resistance to silenced stories. In this respect, Walter Benjamin’s
account of memory and stories can be employed to illustrate Blondeau’s process-oriented
performance practice. Benjamin notes, “memory creates the chain of tradition which
passes a happening on from generation to generation,”34 and the storyteller shares her
own experiences or those which have been reported to her. Through the act of sharing,
she makes it the experience of those who are listening.

When the audience members

become witnesses, they take on the role of active listeners publicly giving recognition to
her stories.
Jean Fisher discusses Coco Fusco’s storytelling practice as a site where the act of
witness may enable audiences to “rediscover [their] potential as agents of change.”36
Although Fusco and Blondeau’s performance practices differ, they possess parallels in
their use of storytelling to re-negotiate colonial histories and gendered spaces. In this
regard, they both occupy, through narrative, symbolic spaces.37 Fisher argues that
storytelling “has special poignancy for those peoples for whom the trauma of racial
violence has yet to be healed and adequately narrativized.”38 Blondeau’s storytelling
contributes to the ongoing processes of Aboriginal empowerment and healing.
Blondeau’s family’s stories of the trauma endured in residential schools, as
presented in Are You My Mother?, mirror the lived experiences of Aboriginals across
Canada. These experiences are arguably a major contributor to many socio-cultural issues
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in Aboriginal urban and reserve communities.

Blondeau remarks:

It wasn’t until 1988, when she [my mother] and my grandmother came to visit me in
Montreal, that she started to talk about these experiences. There was a program on
television— a drama series called Where the Spirit Lives— about a residential school on
the prairies at the turn of the century. It was a young Cree girl who was taken from her
family and put into a residential school: it was her story.40

After viewing the film Where the Spirit Lives, Blondeau asked her mother and
grandmother what residential schools were really like. Blondeau recalls, “It was the first
time that I found out that my grandmother’s first language was Cree. They both told me
that the television show we watched was very similar to their own experiences.”41 Thus,
it was as an adult that Blondeau was made aware of the tragedies endured by the
generations of Aboriginal people sent to the jointly administered, government and church
controlled boarding schools 42 This system of removing and relocating children from their
families, communities, and cultural context was one of the Canadian government’s most
intensive legislative policies to eradicate Aboriginal language and culture, to naturalize
and Europeanize the ‘Indian.’ Although the fallout from this colonial system of education
has been significant, cultural resistance and survivance continued, undermining these
aggressive assimilation policies.
The residential school system was officially established in 1892 and was in effect
until 1969. Although the Canadian government withdrew from official responsibility,
several schools continued operation through the 1970s into the 1980s. However, the last
federally run residential school, the Gordon Residential School, closed in Saskatchewan
in 1996 (Blondeau is a member of Gordon First Nations and her grandparents lived on
Gordon Reserve). It is imperative to note the complexities of this history, and my
intention is not to generate a simplistic, one-dimensional narrative or digress from
Blondeau’s performance, but to discuss the specific histories she shares. For the purposes
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of this discussion, the issues raised are strictly in relation to Blondeau’s performance. The
purpose behind the institution of the residential school system, according to the 1897
Sessional Report from the Indian Commissioner, was clearly established. The following
statement by A.E. Forget, Indian Commissioner, is taken from the 1897 Sessional Report:
This branch of the Indian service has ever been recognized as one of the most, if not
perhaps the most, important features of the extensive system which is operating towards the
civilization of our native races, having its beginning in small things— the first step being the
establishment o f reserve day-schools of limited scope and influence, the first forward step
was the founding of boarding schools both on and off the reserves. The beneficent effect of
these becoming at once apparent, an impetus was thus given to the movement in the
direction o f Industrial training, which was at once entered upon the establishment o f our
earlier industrial institutions.. .until to-day the Dominion has had at its command a system
which provides for its Indian wards a practical course of industrial training, fitting for
useful citizenship o f the youth of a people who one generation past were practically
unrestrained savages.43

What is evident from this report is that the Aboriginal children entering the residential
school system were to be re-educated to fit the Euro-Canadian model, in an attempt to
strip them of their indigenous knowledge, which through ignorance, was considered to be
traditions of ‘savagery.’ This was the experience of Blondeau’s grandmother, whose first
language was Cree. Onondaga artist and curator Jeff Thomas remarks in his catalogue
Where are the Children: Healing the Legacy o f the Residential Schools, how the
residential school system, a program of social engineering established by the Canadian
government, can be characterized as an aggressive system of ethnocide.44
From our position in history, we can now look back and recognize the truth of
Thomas’s claim. The residential school system was a forceful attempt to break down the
foundation of communities, the family. The relocation of children was a means to solve
the ‘Indian problem,’ which could be defined as the existence of Aboriginal peoples who
were living on lands Euro-Canadian settlers wanted to farm. A famous pronouncement by
Duncan Campbell Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, in 1920,
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encapsulates the prevailing attitude of this period towards the Aboriginal population:
“Our object is to continue until there is not a single Indian in Canada that has not been
absorbed into the body politic, and there is no Indian question, and no Indian
department.”45 It was during this period of early ‘development’ that the government
officially adopted a policy of assimilation, which was originally established during the
pre-Confederation period.46 This policy was designed to “move communities, and
eventually all Aboriginal peoples, from their helpless ‘savage’ state to one of self-reliant
‘civilization’ and thus to make Canada but one community—a non-Aboriginal, Christian
one.”47 The report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples remarks that
education was evidently a significant method for ‘civilizing’ and assimilating Natives.
Today, in our democratic nation, the treatment of children in such brutal and cruel
fashions seems unfathomable, and indeed disgraceful. Unfortunately, residential schools
maintain a strong relationship to today’s reality: the physical, mental, spiritual, and
sexual abuses endured by some children who attended these jail-like ‘educational’
institutions constitute a legacy of trauma for new generations of Aboriginal children and
their families. From this perspective, continued unpacking of this history is essential, and
fundamentally linked to the possibilities of community healing. The Aboriginal Healing
Foundation (AHF) suggests in their ‘program handbook’ that:
Intergenerational or multi-generational trauma happens when the effects o f trauma are not
resolved in one generation. When trauma is ignored and there is no support for dealing with
it, the trauma will be passed from one generation to the next. What we learn to see as
"normal" when we are children, we pass on to our own children. Children who learn that...
or [sic] sexual abuse is "normal", and who have never dealt with the feelings that come
from this, may inflict physical and sexual abuse on their own children. The unhealthy ways
o f behaving that people use to protect themselves can be passed on to children, without
them even knowing they are doing so. This is the legacy o f physical and sexual abuse in
residential schools. 48
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Though there is a significant history of the degradation and abuse endured by the
children, there is also a history of resistance and even stories of positive experiences.
Many children challenged and resisted this colonial system of education, for example by
continuing to use their Aboriginal language.49 These disturbing legacies have been
recognized and brought out into the open. Organizations such as AHF support and
encourage discussion of these experiences through storytelling and the visual arts.
Perhaps, in this sense, a performance such as Are You My Mother? can act as catalyst for
continued healing and empowerment. Lori Blondeau reveals why it was so important for
her to tell these stories:
I wanted to talk about my mother’s residential school story because, even though I am
not part of my family’s residential school generation, I realize that I am still strongly
affected by the after-shocks o f the system that was put in place to assimilate my people
and exterminate their culture. We are still feeling the effects whether we went to
residential schools or not. This was the drive behind wanting to make Are You My
Mother?50

Lori Blondeau intricately weaves multi-generational stories into a politically
vocal fabric. I suggest that this process of telling and re-telling not only sparks discussion
but also acts as a memorial to all Aboriginal families touched by the reality and aftermath
of residential schools. Thus, her performances can be seen as testimony; they
acknowledge the travesties of assimilation policies while recognizing the power of the
human spirit to prevail. In the following passage, which is included in the performance
narrative, Blondeau remarks on the inhuman treatment of both the child and her relations,
while at the same time noting the power of memories as a method of cultural survival:
One o f the stories my mother told me was about her grandparents visiting her in residential
school. Her own parents wouldn’t go because it was too difficult for them. When her
grandparents visited her, they weren’t allowed to go into the grounds; they had to visit with
a chain-link fence between them. My mother told me that she missed home, but what she
missed most o f all was the smell o f home, because the residential school was a sterile
environment. When her grandparents visited, my great-grandmother would throw a
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tablecloth over the fence for my mother and set one for herself and my great-grandfather.
They would have a picnic of tea and bannock. My mom would always get her grandmother
to throw her sweater over the fence, and then my mother would take the sweater and hold it
up to her nose and just smell it. The smell evoked the memories that gave her the strength to
be in this jail-like environment where physical contact with her family was not allowed.51

Blondeau’s great-grandmother’s presence, her smell, and her bannock served as
reminders of the safe, nurturing home that Blondeau’s mother grew up in prior to being
forcibly removed from her family and relocated into residential school. This was the first
story that Blondeau internalized and used as inspiration for her performance, and she
notes, “When my mother told me about this story, I was taken aback because I could
visualize it in my head as a performance piece.”52
In all of Blondeau’s work, the audience plays an integral role, participating in
post-colonial processes of recognition, reconciliation, re-writings, and restitution.
Blondeau is actively engaged with Canada’s colonial histories, and negotiates what
renowned contemporary artist Isaac Julien calls “the undoing of the colonial archive.”

C -5

In this respect, I would argue that a close engagement with the colonial archive ‘with
intention to un-do it’ reflects a palimpsest aesthetic. In Are You My Mother?, by bearing
witness to the violence and hardship of residential schools, the audience is thrust into a
reciprocal relationship with Blondeau and her family’s stories. What this means is that
Blondeau’s stories are certain to traumatize her audience as a method of provoking
recognition. From this point of view, her deployment of narrative pulls into public
circulation traces of memory, knowledge, and stories that have been discarded,
camouflaged and or silenced by dominant discourses, and subsequently “contaminates
them with a dissonant beat.”54 Bearing witness means to write with the body, or present
the body as the written document. Her body also bears witness to acts of re-membrance,
and then shares these with her audience. In essence, Blondeau’s process of calculated and
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fabricated storytelling is a witness’s testimony. Shoshana Felman, a scholar of
comparative literature who specializes in issues of trauma and testimony suggests that,
As a relation to events [witness’s testimony] seems to be composed o f bits and pieces o f a
memory that has been overwhelmed by occurrence that have to settle into understanding or
remembrance, acts that cannot be constructed as knowledge nor assimilated into full
cognition, events in excess of our frames of reference.. .Texts that testify do not simply
report facts but, in different ways, encounter— and make us encounter— strangeness.55

Although Felman is talking about the impact that text can have in recounting trauma, her
argument can be applied to the visual and the oral narratives of Blondeau’s performance
practice. From this perspective, Blondeau is gifting knowledge to her multi-generational,
multicultural, and diversely educated audiences. The reception of art, similar to the
reception of knowledge is highly subjective. The knowledge thus bequeathed will
ultimately engender discoveries of both new and old histories/stories. Her ‘gifting’ of
these stories creates an opportunity for viewers to take this knowledge, share it with
others within their community, and reflect on their understanding of Aboriginal culture
and history. In addition, her act of storytelling opens the door to cross-cultural exchanges
while offering more narratives from an empowered and self-determined Aboriginal
perspective. Are You My Mother? is a post-colonial history lesson which asks its listeners
to actively participate in a reciprocal relationship, learning.
In addition to sharing Blondeau’s familial stories of the residential school, Are
You My Mother? (Figure 1) generates a commentary on power relations and systems of
domination. Foucault suggests that strategies of power make an individual a subject. He
argues that power applies itself to everyday life and categorizes the individual, therefore
marking her by her own individuality; attaches her to her own identity, thereby imposing
a law of truth on her that she must recognize, and by which others have to recognize her
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as well. Foucault defines the term ‘subject’ as one who is “subject to someone else by
control and dependence, and tied to his own identity by a conscience or self-knowledge.
Both meanings suggest a form of power that subjugates and makes subject to.”56 In the
context of colonial domination of Aboriginal peoples, Are You My Mother? attempts to
subvert colonial power structures by appropriating and disclosing them. This point is
illustrated by the following description by Blondeau:
There is an image of Queen Victoria projected on the wall, making reference to the
language of treaties, which refer to her as the Great White Mother. I imagine her picture
would have hung on the walls of tum-of-the-century residential schools. Symbolically, she
was the mother o f all the Native children who were forced to go to residential schools.57

Furthermore, the projected image of Queen Victoria recognizes the British Empire’s
‘conquest’ of lands throughout the world—and acknowledges colonial hegemony over
indigenous peoples. While sitting in the pen, the audience is looked down upon by Queen
Victoria, an analogy to the experience of the residential school student. The image of
Queen Victoria is an emblem of the colonial discourse, which is saturated by attitudes of
a hierarchy of culture, defined by superiority and entitlement. Colonial discourse is
arguably an apparatus of power, which, as Homi Bhabha suggests, activates the
recognition and disavowal of racial, cultural, and historical differences. Bhabha pursues
the topic further:
Its predominant strategic function is the creation of a space for a ‘subject peoples’
through the production of knowledges in terms of which surveillance is exercised.. .it
seeks authorization for its strategies by the production o f knowledges of colonizer and
colonized which are stereotypical. ..The objective of colonial discourse is to construe the
colonized as a population of degenerate types on the basis o f racial origin, in order to
justify conquest and to establish systems of administration and instruction.58

From Bhabha’s perspective, residential schools participate in the colonial discourse of
surveillance and domination. Blondeau now articulates these histories in a space once
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controlled by the dominant society. In Blondeau’s performance space, she subverts the
systems of control once held by a colonial hegemonic government and illuminates the
presence of surveillance. Surveillance is defined as,
[one of the] most powerful strategies o f imperial dominance... because it implies a viewer
with an elevated vantage point, it suggests the power to process and understand that which is
seen, and it objectifies and interpellates the colonized subject in a way that fixes its identity in
relation to the surveyor.59

Blondeau does this by placing and ‘locking’ some of her audience members in a confined
pen, thereby controlling their movement. In the context of surveillance and control
systems, the ‘gaze’ plays a fundamental role; and conversely, in the post-colonial sense,
by recognizing the presence of a colonial gaze, the subaltern can mirror back colonial
strategies of dominance.
Are You My Mother? elucidates the power structures of colonial Canada and the
systemic incorporation of domination throughout societal spheres. During her
performance, once the fenced in area is full of audience members, Blondeau closes the
pen shut. This act of enclosure, I would argue, is intended to make her audience feel
uncomfortable and force them to recognize their loss of control. In “Some Kinda
Princess,” Blondeau writes: “I get up when I see the pen is full, and I close it and hammer
it shut with fence-post nails.. .1 want people to feel that they can’t leave, that they have no
choice but to stay in the pen. This is a reference to my mother’s experience in residential
school: She had no choice; she had to stay.”60 There are numerous possible readings of
the fence, but I would suggest that it resonates with the same symbolism as the image of
Queen Victoria: colonial control, domination, and superiority. The fence maps out a
specific space. In this performance, however, it is a fluid space that moves through
history, naming both colonial and post-colonial landscapes. Blondeau can be said to
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move though history by means of the stories she shares, back to those of her great
grandmother, then forward to her own story. She negotiates a new space, one that she
controls and claims for her family’s stories. The fence in her performance evokes the
experience of her parents and grandparents being forbidden to enter onto Residential
school grounds. In theory, Blondeau thereby reclaims the fenced-in land of residential
schools. As Blondeau tells the fence story, some audience members sit confined in this
space, while others peer in. In this way, the enclosing fence makes reference to concepts
of the spectacle. Each group is looking at the other side of the fence, while Blondeau
controls both spaces.
In addition, the story of Blondeau’s mother and grandmother visiting through the
fence stirs the senses, where remembrance is stored. Among the senses, smell is
particularly evocative and poignant. Blondeau affirms, “It is about how smell can trigger
memories.” This appeal to the senses, incorporated into the gallery space, will generate
personal memories for the audience, perhaps of their own mothers and grandmothers. In
her article “Some Kinda Princess,” Blondeau refers to another sensory element of the
performance, “I want to fill the entire gallery with the smell of freshly skinned logs. It is
a way for me to evoke my mother’s action of smelling her grandmother’s sweater.” And
this is exactly what she does, by skinning logs herself. Blondeau states that “the smell of
logs being skinned, triggers for her memories of being at her grandparents’ house.” In
addition, this narrative asks the engaged listener to think of the smells that remind them
of home. This can be seen as counterpart to asking the audience to imagine a child in a
sterile space that smells of bleach and cleaner, longing for home. Blondeau tells her
audience “My mother told me that she missed home, but what she missed most of all was
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the smell of home, because the residential school was a sterile environment.” Perhaps in
this sense, Blondeau’s inclusion of the smell of fresh cut wood is gifted in the form of a
memory.
Blondeau notes that the physicality of skinning logs also interested her. She
writes, “As I skin the logs, I begin my narrative of my mother’s experience in residential
school and my own story of being affected by this colonial institution, even though I
never went there.”61 Here, we are reminded of Blondeau’s position as a high-tech
storyteller, using numerous props in order to capture the imaginations of her audience.
Her voice is another essential performative tool. Blondeau comments, “Once I’ve
enclosed all the people in the pen, I go back to my position of skinning the logs, and I
fS)

continue my narrative in a monotone voice.” There are numerous possible readings of
the incorporation of the monotone narrative. Is it the voice of the sisters teaching the
children? Is it making reference to the deficient recognition of this history? Is it reference
to the life lived in residential schools? That is, the monotonous daily activities, of
cleaning, chores, eating, praying, and then sleeping. Blondeau continues, “At one point, I
look at the audience members in the pen and tell them to sit up straight. This is done in a
moment of anger. Then I go back to my monotone voice and continue on with my own
storytelling.”63 This radical shift in tone of voice giving aggressive direction to people
who are ‘locked in,’ makes reference to both the physical and verbal violence directed
towards the children. Blondeau’s ‘moment of anger’ can also be understood as
representing the residual anger within survivors of residential schools and their families.
While memories of their own schooling may be triggered throughout this performance,
the non-Aboriginal members of the audience may realize their inability to truly
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understand this colonial legacy.
Through recognizing the limitations of understanding a lived experience that you
yourself have not had, one acknowledges the process of learning new knowledge through
performance art. Live performance negotiates lived experience, therefore acting as a
bridge between the narrative of memory and current reality. I suggest that through
continued learning and sharing of stories, communities can cross cultural borders and
continue conversations in order to foster an understanding based on respect. The notion
of ‘understanding’ in relation to the politics of performance has been discussed by Peggy
Phelan in Unmarked. Although I agree with Phelan concerning the limitations of fully
understanding one another’s differences, I disagree with her notion that we must not
continue to strive for further cultural understanding and that the concept of understanding
means that one must arrive on the other side. I suggest that cultural understanding means
an attempt to recognize differences and to acknowledge a commitment to learning crossculturally in a respectful way. In Phelan’s view, “Perhaps the best possibility for
‘understanding’ racial, sexual, and ethnic differences lies in the active acceptance of the
inevitability of misunderstanding.”64 Acknowledging the dangerous nature of her
statement as a political and pedagogical telos inviting ‘belligerent refusal to learn,’
Phelan modifies her argument by saying, “It is an attempt to walk (and live) on the
rackety bridge between self and other—and not the attempt to arrive at one side or the
other—that we discover real hope.”65 I would argue that this walking on the bridge
between self and other is the key to understanding. We cannot ever truly arrive on the
other side, but we can continue to negotiate our diversities in order to foster stronger
relationships established by cross-cultural understanding.
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Following the command to ‘sit up straight’—arguably a moment of violent
rupture in the narrative—Blondeau asks the people in the pen if they will help her skin
the logs. Bearing in mind that throughout Blondeau’s action of skinning logs, she shares
the stories of her mother’s experiences at residential school, multiple readings of her
request are possible. In Blondeau’s writings she does not give specifics into the possible
readings of the logs, just that the smell reminds her of her grandparents. It is at this
moment in the performance that the roles of the audience and the performer shift. She
asks them to participate in a reciprocal relationship, where they in turn perform for her.
Blondeau acknowledges the politics of spectacle and the colonial gaze by noting, “I am
now the audience gazing at them.”66 Here, the artist blurs the boundaries and suggests
empowerment through switching the dynamics of the colonial power system: the
Aboriginal woman now sits in the seat of power as the observer. By laying claim to the
gaze, Blondeau also invokes a connection to the history of physically exhibiting
indigenous peoples for the European gaze. Within colonial history exists a tradition of
exhibiting the ‘other’ for the enjoyment and pleasure of the dominant society. Aboriginal
peoples were exhibited in numerous spaces throughout post-contact history, for example
in nineteenth-century World Exhibitions. Arguably here, as in all her performances,
Blondeau asserts a reciprocal gaze, once again resisting the colonial discourse and
making space for indigenous voice and vision.
Several audience members now begin stripping logs with Blondeau. They
contribute to the performative ephemera, as well as to the re-writing or stripping of
colonial histories from the Canadian landscape. This generates a reciprocal exchange
between discourses and performance art participants enabling multiple stories to be told
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simultaneously. Each individual brings his or her story into the performance space.
Although participants may not verbally share these experiences, their interpretation of the
performance witnessed will be based on their memories and experiences.
In this piece, Blondeau is playing with power. She comments on colonial
domination and the power structures built to ensure the position of the colonizer over the
colonized. She also acknowledges her own power through the sharing of her stories and
through her authoritative gestures and commands. She reflects colonial systems of control
back onto themselves, and reverses the image of the colonizer over the colonized,
creating a new space for negotiations. Fundamentally, Blondeau’s act of enclosing her
multicultural audience in a pen and requesting their help to skin logs demonstrates the
power held by the state over Aboriginal peoples during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. This reading is re-enforced by her inclusion of the pen in the gallery
space. An alternative reading can be found in the fact that Blondeau is not merely asking
the audience to skin logs, but rather is demanding they do so. This section of the
performance recalls the hard labour and chores expected of the children during their
attendance at the schools.

sn

Blondeau transforms herself from the child doing the chores

into the teacher or principal dictating the work loads.

ZQ

After the participation of the audience, Blondeau returns to her place on the rock
and resumes her role as orator, shifting the gaze back to her. As previously suggested, the
gaze and action can be reciprocal. Through this act of shifting the boundaries, from
participating by listening to physical participation, the audience is made aware that they
too are being watched. Blondeau utilizes aggressive acts of engagement, first by closing
the audience in, next in her angry command ‘to sit up straight’ (as one could imagine the
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teachers at the schools saying), and then through asking them to assist in skinning logs.
As the audience looks at Blondeau, she looks back at them, watching their reactions to
her stories, her commands, and her questions. Blondeau’s performance space re-imagines
colonial systems of power. The colonized are symbolically represented by those in the
pen who are rendered powerless. As they look out they are, in turn, closely observed
while their mobility remains controlled by Blondeau. Are You My Mother? transcends the
borders between storyteller/performance artist and listener/audience, while also slipping
through historical and cultural divisions.
The audience continues to participate in the performance. Blondeau recommences
her oral narrative, moving this time to the thematic of hair:
At this point, I get an audience member (someone planted) and sit her down on the rock
on which I have been sitting and begin to brush her hair. As I am brushing her hair, I say,
“I come from a long line of women who love to pick lice.” Then I begin to tell stories that
have been told to me by my grandmother and mother about picking lice. I also tell my
own stories about lice.69

This is the concluding story of Are You My Mother? It is a multifaceted narrative, which
places nurturing moments alongside moments of aggressive tensions. Blondeau’s oral
narrative can be unpacked in many ways, as there are many stories interconnected to the
ones that she shares. This narrative of picking lice may come as a shock to some of her
audience. Mothers may understand immediately one of Blondeau’s meanings, residential
school survivors may make very different associations.
The story of picking lice is a parable of the nature of mothering. Her story’s
meaning is illuminated by the nurturing actions of brushing hair. On the other hand, one
of her personal stories is about the trauma of lice. When she was in grade one, at the age
of six or seven, Blondeau was made to feel that if she had lice, it was due to cultural
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ancestry. Her teacher told her “that it was only Indian people who got lice because [they]
70

were dirty.” Unfortunately, this shared memory recognizes continual racial prejudice in
the mainstream education system while also acknowledging the stereotype that
Aboriginal people are dirty. The teacher’s harsh comment was internalized by Blondeau
and had a profound impact on her self-esteem. Later in life, as a mother, she notes:
While living in Montreal, I had an experience that brought back this memory. My
oldest daughter was infested with lice and I took her to a clinic. We went into the
doctor’s office, and I explained to him that she had these bugs in her hair; at that point
he asked us to leave his office and not touch anything. This incident triggered
memories o f the stereotype that had been ingrained in me as a child.71

This episode motivated Blondeau to ask her mother and grandmother about head lice.
Their stories caused her to wonder why they and her aunties claimed to ‘love picking
nits?’ Their answers enabled Blondeau to see the link between ‘picking nits’ out of a
child’s hair and nurturing:
I came to realize that it wasn’t about being dirty. And it wasn’t about us being Indians,
because everyone gets lice. It was about affection, grooming, catching up on community
gossip. And making sure that we take care o f the lice so that we don’t keep getting
infested with them. Witnessing my mother, grandmother, and my aunts telling about why
they like to pick lice and listening to their humour totally empowered me.72

As the audience bears witness to this intimate story, they participate in the erasure and re
writing of the stereotype of the ‘dirty Indian.’ Blondeau goes on combing the woman’s
hair, and tells another story:
When I think of my mother’s residential school story, I think about how difficult it was
for my grandmother to have her children taken way from her for ten months o f the year.
As a mother myself, I think how hard it must have been to witness your children being
taken away from you and not being able to have any physical contact with them. My
grandmother told me that when the kids came home from residential school they had
lice. She would spend her first week with them cleaning their heads. I saw this also as a
way for her trying to get reacquainted physically, mentally and emotionally with her
children. Picking head lice became a ritual for her.73

I suggest that the act of combing the woman’s hair is a theoretical returning home of the
child from the experience of residential school into the nurturing space of empowerment.
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From the very beginning, Are You My Mother? is overshadowed by the projected image
of Queen Victoria as the symbolic ‘mother’ figure of colonial Canada, and the theme of
mothering is marked by tensions and contradictions. A definition of ‘mothering’ is to
give birth to, create, and produce; to watch over, nourish, and protect maternally. The
obverse side of this definition held true in the residential schools, where the majority of
children were neither nurtured nor protected. Instead they were punished and abused, and
made to feel that their mothers were ‘savages,’ and unfit to watch over them.
Are You My Mother? is a performance full of complexities, moving from
moments of mothering affection to violent narration. The story of hair and the residential
school is a violent narrative, linked to the indoctrination process. Trauma was endured
from the moment of arrival. Brothers and sisters were separated from each other; they
were then scrubbed with disinfectant and had their hair cut. The action that marked the
completion of their institutionalization process was their renaming and/or assignment of a
number. These practices of separation served to systematically strip the children of their
‘Indianness,’ along with their dignity, making the acts just as violent as sexual or physical
abuse.74 Arguably, this process of stripping the children of the scents of home reflects a
colonial ritual, defined by Pierre Bourdieu as symbolic violence, which he says is “the
gentle, hidden form which violence takes when overt violence is impossible.75 The
trauma of having hair cut for the first time is revealed in this boy's story:
They went to work and cut off my braids, which according to Assiniboine custom, was a
token of mourning - the closer the relative, the closer the cut. After my haircut, I
wondered in silence if my mother had died, as they had cut my hair so close to the
scalp.76

Hair, for Aboriginal peoples, was and continues to be sacred, and the cutting of
hair was only done in most Aboriginal cultures for specific events, such as mourning. As
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one step in the larger process of ‘civilizing’ the Aboriginal children at the schools, the
cutting of hair, viewed by Westerners as harmless, became a violent act and an assertion
of control over the child. From the optic of Bourdieu’s symbolic violence, such acts were
part of a strategy of domination through the imposition of cultural values. They were
violent because of their role in the establishment of social inequality, and ‘gentle’
because they were embedded in well-intentioned practices. Drawing on Foucault’s
discussion of power and control, the goal of the process was to convert the children from
Aboriginal to Westernized individuals. These conversions most often led to a resistant
acceptance and adoption of Western cultural values, behaviours, and expectations. Homi
Bhabha discusses how these conversions of indigenous peoples into ‘Westernized’
peoples are usually connected to an ambivalent and diffused feeling of resistance to
imperial power. Bhabha calls such conversions ‘mimicry’ that “always teeters on the
edge of menace.”77 The conversion process is presented in the photographic images of
Thomas Moore (Figure 29), which were utilized by the Department of Indian Affairs in
their 1897 Annual Report to show a ‘before’ and ‘after’ representation of how the
Residential school system was a successful strategy for conversion. However, is young
Thomas Moore truly ‘converted’? Or is he a mimic of Western identity camouflaged in
European dress?
In the last moments of the performance, Blondeau trades places with the woman
whose hair she has been combing. As Blondeau describes, “She begins to comb and braid
my hair. I am silent. When she is done braiding my hair, she cuts my braid off. I get up
and walk out.” In the Cree ceremony, the hair of a corpse was braided, and prior to burial
the braid was cut off and then tied to the end of an upright stick at the head of the grave.
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According to David Mandelbaum, four days after burial, the braid was brought into the
tipi during a feast of mourning.78 Mandelbaum recounts:
[When] none remained, except the leader and a few old people, the braid was untied from
the stick, wrapped in cloth or hide, and bound with thongs. A bit of tobacco was placed
next to the hair. The wrapped braid was placed in the nayahtcikan (carried on the back
bundle), together with the braids of other deceased members of the family. These bundles
were sacred family possessions and were carefully guarded.79

Once again, Blondeau’s performative narrative tells several stories, offering
complexities and the opportunity for multiple readings. The practice of braiding hair that
Blondeau incorporates into her performance alludes to the personal adornment of
Aboriginal women’s hair. In the case of the Plains Cree, women usually wore their hair in
two braids with the tips wrapped in leather or ribbon. The final act of cutting off the braid
is powerful and violent. Her audience is left in the void of their storyteller’s silence, and
remain locked in their pen with Blondeau’s braid left on the floor of the performance
space. Memory, story, and ritual imbue these last moments of Blondeau’s performance,
intimately engaging the audience until she abruptly ends the piece by walking out.
This piece indicates shifts in the current political climate surrounding the
residential school experience, exemplified by the Canadian government’s
acknowledgment of this once silenced history. In the summer of 1998, a number of
residential school survivors gathered in Squamish, British Columbia, for what Richard
Kistabish, the Chairman of the Legacy of Hope Foundation, deemed an important first
step in the healing process, the creation of the Aboriginal Healing Foundation (AHF).
Kistabish writes:
The Legacy o f Hope Foundation was established to address the long-term implications of
the damage done to Aboriginal children and their families by many of the residential
schools. The psychological wounds run deep and have infected new generations. Healing
is a gradual process that will demand time and patience. A primary objective o f our work
is to promote awareness among the Canadian public about residential schools and try to
help them to understand the ripple effects those schools have had on Aboriginal life. But
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equally important, we want to bring about reconciliation between generations of
Aboriginal people, and between Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal Canadians.80

Are You My Mother? contributes to this discourse, re-addressing the story of residential
schools, and acknowledging the ripple effects of this traumatic history. It is a post
colonial re-writing for a new understanding, negotiating reconciliation and
empowerment.
Sisters: Ritual, Repetition, and Remembrance
Sisters (Figure 2), like all of Blondeau’s work, is repetitively performed in
different venues. Its first presentation was at an international exhibition, Americas Re
mixed, in 2002 in Milan, Italy (Figure 30). Whereas, the video recording that I have
watched is from her November 2002 performance for the IndianActs: Aboriginal
Performance Art symposium at The Emily Carr Institute of Fine Art organized by Grunt
Gallery, and from her participation in the Shubox Theatre exhibition, University of
Saskatchewan. These are merely a handful of venues where Blondeau has performed the
piece. Sisters is a sequence of four scenes that lead to a double-twist ending.

o1

These

scenes are linked to each other through the ritualization of actions. Each is a physical act
connected with the concept of food as both sustenance and poison.82 In the gallery space,
a hand-sized stone rests on a larger, rougher rock. To the right of the rock and stone is a
fish and a neatly folded piece of red cloth. Blondeau walks in to the space wearing a
simple off-white cloth dress cut above the knees. With her, she carries a basket of
saskatoon berries. David Gameau’s personal account of Sisters describes what the
audience sees: “For the next fifteen minutes, she crushes the berries (Figure 31), guts the
fish (Figure 32), and tears the cloth into strips (Figure 33). She remains straight faced and
silent throughout. The unfolding events are reproduced as a video projection on a screen
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in the middle of the stage.” As noted earlier, the length of Blondeau’s actions depends
on several variables, such as venue, audience, her own mood, and time restrictions.
Blondeau observes that the live-feed projection is incorporated into her performance
space to create a focus on her ritual actions, not her costume, which was intentionally
made simple and plain. She writes, “They [the audience members] have the option of
watching the projection, which zooms in on my hands as I crush the berries, or they can
watch me as the piece unfolds—my facial expressions, body gestures, and the way I
occupy space.”84 Her first three actions in the first vignette draw her audience in. It is a
beautiful performative act of ritual, ceremony, memory, and story, communicated not
through words but through repetitive actions.
Blondeau acknowledges that this performance piece is informed by concepts of
memory. She writes, “The piece is about my memories of watching my mother and her
sisters at our house cleaning ducks. I remember the awful smell of singed feathers.
Another memory is of watching my mother and all the other women in my family gut
QC

fish.” Blondeau utilizes her memories to perform her ritual actions once part of the
daily lives of Aboriginal women. By the repetition of these actions Blondeau links herself
to the women of her family. The act of cleaning ducks or gutting fish allowed the women
in Blondeau’s family to come together; it was a time to connect and share the stories of
daily life. Her performance also alludes to the relearning of Aboriginal traditions,
gesturing at traditions lost because of residential schools. “One of the reasons I wanted to
do this performance was to teach myself the skills that the women in my family have
86

known for generations.” She is locating traces of Aboriginal history, surfacing stories
once camouflaged by colonial discourse. Through the act of re-enacting ritual practices or
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skills that Aboriginal women used on a daily basis, Blondeau comments on the
contemporary reality of Aboriginal peoples. In some families, these ‘common practices’
continue, while in others women have lost knowledge of them due to the impact of
colonization. The familial stories that are the inspiration for Sisters mirror the larger
Aboriginal, specifically Plains Cree, experience of colonial history. Blondeau writes:
My grandmother told me a story about the late 1930s when they had no food. They
were starving, and my grandfather was too proud to hunt small game like pheasants
and prairie chickens, which were traditionally the preserve o f the women. So my
grandmother snared all these partridges. (She claims there are no partridges on the
prairies because she snared them all.) But she stopped snaring them when she cut one
open to gut it and maggots came out. She read this as a sign, and that was the last
partridge she snared.87

Although Blondeau does not speak throughout the performance of Sisters, her repetitive
actions tell numerous stories.
The repetition of gestures opens up a space for change, enabling a deeper
understanding and “shifting responses that bring the habitus into the performativity of
performance.”88 According to Pierre Bourdieu, life experiences “are internalized as
second nature and so forgotten as history [that the habitus is] the active presence of the
whole part of which it is a product.”89 In other words, the subject is formed through an
accumulation of tacit and conscious moments; we embody our experiences.90 Blondeau’s
repetitive actions stimulate recall, she writes: “After I perform Sisters, audience members
often come up to me and talk about their own memories, and experiences: as if my action
somehow triggers their memories.”91 Some of my memories triggered by Blondeau’s
actions were of berry picking with my sister, and making jam with our mother and my
Nana’s hands working with cloth. It also made me question the lack of Aboriginal
knowledge in Canadian society, and how this incorporation could lead to stronger
societal frameworks. It made me wonder: Why do indigenous world views remain on the
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periphery in this current period of post-colonialism?
Blondeau’s first action is crushing berries. She uses the smaller rock to render the
saskatoons into a liquid soup (Figure 30). Blondeau writes, “For me this piece is visually
beautiful because all you see is this red, red liquid, which runs down the stone like blood.
Q'y

All you hear is the hypnotic sound of rocks colliding against each other.” The second
action is the gutting of a fish (Figure 32), which Blondeau notes as being “beautiful but
Q-2

unsettling at the same time. It makes me gag.” David Gameau describes his impressions
of the scene: “Initially, the activities seem authentic, a theatrical presentation of
Aboriginal ‘women’s work’ of a century or more ago. But soon, things look a little off.
For example, the crushing is sloppy. The lower stone should be flatter, more like a bowl
to keep in the pulp and juices.” He continues, “The way the rich purple mush oozes over
the rock like a messy sacrifice is evocative, but not efficient pemmican making.”94
The ripping of red cloth (Figure 33) is the third action. Blondeau incorporates
Cree cultural ritual and ceremonial tradition into this part of the performance. She states
that the “cloth is an offering for the fish and the berries.” As noted in Koozma Tarasoff s
study of Plains Cree and Saulteaux ceremonialism: “Material offerings of cloth are made
whenever the Spirit Powers are asked to exert their influence toward some particular
end.”95 Blondeau remarks that “the sound of ripping of cloth takes me back to being a
child and going to feasts and ceremonies and watching my grandmother rip cloth for
offerings. I find myself longing for a way of life that doesn’t exist anymore.”96 From this
statement it is clear that Sisters also acknowledges feelings of loss and displacement,
emotions of longing. Blondeau’s storytelling continues throughout this performance
using the actions as her ‘voice.’ Lynne Bell observes that “Rooted in childhood
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memories and family stories, Sisters, speaks to the impact of colonialism on the
Q7

traditional Plains lifestyle and food culture of Blondeau’s family.” Blondeau says, “My
great-great-grandfather lived on a diet of pemmican, wild roots, berries, and wild game.
The demise of the buffalo meant that in one generation our traditional lifestyle was
changed forever. Today’s fast food is killing Native people with diabetes, obesity, and
other diseases.”98
Many of the ritual and traditional actions of Aboriginal culture she recalls, have
been displaced through the processes of colonization. S J. Tambiah defines ritual as “a
culturally constructed system of symbolic communication. It is constituted of patterned
and ordered sequences of words and act, often expressed in multiple media.” 99 In this
respect, ritual is a performed arrangement characterized in varying degree by formality,
stereotyping, fusion, and repetition. The performance practice of Blondeau can be
considered a form of ‘ritual action’: political ritual, a rite of exchange and
communication, and rites of affliction and commemoration.100 Ritualizing, in this case,
means “both a social process involving an audience and an act of cultural assertion.”101 In
relating the ceremony to post-Oka Aboriginal performance art, Archer Pechawis
observes:
In traditional forms of ceremonial performance there is an enactment o f collective
unconscious, a reflection o f communal dreams. Culture and community are reinforced.
In contemporary First Nations performance art there is a continuation of this legacy.
Artists from different nations address the concerns of equally diverse Urban Indian
communities, re-inventing tradition.102

Charlotte Townsend-Gault argues that some contemporary Aboriginal art employs
“efficacy of ceremony, or ritual, as a vehicle for personal and social negotiation. The
meaning and values are rooted in a way of life that has been drastically modified.. .these
ritualized markers of a recovered power, exercised in a new way draw on old sources of
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power but do not depend on them alone.”103 Lori Blondeau works within the ‘traditional’
concepts of Aboriginal performance, while situating herself within her contemporary
reality.
The next action is unexpected and diverts from Aboriginal traditions. Blondeau
removes herself from the space, where ‘evidence’ or traces of berry crushing, fish
gutting, and cloth ripping remain. (Figure 34) “I step out of the picture, so to speak, and
move into a space separate from the three actions of the performance.”104 In doing so, she
shifts the performance in a new direction. She transcends time, space, and culture. No
longer preparing fresh berries or fish, Blondeau reaches into a large lunch box or a large
McDonald’s paper bag and proceeds to eat as many McDonald’s hamburgers as possible
to the song ‘Hello Dolly!’ (Figure 35) She continues this action of repetitive and
excessive eating, forcing hamburgers into herself for the duration of the song. During her
performance at the IndianActs symposium, as the audience watched her eat, they listened
to the sounds and images of rocks crushing berries, fish scales being scraped off, and
cloth being ripped into pieces. (Figure 36) She went on forcing the hamburgers into her
mouth until the big paper bag was empty. Each time she finished a hamburger, she would
crumple the packaging and place it with the others to her right, making a pile of
McDonald’s food wrappings, leaving only traces of her actions. (Figure 37) Whenever
Blondeau picked up another hamburger, her facial expression shared pain and nausea
with her audience. Blondeau admits that, “This action makes me sick to my stomach.”105
(Figure 38) Lynne Bell remarks that this vignette is a “painful, and not quite funny
action.. .And, for the first time, Blondeau looks her audience in the eye, challenging us to
meet her gaze.”106 (Figure 39)
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From this act of excessive eating, many meanings unfold. This twist in the
performance scene promotes a reconsidering of her previous acts of ritual food
preparation and ceremonial act of offering cloth. Her previous actions seemed awkward,
as if she was playing at being a traditional ‘Indian’ woman. Her gestures had been slow,
careful, and incomplete, not the hands of a woman who is comfortable with these actions.
Was Blondeau merely playing with her audience? Perhaps the scene is meant to express
the disconnection and or displacement an urban Aboriginal woman has between her lived
contemporary experience and the traditional daily lives of her ancestors.107 Or does it
comment on the loss of Aboriginal knowledge due to colonization? Blondeau is clearly
making reference to today’s processed foods, symbolizing extreme diet changes in the
Aboriginal community, which have led to health issues such as obesity, poor nutrition,
and diabetes.108 She could also be commenting on European colonization’s relationship
with greed and excessive behaviours, as well as Western society’s exploitation of natural
resources. For example, it is well known to Canadians that McDonald’s and other giant
food corporations have had a large part in the destruction of rainforests in South America,
promoting the clearing of forests for farming of cattle.
Multiple interpretative readings are possible in Blondeau’s performative
storytelling and ritualized actions. She engages with her audience, provoking them, and
enticing them to recognize the histories she has offered. They participate in the reciprocal
relationship between storyteller and listener. This being said, the audience is not
obligated to listen to these stories. However, since they have chosen to come to
watch/interpret/witness the performance, they most likely are there with some level of
engagement. In the case of reception of art, and more significantly performance art, the
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artist cannot control the ways in which her audience interprets the work, or determine
their level of commitment to listening to the piece. Nevertheless, she can negotiate and
manipulate active and critical engagement through the power of live performance, or as
Blondeau puts it:
The audience looks at me, and I return their gaze while gagging. The audience is
uncomfortable because it is the first time in the work that I return their gaze. The
projected traces o f the performance still play on the wall, giving the audience members a
place of refuge, a place to avoid my gaze. In this way, the viewer[s] become an active
part o f the performance, selecting and editing what she chooses to see.109

Blondeau’s performance is unsettling. Sisters is a powerful piece that lures the
audience to actively engage with the memories triggered by her repetitive ritual actions
and also with the feelings stirred by her disturbing act of bingeing on McDonald’s
hamburgers. This performance participates in a larger discussion highlighting the
importance of the decolonization of Aboriginal cultural, historical, and social knowledge
for indigenous sovereignty.
Conclusion
Are You My Mother? and Sisters illustrate Blondeau’s storytelling practice. She
weaves traditions of Aboriginal oratory with performance art methods to articulate post
colonial protest and intervention within the Canadian colonial discourse. Equipped with
her stories and knowledge of the legacies of colonialism, the artist negotiates new spaces
for the Aboriginal community, while bringing silenced histories to light. In this sense,
Blondeau’s performance practice participates in a continuum of Aboriginal resistance and
survivance, contributing to the discourse of indigenous sovereignty and selfdetermination. She is a high-tech storyteller. Her narratives, presented through the
practice of performance art, share her perspectives and family’s stories in order to take
part in the palimpsest interchange to reclaim camouflaged indigenous histories.
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Chapter 4

Lori Blondeau’s High-Tech Storytelling for the Decolonization of
Aboriginal Women’s Identities

Stories are how we explain, how we teach, how we entertain ourselves, and how we often do all
three at once. They are at the juncture where facts and feelings meet. And for those reasons, they
are central to civilizations - in fact, civilization takes form in our mind as a series o f narratives.1
Robert Fulford

In this chapter, Lori Blondeau’s performance practice will be discussed in relation
to reclaiming the identities of Aboriginal women. The story will continue to be an
integral part of this discussion, which will also include issues of identity politics and the
body’s relationship to performance. Blondeau’s performances will be explored as sites of
exchange, communication, recognition, and political protest. The creation of her personas
will be discussed in relation to strategies of mimicry and subversion of stereotypes. Betty
Daybird (Figure 5), CosmoSquaw (Figure 3), Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4), and Belle
Sauvage (Figure 6) will be analyzed in this chapter. Blondeau’s performative
articulations are armed with tools of parody, humour, and at times, the trickster. She is
playing with an aesthetic practice in order to disrupt and dislodge—stripping away layers
of colonial text and imagery from the surface of the Aboriginal woman’s body. In this
sense, Blondeau is re-writing and re-representing the identities of Aboriginal women.
The process of re-naming and re-telling histories in performance art can
reconstruct and transform the representation and therefore the identity of Aboriginal
women. This process breaks up colonial language. Re-appropriation and adoption of
colonial language is yet another means for the dislodging of fixed signs, which is a
method incorporated into Blondeau’s performance practice. I propose that Blondeau’s
incorporation of colonial words is an act of protest and an attempt to decolonize the
histories and imagery of Aboriginal peoples from the dominant discourse and archive of
representation. Her appropriation of the word ‘squaw’ in her performance narratives and
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persona’s names, CosmoSquaw and Lonely Surfer Squaw, mirrors Judith Butler’s
discussion of using the “word that wounds” to subvert and as an “instrument of
resistance.” Belle Sauvage (Indian Princess) is yet another of Blondeau’s colonial name
appropriations, used in a humorous and parodic way for subversion. In regard to the
subversion of deprecating, harmful and, derogatory names, Butler argues:
The word that wounds becomes an instrument of resistance in the redeployment means speaking
words without prior authorization and putting into risk the security o f linguistic life, the sense of
one’s place is language as it calls into question the linguistic survival o f the one addressed.
Insurrectionary speech becomes the necessary response to injurious language, a risk taken in
response to being put at risk, a repetition in language that forces change.2

Lori Blondeau recounts a personal memory that became the inspiration for her subversion
of the derogatory term ‘squaw’:
I remember being called a squaw, and it was meant to insult, violate and degrade. One day I went
home crying after being called ‘a fucking ugly squaw.’ I was only sixteen. My grandmother, who
lived on the reserve, was visiting. She asked me what was the matter, and I told her, “I was called
an ugly squaw.” She looked at me and said, “You are a squaw and be proud o f that.” I asked her
what ‘squaw’ meant. She said, “It means ‘woman’ and you are a woman. And you’re beautiful.”
After this, anytime anyone called me a squaw, I would reply, “Yes, I am. Do you have a problem
with it?” I would no longer give the person the satisfaction o f seeing me hurt and embarrassed. I
now had the knowledge of what the word meant and knew somehow that the person insulting me
did not. All it took was this moment of doubt in the mind o f the person calling me a squaw and he
or she retreated with the embarrassment that was intended for me.3

Storytelling and the Stereotype: A Post-colonial Re-dressing for the Decolonization
of Aboriginal Women’s Identities
The issue of ‘the other’ is one of power, of a dynamic between those who impute otherness to
some and those who are designated as other. So the questions I ask about otherness have to do
with how others or the other are spoke of, who is speaking about them, and why have they chosen
to speak of the other at the given historical moment.4 Coco Fusco

Lori Blondeau rejects the stereotypes of Aboriginal peoples constructed
throughout the process of colonization.5 Her work plays a significant role in the
repositioning of Aboriginal people in the Canadian cultural landscape. Post-colonial
theorists Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin introduce their discussion of
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place and displacement in The Empire Writes Back. Due to the colonial sense of
displacement, it is within the discourse of the post-colonial that there is acknowledgment
of the crisis of identity, and fundamentally, “the concern with the development or
recovery of an effective identifying relationship between self and space.”6 In The White
M an’s Indian, from Columbus to the Present, Robert Berkhofer writes, “For most of the
past five centuries, the Indian of the imagination and ideology has been as real, perhaps
more real, than the Native American of actual existence and contact.”7 The image, and
therefore the representation, of the Aboriginal woman in particular has been saturated and
defined as ‘other,’ from the dominant Eurocentric perspective. Blondeau’s personas Betty
Daybird, CosmoSquaw, Lonely Surfer Squaw, and Belle Sauvage actively play with the
stereotypes of the Indian princess and squaw. The suffering and damage caused by
stereotyping is discussed by Bonita Lawrence, who addresses Aboriginal identity in terms
of how it has been constructed through the process of colonization. The colonial
regulation of Aboriginal people has “permeated the ways in which Native peoples think
of themselves.”8 Hilary Weaver asserts that, “Today, Native people often learn about
themselves and their culture within the dominant mainstream, and therefore adopt some
stereotypes and distorted meanings.”9 The significance of Blondeau’s performance
practice becomes heightened when the impact of stereotyping is discussed in relation to
her performance personas.
In her article “Some Kinda Princess,” Blondeau discusses her reasons for
including storytelling and the creation of personas into her performance practice, along
with personal stories of her lived experiences as an urban Cree/Saulteaux growing up in
Saskatchewan. She recognizes the lasting wounds stereotypes trace on a person, which
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can also motivate resistance. She writes:
Today we can see the image of the Indian Princess is still alive and well in the 1995 Disney film
o f Pocahontas which is educating a new generation o f non-Natives and Native children on how an
Indian princess should look. As I am confronted with these new images of old stereotypes, I feel
an urgency to document my own stories and the stories of the women in my family. This is a story
of my journey through oppression, consciousness, and finally resistance.10

Blondeau clearly articulates two significant events in her life that substantiate the impact
of stereotyping on Aboriginal women. She shares her experiences with the Indian
princess:
When I was fourteen, a non-Native woman asked me if I were an Indian princess. I
replied no. She went on to say, “If you were to lose some weight, you could be an Indian
princess.” This was the first time I had ever been asked that question, but it wasn’t the
first time I had been confronted with the image of the Indian Princess. Growing up in
Saskatchewan as an urban Indian, I remember my mother braiding my sister’s long hair
and putting a beaded headband around her forehead. My mother then took a picture o f her
gazing o ff into the horizon and not into the camera. These pictures were carefully placed
in our family photo album. At the time, I do not think my mother realized or even thought
about where she had seen these images o f a Native woman looking so romantic. But the
reality was we grew up with them all around us. We saw them in Hollywood Westerns,
on product packaging, on calendars, and now we were creating them for ourselves. The
Indian Princess was an acceptable image; she represented something opposite to the
Squaw. How could we not see her as our only positive role model? After all she was a
princess. She was royalty. She represented some sort of civilized image far from the
image of the Squaw, who was not as well accepted by the general public.11

Here, Blondeau’s story recounts the implications of stereotypes, as discussed by Charles
Taylor, where the sign created by the dominant culture is adopted by the oppressed,
consequently instilling the negative stereotype into the consciousness of the community.
This means that the stereotype is then projected as a true rendering, a true identity of
self. 12 Taylor writes about the significance of recognition for a subordinated and
marginalized community such as the indigenous peoples of Canada:
A group of people can suffer real damage, real distortion, if the people around them
mirror back to them a confining or demeaning or contemptible picture o f themselves.
Non-recognition or misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form o f oppression,
imprisoning someone in a false, distorted, and reduced mode of being.13

This misrecognition of Aboriginals as ‘Indians’, according to Gerald Vizenor, is
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oppressive and constructs a prison of false identities.14 The anecdote about Blondeau’s
mother and the romantic photograph gives an example of this theory in practice. Until
recently, Aboriginal people have been relatively powerless in terms of self
representation, which as Weaver states, has allowed them to be invisible and nameless.15
As a performance artist, Lori Blondeau reclaims the identity and image of the Aboriginal
woman, and by performing in ‘mainstream’ venues demands the positive recognition the
Aboriginal community has always deserved.
The politics of identity are directly connected to this complex web of stereotypes.
Blondeau’s performance practice participates in the process of decolonizing the imagery
of Aboriginal women as the squaw and Indian princess. These stereotypes have a long
tradition of representation in Western literature and imagery. Pocahontas, the
quintessential Indian princess story, has inspired countless works of art in all genres,
usually idealizing the image of the Aboriginal woman to conform to Eurocentric concepts
of femininity and beauty.16 In the early seventeenth century, James Nelson Barker was
inspired by the narrative of John Smith, whose life was allegedly ‘saved’ by Pocahontas,
and Barker wrote a play entitled The Indian Princess or La Belle Sauvage,17 This was the
first of the Pocahontas dramas; it established the basic story, although the narrative
evolved throughout colonial history to reflect the nature of the Aboriginal-nonAboriginal relationship. The Disney version of the fairy tale reveals that “Pocahontas’s
social imagery is monolithic, a representation rooted in ambiguous, sexualized fantasies
that appropriate and reconstruct her Indian identity.”18 Interestingly, Gail Guthrie
Valaskakis remarks that, “Disney’s historical revisionism emerged at a time of new
tension between Natives and newcomers, over land and resources, sovereignty and self-
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determination, artifacts and images.”19 Disney’s Pocahontas tale is one of the vehicles
Blondeau uses to destabilize the archive of representations of indigenous women.
The squaw can be understood as the Indian princess’, or Pocahontas’, darker twin.
Calling her the ‘anti-Pocahontas,’ Daniel Francis specifies:
Where the princess was beautiful, the squaw was ugly, even deformed. Where the
princess was virtuous, the squaw was debased, immoral, a sexual convenience. Where the
princess was proud, the squaw lived a squalid life of servile toil, mistreated by her
men... prostituting [herself]... a low, sexual commodity.20

In Fear and Temptation, Terry Goldie discusses the representation of Aboriginal women
in literature stating that “both maiden and squaw are manifestations of the white culture’s
felt temptation by the indigene and by what the indigene represents in the land.”21 The
Indian princess, Goldie argues, stands for temptation, and the squaw, fear. He expands on
this idea, stating that the maiden represents the ‘optimism that the land holds, the
potential of a positive indigenization,’ whereas the squaw represents ‘the pessimism and
potential that this alien realm will be a negative indigenization, a destructive takeover of
the soul.’22 These descriptions shed light on the imagery incorporated into Blondeau’s
performances. Such depictions of Aboriginal women devalue and objectify them.
Blondeau’s performance personas appropriate the stereotypical representations of the
Indian princess and squaw in order to make a space for representations of Aboriginal
women from indigenous perspectives.
In the early twentieth century, the Indian princess continued to inundate popular
culture’s understanding of Aboriginal women. These narratives are a continuum of the
'j'y

Pocahontas story. The Indian princess was taken over by Sacajawea and her sisters.
These maidens paddled birch bark canoes, fished, and walked in flower patches, and were
posed in a picturesque landscape of mountains, waterfalls, forests, and moonlit lakes,
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wearing a red tunic, a requisite headband and feather. From 1915 to 1940, the Indian
princess, or the ‘lady in red,’ was the dominant representation of Aboriginal women in
popular culture,24 appearing on paintings, postcards, calendars, and advertisements. The
images of Nanoochee (Figure 40) and Daughters o f the Incas (Figure 41) exemplify the
tradition of the single or twinned ‘red-tunic lady’ presented in the standard romanticized
pose and setting. These are arguably the first North American ‘pin-up girls,’ featured as
icons of consumer society for mass-produced goods such as Land o’ Lakes butter and
Mazola oil, and Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild West shows. They were also a propaganda
tool, used to promote the development of the western lands of North America. Guthrie
Valaskakis substantiates this claim: “These statue-like figures of the imagination
marketed the North American West as alluring, unoccupied, available, and now open to
25

railroad travel.” These images of Indianness are commodities for Euro-Canadian
consumption, and the identities they project are not a ‘true’ representation of Aboriginal
peoples.
Lori Blondeau uses “doubleness” to subvert these stereotypes of Indian women,
thereby displacing them from their history as commodities. Her personas are not for
consumer consumption; they function within the realm of intellectual consumption. Her
strategic subversions are illustrated in the performance personas Betty Daybird
(Figure 5), CosmoSquaw (Figure 3), and Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4). Playing with
stereotypes in order to subvert is arguably a dangerous act, possibly resulting in their
reinforcement. However, as Coco Fusco suggests, an awareness of symbolic
representation is a key site of political struggle and political irreverence.26 Blondeau’s
extensive knowledge of the history of representation of Aboriginal women allows her to
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utilize this archive of iconic and stereotypical imagery to intervene and disrupt these
derogatory representations.
Storytelling and Humour: The Use of Parody for a Post-colonial Rewriting
“Humour is not resigned; it is rebellious.”27 Rebelliousness is overtly evident in
Blondeau’s humorous personas. Her use of parody is observed in the attitudes,
movement, costumes, and especially in the stories her personas share with her audience.
To communicate these hard histories, Blondeau employs humour, a key element of
Aboriginal culture, and also the healing and bridging capabilities of laughter. Her created
personas appropriate stereotypes even as they subvert them, elucidating the absurdity of
stereotyping. Blondeau’s personas often spark debate about the need for positive images
of Aboriginal women in popular culture.28 They challenge historical representations of
Aboriginal women, asking the viewer why there are not more identified positive
Aboriginal role models in popular culture. By means of self-deprecating humour,
Blondeau addresses the need for society to discard stereotypical images to better
understand indigenous women.
In this passage, Anishinabe storyteller Basil Johnston discusses the aspect of
humour in Aboriginal storytelling:
It is precisely because our tribal stories are comical and evoke laughter that they have never been
taken seriously outside o f the tribe... But behind and beneath the comic characters and the comic
situations exists the real meaning o f the story... what the tribe understood about human growth and
development.29

Each Aboriginal community has its own way of expressing humour. For example,
Miijam Hirch notes that the Iroquois and Haida are known for their aggressive humour,
while in the Cree and the Anishinabe communities, humour is less aggressive but clever
and cunning.

on

Despite this diversity, there are two universal facets to Aboriginal
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humour: the strong tradition of teasing and the self-deprecatory joke.31 Blondeau’s use of
humour accords with the description Margaret Atwood gives of Thomas King’s
subversive style, remarking that humour can “ambush the reader. They get the knife in,
not by whacking you over the head with their own moral righteousness, but by being
funny.”32 Lynne Bell states, “Like Luna, Blondeau uses humour and the serious as part of
her critique, juxtaposing the fabulous, the political, the parodic and the philosophical to
produce riveting moments of high-tech storytelling for social change.”33 One of
Blondeau’s strengths is her insightful ability to employ humour, irony, and parody as
tools to criticize historically and socially rooted misconceptions about the realities of
Aboriginal existence and identity.
Linda Hutcheon’s postmodern theory mediates an understanding of the function
of parody in Aboriginal art. Hutcheon defines parody as “repetition with critical distance
that allows ironic signalling of difference at the very heart of similarity.”34 Allan J. Ryan
notes that “in this sense, irony becomes the chief rhetorical strategy of parody, and
‘critical distance’ becomes the critical aspect of redefinition.” Hutcheon observes that
within the framework of postmodernism, the primary function of irony is a critical
reworking of history, noting that this is most effectively accomplished through a creative
relationship with parody.36 I would argue that Blondeau’s work incorporates Hutcheon’s
definition of irony, as she employs parody for a critical reworking of history as a
decolonizing strategy. Furthermore, I propose that Blondeau’s strategic incorporation of
parody and humour acknowledges the hostile environment in which the image of
Aboriginal women exists, but it also generates the possibility for new images of a
decolonized indigenous femininity to be created within the Canadian landscape.
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Jayne Wark hits the nail on the head in terms of Blondeau’s use of parody; she
writes, “Blondeau shows that humour can indeed repudiate reality, and thus enable the
humourists to resist his or her own subjection. It is, finally, a way to “make trouble” for
'X '7

the status quo of hegemonic power structures.” There is always a risk in employing
defiant humour and parody strategically to establish an oppositional debate illuminating
the exploitative actions of the dominant culture. However, in Blondeau’s practice, defiant
humour and subversive parody are used to lure in audience members, while disarming the
potentially hostile. In the case of ‘expert’ audience members, who have become
accustomed to acts of subversion of this kind, they can participate with Blondeau,
generating critical interpretations and layers of meaning. Her use of humour enables her
to take some of the audience by surprise with defiant words and stories, and wild acts of
subversion. Jayne Wark concludes:
Using popular forms of humour and entertainment allows [the] artists to speak through the
language of the common culture in order to gain critical purchase on that culture. But at the same
time, in order for such art to maintain its criticality, it must be deftly poised on the razor’s edge
between the seductive appeal and subversive potential of popular culture.38

Blondeau’s Belle Sauvage and Betty Daybird manifest elements of the trickster.
The trickster is often characterized as a creative rebel whose humorous exploits may
illuminate his or her didactic function.

From this perspective, Blondeau is a creative

rebel employing concepts of the trickster into her performative narratives. As Gerald
Vizenor suggests, “The tribal tricksters in their stories were compassionate.. .and they
liberated the mind.”40 In Vizenor’s Trickster theory, there exists a constant reference to
the visual and to humour, which as he identifies as the trickster’s modus operandi.41
Vizenor argues that the “oral tradition is a visual event,” articulating the connection
between contemporary artists and traditional storytelling. As Ryan notes, this concept of
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the trickster is a way to redirect the audience to reject the antiquated paradigm that
celebrates Aboriginal art as mystical and legend bound, “in favour of recognizing the
active spirit of the traditional Native trickster.”42 Blondeau can therefore be seen as
incorporating the trickster into her visual and verbal language.
To recognize the significant role of the trickster in contemporary Aboriginal
performance art, we must understand that historically, North American indigenous
peoples have a comic or mostly comic character as a fundamental element within their
societal frameworks. The trickster can be understood as a method of serious play. For
contemporary artists, the trickster is employed in an attempt to cause epistemological
rupture, or as Ryan phrases it, the incorporation of the trickster reflects a desire for “a
radical shift in viewer perspective and even political positioning by imagining and
imaging alternative viewpoints.”43 Locating a comic spirit at the centre of indigenous
identity,44 Vizenor asserts that the trickster is an act of ‘doing’ not an aesthetic presence,
or a museum being. From these insights into the trickster, we can recognize Lori
Blondeau as a contemporary Aboriginal artist who incorporates facets of the trickster in
many of her performances—as a ‘Contemporary Traditionalist.’45
Blondeau explores colonial history and contemporary experience through
humour, often touching on stories and events that have been forgotten by the general
public, or silenced. She presents indigenous knowledge and stories, while illuminating
issues of representation of which many non-Aboriginal audience members would not be
aware. In this sense, her performances are potential sites of non-Aboriginal recognition
for the need of healing in the Aboriginal community. Blondeau employs humour and the
non-serious as part of her critique to open up the audience, allowing for reception by
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Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal alike of the uncomfortable or painful subjects she
addresses. Blondeau’s persona CosmoSquaw, in particular, results from the utilization of
humour to address hard issues and to counter ignorance with understanding.
CosmoSquaw and Lonely Surfer Squaw
The signifiers o f Indian-ness (such as coloured feather, beaded headbands and faux
buckskin dress and moccasins) are not true representations o f Indians. They are stereo
typical representations that have been created by the dominate society to appease its way
of seeing Native Americans. The stereotypes o f Indian women can be traced back to first
contact with Europeans through narratives, drawings, paintings, and photographs.46Lori
Blondeau

Lori Blondeau elicits recognition for Aboriginal people through confrontational
performance. As Peggy Phelan theorizes, performance art’s confrontation is “between the
looker and the given to be seen,”47 which parallels the recognition between self and other.
I perceive that the essence of Lori Blondeau’s performance work is a confrontation
between her audience and their expectations. In the case of audience members who have
come to expect humorous deconstructions, their position as an ‘expert’ allows them to be
even more engaged in the process of recognition. Blondeau’s performance space equates
with Luna’s ‘battlefield.’ In the confrontations staged in her created environments, she
often employs the weapons of humour, even absurdity, in hopes of catalyzing her
audiences’ consciousness.
Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4) and CosmoSquaw (Figure 3) are included in my
discussion of performance personas since Blondeau argues that her photo shoots
constitute a performance, and that such work is “performative photography.”48 It parallels
Shelley Niro’s series Mohawks in Beehives (1991) (Figure 42). In this innovative series
from 1991, Niro photographs her sisters. This is humorous performative photography that
incorporates and plays with stereotypes. Blondeau has acknowledged the work of Niro as
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an influence, especially in her early work, such as Lonely Surfer Squaw.49 Blondeau has
created these personas as part of her strategy to unsettle her audience's perceptions of the
image and identity of Aboriginal women. CosmoSquaw (Figure 3), otherwise known as
Betty Daybird, uses the parodic mode to re-represent the cultural stereotype of the
‘squaw’.50 CosmoSquaw made her debut as a magazine cover girl, forming part of a
light-box image, made in collaboration with Bradlee LaRocque for a show entitled Native
Love in 1996.51 Since then, CosmoSquaw has appeared in live performances, television
interviews, videos, and on the internet. Her audacious persona, confident attitude, and
flamboyant clothes derive from Blondeau’s personal experience with popular culture.52
Her genesis dates to the time when Blondeau “started thinking about inventing a
magazine like Cosmopolitan for Native women., .coming up with the name
CosmoSquaw.”53
The choice to use the word ‘squaw’ was difficult for Blondeau, as it is generally
regarded as a derogatory and harmful term— and because she was aware that she would
receive criticism from the Native community.54 However, her decision to use the term
reflects her intention to reclaim the word’s original meaning in Cree, woman. In this
regard, Blondeau is strategically employing what Rebecca Schneider identifies as
counter-mimicry, in order to re-negotiate the identities of the Aboriginal woman.55
Through her personas, Blondeau explicitly presents how identity is constructed within a
colonial framework.56 Her incorporation and prominent use of the term squaw is, as she
states, “about taking away the negative connotations and replacing them with something
positive,”57 and about drawing attention to the colonial stereotypes that have influenced
Aboriginal women’s sense of self.58 Judith Butler argues that this act of reclaiming is the
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initiating moment of a counter-mobilization.59 According to Blondeau, the decision to
incorporate the prefix ‘cosmo’ relates to her belief that all women are cosmo-squaws, or
women of the universe. One could argue that Cosmopolitan magazine equates to the
artificiality of Euro-American fashion and beauty industries, and that the women
represented in the pages are stereotypes. In other words, there is little ‘real’ in
Cosmopolitan magazine. Blondeau’s CosmoSquaw may thus be seen to challenge not
only the representations of Aboriginal women, but the unrealistic images in the magazine.
In this work, Blondeau reinvents herself as a cover girl model, with big hair, red
lipstick, and pouting lips. She is confident, sexy, and powerful. She utilizes the layout
from Cosmopolitan, including the types of information on the cover. This month’s
CosmoSquaw cover girl is surrounded by titles of mock feature articles such as: “ 10 easy
make-up tips for a killer bingo face,”60 and “Is your man getting tired of the same old
dish? Learn How to Spoon-feed your Man!” These mock titles are rewards to the
Aboriginal woman who understands the inside jokes, especially the meaning of ‘the
spoon,’ which in many communities is a slang term for vagina.61 Both the CosmoSquaw
and Lonely Surfer Squaw personas take on the idealized portrayals of feminine beauty in
the media and how damaging that can be for women from minority groups who are not
even represented within these marginalized depictions of the ‘perfect woman.’ This is
articulated in Jim Logan’s Venus Myth, 1993 (Figure 43). In the text incorporated into the
image, Logan writes: Beauty seems to be a secret, kept by those in magazines. So
powerful is beauty that my sister wishes she was white and my sons won’t look at their
own. Turning her focus to the harmful effects that the popular media has had on herself
and on the other women in her community, Blondeau places her own body on the iconic
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image of the white pin-up girl. Blondeau draws from her own stories and experiences to
generate her performance personas. Logan’s statement that his sister wishes she was
white is commonly heard among Aboriginal youth, especially amongst the young
women. Blondeau’s mock magazine addresses the need for an increase in visible, positive
Aboriginal role models in the media, or at least diverse visibility to counter the negative
stereotypes perpetuated on the nightly news.621 would argue that Cosmopolitan is not the
ideal venue or vehicle for this type of ‘mainstream’ visibility and or recognition.
However, Lori Blondeau’s CosmoSquaw’s (Figure 3) feature on the cover of Canadian
Art magazine is a site for positive public recognition.
Taking Cosmopolitan magazine’s cover page as a point of departure, Lori
Blondeau challenges her audience to produce new readings and recognize new
decolonized identities.

In this work, she invites her viewers, both Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal, to question the fixed signs of indigenous women, exemplified by the word
‘squaw.’ Deploying the tactic of repetition-with-difference, she reveals through shifts in
meaning, the silences and omissions of the original page. Aboriginal women are excluded
from the ‘original page,’ based on ‘mainstream’ definitions of femininity, sensuality, and
sexuality. Lynne Bell says that Blondeau is among the “Canadian artists who rent or
poach the format of highly influential pages in everyday culture in order to, in the words
of the cultural critic de Certeau, ‘insinuate their countless differences into the dominant
text’.”64 Within the paradigm of post-colonialism, Lori Blondeau ‘rents’ the front cover
of Cosmopolitan to insert herself as the first Aboriginal cover girl, ensuring her
audience’s immediate recognition of her intervention in popular culture. From its national
debut on the cover of Canadian Art, it was available to a large multicultural audience,
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and now it appears on the magazine’s website. This image remains accessible for further
viewing, and for continued contemplation.
CosmoSquaw employs mimicry and parody in providing an alternative to
Aboriginal women, while addressing the erasure of their bodies in popular culture’s
hegemonic model of beauty. As Blondeau explains in a conversation with Lynne Bell,
“So, it’s about taking away the negative connotations and replacing them with something
positive.”65 Mimicry is a key concept, which has gained a significant space within post
colonial studies, due to its possibilities to describe the ambivalent66 relationship between
colonizer and colonized. In colonial discourse, the colonized are encouraged to adopt and
mimic the colonizer’s cultural habits, institutions, and value systems. The result of this
type of mimicry is never a simple reproduction of traits, it is rather a ‘blurred copy’ of the
colonizer, and a potential threat, due to the fact that mimicry is never far from mockery.
Mimicry therefore locates cracks in the proclaimed certainty of colonial dominance,
generating an uncertainty in its control over the behaviour of the colonized.
The use of costume is a major factor in the effectiveness of Blondeau’s personas
in terms of re-addressing and re-envisioning signs of Aboriginal women. The artist
employs costume to mimic and subvert the dominant culture’s image of women’s beauty.
As Bhabha argues, “Mimicry emerges as the representation of a difference that is itself a
process of disavowel. Mimicry is thus, the sign of a double articulation; a complex
strategy of reform.”67 Blondeau’s performance personas arguably are ‘double
articulations,’ negotiating identities and stereotypes. In “Dressed to Thrill: Costume,
Body, and Dress in Canadian Performative Art,” Jayne Wark introduces the necessity to
consider costume in relation to body politics, in other words, to not overlook the
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inclusion of a persona’s costume as a significant facet of performance methods. She
writes:
If the body is indeed the site where the particularities of identity are visibly marked, it is also
indisputable that the body in performance is rarely unadorned. More often than not, the body is
accompanied by various cultural artifacts, from simple street clothes to theatrical costumes to
elaborate constructions that function as hybrids between prop and art.68

Kaja Silverman discusses the significance of dressing the body in “Fragments of a
Fashionable Discourse,” noting that without ornamentation the body is not culturally
visible, furthermore, that clothing on the body enables an articulation into a “meaningful
form” and to be “culturally seen.”69 Viewed in this way, clothing or dress acts as a
signifier of cultural identity, allowing the body to be interpreted and recognized as
belonging to a certain socio-cultural group. Blondeau’s inclusion of elaborate dress for
her personas provides an introduction to the problematics of stereotypes. She is not
dressed in the typical ‘Indian’ women’s dress, she wears lingerie and bikinis.
While CosmoSquaw (Figure 3) is easily recognizable as a subversive reiteration
of a Cosmopolitan cover girl, Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4), with her beaver skin bikini
and gigantic pink surfboard, appropriates and transforms the.pin-up girl of California’s
1960s white surfing culture. The Lonely Surfer Squaw persona also mocks the idealized
Californian beach-babes from contemporary mainstream television shows like Baywatch.
In Lonely Surfer Squaw, Blondeau poses in a fur bikini and knee-high fur boots, with a
surfboard carved from pink insulation foam, along the bank of the partially frozen South
Saskatchewan River.

70

This image and persona were originally created for an internet

postcard project in 1996. Bradlee Larocque’s photo shoot produced the series, titled 6 tips
fo r prairie surrfin, which included the images SurferSquaw Catch (Figure 24), Surfer
Squaw Surf-Up (Figure 25), and Surfer Squaw Grease (Figure 26). In addition to the
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images on the internet, Lonely Surfer Squaw has been publicly viewed in Toronto during
the IndigenUs Festival (Figure 28 & 29) and was also included in the Canadian Art
article.
Analyses of these photographs can suggest numerous readings, such as a critical
play on the highly sexualized images in the Sports Illustrated bathing suit edition. In this
context, Blondeau’s sexy Surfer-Squaw comments on the lack of inclusion of Aboriginal
women in popular culture’s fashion and beauty magazines, reinforced by the inclusion of
the word Lonely in the title of the piece. She may also be ‘lonely’ because she is
attempting to surf in the middle of winter on a river in the Canadian prairies, humorously
revealing that she is displaced—lost in the landscape. Blondeau states that although
humour, expressed as absurdity, is a primary element, the underlying meaning to her
Lonely Surfer Squaw series relates to the effects of displacement. 71 In addition, Lonely
Surfer Squaw overtly expresses issues of sexuality. It appears that she is flirting with the
viewer, suggestively looking at and posing for the camera. Her bare skin and bikini
combo feed into Blondeau’s sexually vocal image. She is playing with popular culture’s
representations of women in lingerie, as featured in the Victoria Secret catalogue, for
example. The gigantic pink surfboard could be interpreted as both a phallic and vaginal
representation. The shape and colour denotes both sexes’ genitalia, which is the basis for
several questions. Is she longing for male or female intimacy? Or perhaps she is
presenting her love of herself, making a comment on the need for women, especially
Aboriginal women to love and respect themselves. Surfer Squaw is self-confident,
enticing the viewer to look at her not as a victim but as an empowered individual. The
setting in the snow, arguably an iconic sign of Canada, seems to hold out the promise of a
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voluptuous Canadian Aboriginal surf-babe. This image offers viewers a representation of
an empowered Aboriginal woman, while also acknowledging the impact of displacement
in Aboriginal communities.
Blondeau’s photographs can arguably be viewed as portraits. However, are they
portraits of Blondeau or of her personas? For example, the image Some Kinda Princess
(Figure 44) is a photograph of Blondeau’s Belle Sauvage dressed in an ‘Indian Princess’
mock buckskin dress made of cloth, with a holster, two toy guns in her hands, and a
beehive hair do. Her costume resembles the dress of Disney’s Pocahontas (Figure 45).
The photograph/portrait resembles a ‘Wanted’ poster from the Wild West, and just such a
‘Wanted’ style poster appears as the backdrop for this image. What does this signify?
Perhaps Blondeau is commenting on the need for imagery of Aboriginal peoples made by
the Aboriginal lens. Along this line, perhaps Blondeau ‘Wants’ to offer herself as a
possible new representation of Aboriginal women’s identity. This piece draws in viewers,
asking them questions such as, what is she ‘Wanted’ for? I argue that these performative
photographs are portraits of Blondeau’s personas; and because these personas are based
on Blondeau’s lived experiences, they also are portraits, visual representations of
Blondeau’s stories. Some Kinda Princess captures Belle Sauvage’s confidence, power,
humour, and sly sexuality. However this piece is analyzed, as a portrait of the artist or of
her persona, it confronts the viewer with new imagery, new ways of viewing Aboriginal
women.
This also holds true for Blondeau’s other photographs, CosmoSquaw (Figure 3)
and Lonely Surfer Squaw (Figure 4), which re-deploy wounding experiences and words
from her own life and the lives of her mother and grandmother. These two pieces are
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intergenerational, multi-layered works that use tongue-in-cheek humour to “startlingly
79

subversive, compulsively entertaining, and highly political ends.” Mimicry is employed
as Blondeau’s post-colonial choice of agency. Blondeau’s performances wield humour
and memory to invite contemplation of the violence of colonization and offer the
opportunity to envision a new possibility, decolonization.
Betty Daybird
Subversion through humour is a powerful cross-cultural weapon that can bridge
multicultural audiences. They become connected to each other by Blondeau’s
storytelling.73 Blondeau has created a detailed biography for Betty Daybird, which is
based on her own histories and articulated in her performances. Blondeau incorporated
her great-grandfather’s name, Daybird, as a method of asserting continuum, a way to
foster survivance of her family’s stories. Betty Daybird tells of her birth on a Cree
reservation, “in a small government frame house...under the long shadow of St. Anne’s
church tower,” and her childhood summers “spent travelling extensively with her
grandmother [Belle Sauvage] in what some likened to be the only gay Wild West show
on the continent.”74 Although Blondeau never did travel with a Wild West show and
historically there were no gay Wild West shows, she did spend her summers with her
grandmother on a reservation in Saskatchewan. Blondeau writes a history for Daybird
that includes her performing as the “Eskimo High Tower Diver,” the “Wild Indian
Wonder Girl,” and her big break in Hollywood as the “Million Dollar Surfer Squaw,”
These roles reflect the objectification of Aboriginal people as the exotic ‘other.’
Blondeau imposes her reconstructed self/identity on the dominant aesthetic
system, which only accommodates the Aboriginal woman in representational
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stereotypes.75 Drawing upon Amelia Jones’ notion of ‘subversive narcissism,’ Amy Sara
Caroll suggests that Betty Daybird’s parodying of the diva claims “a self-fashioned space
for her identity as a Native woman, while also poking fun at the idea of the
perfomer[artist]-hero[ine] by pushing the image to an extreme limit.

76

I would argue that

Blondeau’s performance practice reflects Jones’ concept of subversive narcissism, but
goes beyond it to include the stories of her family and community. Blondeau uses her
body as a site for decolonizing the images of Aboriginal women, subverting the
stereotype as a method of post-colonial critique and intervention. As Coco Fusco
suggests:
Aesthetic engagement with the historical trauma of colonialism... is simply not
comparable with the insipid narcissism of talk-show confessionals. The refusal to forget
that history and the insistence on returning to it in order to perceive the parallels
between old and new forms of dehumanization... the post-colonial’s strategic means of
debunking the triumphalist narratives of modernism and postmodernism.”77

Lori Blondeau's performance ‘act’ recognizes her desire to be seen. Rebecca Schneider
writes, “The ‘seen’ takes on an agency of her own and wields the unnerving potential of a
subversive reciprocity of vision, an explicit complicity, or mutual recognition between
7R

seer and seen in the scene of viewing.” Through self-representation in performance art,
Blondeau subverts the colonially framed body of the Aboriginal woman as an
intervention of the ‘other.’ This strategy emphasizes the body as an agent of
manipulation, re-signifying the Aboriginal woman’s body, and therefore dislodging it
from its fixed representations. Performance art is therefore about disclosure, illuminating
the multi-meanings in the act of performing the body.
I see Blondeau’s work as a parody of opposites. Betty Daybird is powerful and
glamorous, which is in stark contrast to the stereotypes of Aboriginal squaws and Indian
princesses. Here, Blondeau describes her genesis:
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For years I had been doing research into Native women. I became frustrated with the
research because it was always written from a non-Native perspective. I saw, Daybird as
a way to take little jabs at the western viewpoint... and I wanted to play with some o f the
history. For her character I also use situations that have affected and made me who I am.
This meant looking at the women in my family, my mother and her sisters and my
grandmother.79

Daybird is a Hollywood diva, chic and sexy in a sassy red negligee and feather boa, black
boots, beehive hairdo, and an “Indian princess’ tattoo called falls to pieces (Figure 46).
Typically, Blondeau performs in art venues, in a cabaret style performance/audience
relationship.80 Amy Sara Caroll at Neutral Ground Gallery in Regina notes how
Blondeau’s Betty Daybird (Figure 47) “presides over her audience, snapping her fingers
to solicit lipstick, a lit cigarette, a glass of wine.. .she even demands the performances1
o1

second-take, yelling ‘Cut’.” (Figure 48 & 49 & 50) Carroll observed Daybird’s political
agenda of self-control, confidence, and representation, stating that her sovereignty shines
throughout her performance.82 From my observations, Blondeau is playing with power
through her control over the space, the music, the audience. Daybird has the attention of
every person in the space—they are watching her every move, drawn in by her confident,
almost arrogant demeanour, waiting for her next move (Figure 51). While viewing
recorded footage of one of her many Betty Daybird performances, I witnessed a woman
commanding attention, wanting to be looked at (Figure 52). She presents herself as a sex
symbol, parading around to a rendition of Sinatra’s I Get a Kick Out o f You. On
numerous occasions, she pulls up her negligee, showing off her thighs (Figure 53). She
also removes her red silk robe half way through the performance, moving into the realm
of striptease—without revealing too much (Figure 54). As stated above, during Daybird’s
humorous show, images of her ‘adventures’ are projected on a screen behind her. The
viewer gets a glimpse into the life of Betty Daybird, such as playing a game of pool at a
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bar and posing on city streets (Figure 55). Betty Daybird’s character seems close to the
absurd, which is clearly a calculated measure taken by Blondeau to elucidate the
absurdity of stereotypes of Aboriginal women. Blondeau’s choice of a red outfit recalls
the representation of the Indian princess as the iady in red.’ While historically the iady
in red’ image (Figure 40) was used as a symbol of the availability of the lands in the
West, here Betty Daybird stakes a claim to her own space.
The persona of Betty Daybird is Blondeau’s testimony to Aboriginal women’s
sexuality, femininity, autonomy, and power. Daybird also tells many stories that expand
the limits of Aboriginal women’s identities and subjectivity. Within this discussion,
critical questions arise, such as why does Blondeau not create new ‘positive’
representations of Aboriginal women? Why does she superimpose the Aboriginal woman
onto imagery of White women, who are arguably objectified in popular culture? Is the
use of parody and humour an effective strategy? Or is she merely replacing one
stereotype with another? Carroll states that Blondeau, “claims a self fashioned space for
her identity as a Native woman.”83 I agree with Carroll, and suggest that to re-envision
the representation of Aboriginal women in popular culture, the stereotype must be
explicitly exposed to show how and why these types of negative images exist. Blondeau's
performance of Betty Daybird results in the illumination of the performative and
constructed quality of identity.84
Blondeau’s discussion of Aboriginal women’s issues in her performance practice
could be argued as being a feminist critique. In Aboriginal literature, many critics note
that feminism is a discourse and agency that excludes and that does not represent the
issues and stories of Aboriginal women. Although Blondeau’s focus is to act as a catalyst
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to release the image and identity of the indigenous woman from their stereotypical past,
she has stated that her relationship with feminism is an ambivalent one. The following
account will show Blondeau’s hesitations about adopting the feminist label, as an
Aboriginal performance artist. In October of 2001 in Winnipeg, Lori Blondeau was to
speak at MAWA, Women’s Art Symposium, Locating Feminism. She was scheduled to
present a paper entitled “Search for Feminism,” however, Betty Daybird sauntered in
wearing her red negligee, sun glasses, and beehive hair, and stated that Lori Blondeau
“hadn’t wanted to come and had sent” Daybird in her place.85 Parodying the academic
lecture format, “the eccentric Daybird piled numerous stacks of blank paper (hauled in on
a wagon by her assistant) onto a table, jokingly inviting anyone to read her dissertation on
feminism.”86 Daybird proceeded to give a slide presentation on her search for feminism, a
long journey that began in a bar by interviewing the waitresses on the subject of
feminism. At the end of Daybird’s account, she stated that her “search provided few
answers and she concluded that feminism was inside herself.” This being said, and given
that Daybird’s presentation was to a predominantly white and mostly academic
conference on feminism, I interpret Blondeau’s performance as an attempt to voice
frustrations with what is arguably a largely white, middle-class, academic feminism that
excludes her native identity, including only her identity of woman. Throughout this
tongue-in-cheek performance, Blondeau pointedly raised her hesitance towards feminism,
as a First Nations woman.

07

In “Savage Hegemony: From Endangered Species to

Feminist Indigenism,” M.A. Jaimes Guerrero discusses:
Many Native Women have argued that the priorities and socio-political agendas o f the
predominantly white women’s movement are not necessarily constitutive of the same
liberation agenda for Native women in their indigenous struggles for decolonization. As
community based women, Native women cannot afford to participate in what often
appears to them to be an individually oriented Euro-American middle class women’s
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sociopolitical agenda.88

Consequently, at this point in Blondeau’s search for feminism, she does not label herself
a feminist artist. Therefore, her performance practice will not be explored in relation to
feminist theory. Blondeau is, however, an activist— attempting to reclaim the image of
the indigenous woman, to create new inclusive histories. 89 In the persona of Betty
Daybird, she offers herself as a re-representation of Aboriginal women’s identity,
controlled by the self-determined Aboriginal lens not the colonial gaze.

Belle Sauvage: Post-colonial History Lesson
The Persona of Belle Sauvage was created for a postcard I made in 1998 for the Dunlop Art Gallery.
The Dunlop asked me to make a work responding to the show Indian Princesses and Cowgirls:
Stereotypes from the Frontier. For me, this exhibition demonstrated once again that as a Native
woman I could play only two roles in the frontier narratives: one being the Indian Princess and the
other, the Squaw. I saw this as my opportunity to create an Indian cowgirl.90 Lori Blondeau

A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage addresses the history of colonial trauma
and the limitations of Aboriginal women’s stereotypes with humour, subversion, and
parody, to radically open up decolonized spaces. Belle Sauvage first appeared as a
photographic image in the style of an early twentieth-century postcard (circa 1918). Lori
Blondeau has a thorough understanding of the politics of representation, and attempts to
subvert these images of Aboriginal women. She creates imagined spaces for Native
women, negotiating identity through stories. Blondeau generates a new discourse that
exposes the instability of the structures of power, thwarting them through irony. Foucault
discusses the mutability of power:
Discourses are not once and for all subservient to power or raised up against it, any more than
silences are. We must make allowance for the concept’s complex and unstable process whereby
discourse can be both an instrument and an effect o f power, but also a hindrance, a stumbling
block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and
produces power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it
possible to thwart it.91
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Blondeau’s performative practice, as evidenced in Belle Sauvage, makes clear how
power and history can be dynamically and continuously contested, therefore, localized
once the discourse in which they reside is understood.
In the post-colonial sense, Blondeau creates an intimate conversation between
herself and her audience members, enticing listening, witnessing, and remembering. A
Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage performance space will be explored as a site for
palimpsest exchange, where Blondeau shares stories as an agency of testimony. Lewis
Hyde writes that a work of art is a gift, consequently, from this perspective the narrative
and knowledge illustrated in art can also be understood as part of what is given, not
solely the aesthetic value.92 Blondeau’s performativity theoretically acts as the gift; this
gift is new knowledge or the recognition of old and new stories.
The stage is set, Blondeau transforms the gallery space to transport her audience
and herself back in time, to the Wild West of the nineteenth century. The back of the
gallery is draped in luminous brown velvet curtains and filled with hay bales, a cow skull,
and shadowy black and white images of an Indian Cowboy and an Indian Princess. These
images are of her grandparents, underscoring the use of her family’s stories as a point of
departure.93 The multicultural and multi-generational audience sits or stands facing
Blondeau’s staged Wild West arena. As the curtains part and the crowd applauds, Belle
Sauvage (Figure 6) makes her memorable entrance to the Doris Day song The Black Hills
o f Dakota (from the film Calamity Jane, 1953). Belle Sauvage is dressed in a cowboy
hat, western style vest, fringed suede pants, and cowboy boots with metal spurs. Her gun
holster, presumably purchased at a souvenir shop, bears an image of the ‘Indian Brave.’
The smoke from her cigarette spirals up, while the audience follows the star of the show
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into the intimate atmosphere of a dusty rodeo arena.94 Throughout Belle Sauvage’s
storytelling, she drinks out of a whiskey bottle, pulls and shoots her guns, and practises
her roping skills.
Belle Sauvage is an imagined persona (Figure 56). However, woven into the
imagined are personal memories, factual stories, and historical events. Blondeau states
that through the project at the Dunlop Gallery, she was able to “create my own fictional
history. If western history could do it why couldn’t I?”95 There is a large body of
literature and visual imagery that represents the Western Frontier from the European lens.
Gerald McMaster writes, “It makes little sense for Indigenous people to respond to the
outrageous historical fictions of the West. On the contrary, we must focus on our own
perspectives.”96 McMaster’s argument is significant, but it optimistically overlooks
current reality and the impact of colonial histories on Aboriginal identity. These historical
representations, no matter how outrageous or ridiculous, continue to circulate within
popular culture and consequently shape the identities of all North Americans.
Consequently, artists such as Lori Blondeau respond to these colonial narratives and
representations, because if they are left untouched by critical investigation, unfortunately,
they will remain the imagery representing Aboriginal peoples. Blondeau also creates
imagined spaces of the Wild West, where colonial history and indigenous perspectives
intertwine. Her Aboriginal stories challenge the West’s fictitious narratives. Belle
Sauvage (Figures 6 & 57) is a mean trick roper, capable of drinking most men under the
table. She is also a notorious outlaw with a large appetite for adventure. During the
performance she turns on her legendary charm for the cameras, posing with guns
twirling.

Q7

Lynne Bell remarks that “this seductive cowgirl’s props are a long cigarette
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holder, a trick rope and a bottle of whiskey.”98 This Aboriginal cowgirl is exemplified in
Blondeau’s “Some Kinda Princess” (Figure 44 & 56).
Lori Blondeau draws from her family history in the scripting and design of her
campy, satirical performance, A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage. Blondeau’s stage
persona is loosely based on indigenous women who performed in Wild West shows and
Vaudeville acts in the early twentieth century, and spoofs the 1950s film Calamity Jane,
in which Doris Day appeared as a cross-dressing, gender-bending white cowgirl
(Figure 57). Blondeau’s performance art remix of the Wild West presents a post-colonial
reading of the narratives of Flollywood pop culture. Her work speaks to the importance of
maintaining one’s identity and beliefs as a First Nations person while living and working
in ‘mainstream’ society. In her pointed and disarmingly humorous take on contemporary
art and society, Blondeau confronts and co-opts conventional stereotypes.
In yet another creative twist, A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage is set in the
only gay Wild West show that toured Europe and North America. Blondeau notes that
she imagined Belle Sauvage as being “bigger than life and bigger than Calamity Jane or
Belle Star.”99 This persona arose out of Blondeau’s awareness of the absence of First
Nations women in North American history, which made an impression on her when
researching Pocahontas. She recalls another impetus:
I became frustrated with the conflicting stories surrounding her life. Belle Sauvage gave me
the opportunity to develop a fictional persona using my own, my mother’s and my
grandmother’s stories. Building on these stories I developed a persona that is part fiction
and part non-fiction. Belle Sauvage is both believable and absurd at the same time. Her
persona plays with the notion o f history and its authority.100

The decision to name her persona Belle Sauvage suggests a parodic commentary on the
history of the Indian princess and of Pocahontas.101
The performance A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage is, as Lynne Bell states,
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rich in comic exaggerations, taking the audience on a roller-coaster ride through laughter
and painful testimony.102 In one of Blondeau’s performances of Belle Sauvage the
performance starts with Sauvage entering the gallery, whose walls are draped in white
curtains and lit with red lights, to Doris Day’s song “The Black Hills of Dakota.” There
are life-sized photographic cut-outs mounted on foam core, and a hay bale with a plastic
bull’s head in the middle of the gallery for Belle Sauvage’s roping practice.103 As Day’s
song plays, Belle Sauvage saunters around with a bottle of whiskey in hand, captivating
her audience with her life’s testimony. Blondeau writes:
She tells us about some o f the men she has known and the women that didn’t want to
know her and how her life has always been lived on the fringe. She tells us that she rode
with the gay Wild West show because it was the only show in town that would take her
seriously as a cowgirl and not just stereotype her as an Indian Princess.104

Blondeau succeeeds in sharing some of her painful stories through humour. In one
segment, Sauvage gestures towards the life-sized black-and-white photograph of an
Indian cowboy, and declares, “He was a bronco rider who kept horses in the 1920s on the
Gordon Reserve in the Touchwood Hills, Saskatchewan.105 It’s a pity that he couldn’t
leave the reserve without a pass.”106 This image is of her grandfather as a young cowboy
in 1927, he has a six-shooter in one hand and a shotgun in the other. He is wearing a
beaded cowboy vest, gloves, and jeans tucked into his cowboy boots. In the performance,
the Touchwood Hills of Saskatchewan are identified as a place occupied by colonial
systems of oppression, by the “Gordon Reserve.” The ‘pass’ Sauvage mentions, refers to
the ‘pass and permit system,’ a component of a larger system to ‘control’ the movement
of Aboriginal peoples from their reservation lands. Passes had to be applied for, and were
granted by an Indian Agent. These Department of Indian Affairs positions held great
power and authority over First Nations communities, as they controlled the economic,
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agricultural, educational, medical, political, and cultural aspects of reserve life.107 Her
grandfather's personal story is associated with the larger reality of the Indian Act.

108

The

words “pass’ and ‘permit” introduce into Blondeau’s performance space the politics of
the so-called ‘Indian problem,’ and the Canadian government’s ‘civilizing’ and
‘assimilating’ interventions.
Belle Sauvage’s storytelling forces the audience to take part in a post-colonial
history lesson. She lures them into questioning their understanding of ‘Indian Agents,’
the Indian Act, and other hegemonic policies. In A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage,
her stories also act as evidence of the failure of the Canadian government’s attempts at
cultural genocide. Blondeau writes:
The first time I saw this photograph of my grandfather I thought, wow! He was a
cowboy and a bronco rider. But he was an Indian cowboy with these beautiful
beaded garments. He couldn’t leave the reserve because it was still under the
pass-permit-system. But he owned his own horses and that’s how he learnt how
to break horses. I wish I could talk to him. Where did he first see the cowboy
image? Why did he want to become a cowboy? Maybe he was a performance
artist? My grandfather comes from one of the original ten families of Gordon’s
First Nations located in the Touchwood Hills. His grandfather was Daybird, who
in his time was a very powerful medicine man. My grandfather was also a strong
man when it came to his culture and identity as a Native person. This was
something that not even colonialism could take away from him. He was a
traditional dancer, and when we were children, he would take us around the
powwow trail in the 1960s and 1970s. Maybe he showed us that you could live
in both worlds and still maintain your identity and your beliefs as a First Nation

These stories of Blondeau’s grandfather, incorporated into the life and narrative of Belle
Sauvage, emphasize cultural survivance and resistance. This performance can therefore
be understood within the discourse of Gerald Vizemor’s theory of Survivance, which he
defines as more than merely indigenous cultural survival or endurance. He claims, “the
stories of survivance are an active presence... [and] are the creases of sovereignty.”110
Blondeau continues the lifeline of her family’s stories into the present by telling and re-
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telling them; thus, her storytelling actively contributes to their survivance. Her
storytelling actively shares the history of her family, placing their experiences into the
present, and presenting them under the lens of sovereignty.
The following passage by Lynne Bell is a personal account of her experience of
this performance, which informs us of the intensity of Blondeau’s practice and methods
and reminds us of her intentions as a performance artist/activist. Blondeau deliberately
creates this environment and space: for the purpose of education. Blondeau’s statement
that her Grandfather was restricted from leaving the reserve, Bell states:
hangs in the air, its sense suspended, a reminder of the prisons o f colonial space
and the public secret o f the pass and permit systems that restricted the movement
and business transactions o f First Nations people in Saskatchewan from the late 19th
through the mid 20* centuries.111

I would agree with this statement, and offer this reading of Blondeau’s work. Even if the
viewer is not aware of colonial histories, the concept of confinement and displacement
connected with the words reserve and pass registers. I suggest that Belle Sauvage not
only offers a re-dressing of colonial histories but offers her histories as a reciprocal gift to
her audiences through the inclusion of humour. Although these histories are hard and
traumatic to remember, her listener of Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal descent can take in
the story Blondeau tells in order to participate in her post-colonial re-writing.
Blondeau’s performance points to the historical climate of an earlier era. The
current discourse of antimodemism investigates ‘primitivism,’ and subsequently the
romanticization of all things ‘primitive.’ The desire for the return to nature that prevailed
in what is termed the ‘modem era,’ is marked by significant ironies and complexities.
One example of this is the period of extensive ‘salvaging’ by museums, occurring at the
same time as the development of the legislative ceremonial bans. These bans either
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forced Canada’s Aboriginal peoples to go underground to perform cultural rituals and
stories, and to produce material culture, or to abolish them completely. The Belle
Sauvage persona plays with ‘history and its authority’ in the ‘development’ of the West.
The land that now makes up Canada was viewed by Euro-Canadians as open and free for
the taking. Blondeau’s choice of a Wild West setting recalls this history of Aboriginal
land loss. Using parody and humour, the artist creates a counterpoint to Canada’s iconic
Old West, with its celebration of white cowboy culture and its erasures of Aboriginal
histories and voices.112 This brings us back to the concept of performance as storytelling,
as a way to disrupt national patterns of remembering and forgetting, and in this case, to
educate and start a new pattern of cultural understanding and empowerment. Blondeau
states that “parody can be a powerful force for challenging and disempowering the
inherited violence embedded in Western ways of knowing the world.”113 This
performance is Blondeau’s version of the old west, populated by First Nations cowboys
and cowgirls. Through Belle Sauvage, a voluptuous, worldly, and gay First Nations
cowgirl, Blondeau writes yet another layer of meaning over the history of Aboriginal
representation in popular culture. Her ‘imagined’ Wild West reflects a closer reading of
the period than that projected by Hollywood westerns.
The concluding section of Belle Sauvage’s performance is her exit to the lyrics of
Tom Petty’s song “Swingin”:
Well, she was standing by the highway in her boots and silver spurs
Gonna hitchhike to the yellow moon when a Cadillac stopped for her
And she said, “Hey, nice to meet you, are you goin’ my way?”
Yeah, that’s when it happened. The world caught fire that day
And she went down swingin.’ Yeah she went down swingin’
Well, she was over twenty-one in trouble with the law
And it didn’t faze her none. She called her mother-in-law
And said I need a little money. I knew I could count on you
After that night in Vegas and the hell that we went through
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We went down swingin.’ Like Benny Goodman. Yeah we went down swingin’
Moonlight on the interstate. She was ‘cross the Georgia line
Looked out the window feeling great. Yeah, it had to come in time
And she said I’m never going back. She said at last I’m free
I wish ma could see me now, she’d be so proud of me
She went down swingin.’ Like Tommy Dorsey. Yeah she went swingin.’ Like Sammy Davis
She went down swingin.’ Like Sonny Liston

The words of the song fill the room, bearing witness to the names of individuals such as
Sammy Davis and Sonny Liston, who had to fight and challenge societal ‘norms’ to
achieve their life goals. If the audience is aware of this song and the histories of these
individuals they may make connections between the histories of Belle Sauvage and
Blondeau’s grandfather therefore recognizing and bearing witness to colonial histories.114
The chorus ‘She went down swingin’ arguably alludes to a fundamental meaning of this
performance, which is Aboriginal resistance and survivance. Belle Sauvage’s persona is a
fighter, too. Her ‘opponents’ are stereotypes and the colonial discourse; her altercations
provide an opportunity for disruption for the purpose of social change. The songs used in
this performance are meant to trigger memories for the audience, and to leave traces of
the experience in their minds.
Blondeau’s multifaceted performance practices invite critical listening and
engagement with her audience. In A Moment in the Life o f Belle Sauvage, not only does
she test the audience’s knowledge of Canadian and Aboriginal history, she knowingly
tells stories that are unknown to most in the room. I found that her methods of
engagement lured me in, acting as catalysts for my own self-questioning. Blondeau’s
inclusion of harsh historical testimony also reminds the audience of the “power,
unpredictability and rawness of live art.”115 Her intentions are clear, to educate through
storytelling. She also assumes the role of meaning maker: her performative storytelling
draws upon memory and inserts it into the official narrative, thus participating in the
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process of decolonization.
Conclusion
Blondeau’s high-tech storytelling decolonizes the identities and histories
camouflaged in the colonial discourse. Paradoxically, she dresses up, in order to strip
away the colonial ‘clothing’ from the Aboriginal woman’s body. Blondeau employs her
body as agency for removing layers of colonial text and representations, to re-envision
post-colonial possibilities. She creates performance personas in order to use the body as a
battleground for indigenous decolonization and empowerment. Lori Blondeau uses
strategies of humour, irony, and parody for her ‘battle’ with stereotypes, subverting them
in order to use art as political activism. The strategic use of her body as an instrument for
social change, to re-member identities inscribed by colonial discourse, bears witness and
gives testimony to the ‘traces’ of Aboriginal stories present on Canada’s historical
palimpsest.
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Conclusion

Lori Blondeau is a high-tech storyteller, a trickster, a post-colonial Aboriginal
image consultant, a history re-writer, a transcultural negotiator, and a political activist.
Her artistic practice combines performance with video and photography to articulate her
own story and the issues faced by Aboriginal women in the twenty-first century. In this
thesis, Lori Blondeau’s performances were explored through the trope of the palimpsest
metaphor, as removing the layers of the colonial text from Aboriginal bodies, minds, and
spaces. Her performance practice illuminates multiple histories, while telling her own
stories.
I have discussed the practice of high-tech storytelling, defining and setting the
parameters of this contemporary practice. I have explored and contextualized the
performance practice of Blondeau by discussing the links between Aboriginal storytelling
and performance art. Initially, I discussed Pauline Johnson in order to introduce the
beginnings of Aboriginal performative storytelling in the dominant society, or
mainstream. Johnson was argued to have used the tradition of oratory to make
interventions and acts of cultural resistance. The role of storytelling in Aboriginal culture
was then explored, and argued as a vehicle for resistance. I drew on the writings of
Aboriginal scholars and storytellers, such as Thomas King, Simon Ortiz, and N. Scott
Momaday to substantiate my findings that the story has a history of staging cultural
survival and resistance. The fusion between storytelling and performance art was
investigated as a fundamental element of Aboriginal performance. I argued that the result
of this fusion was a politically vocal, culturally diverse artistic medium employed by
many artists, including Blondeau. James Luna and Rebecca Belmore were introduced as
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high-tech storytellers to create a context of Aboriginal performance art and situate the
work of Lori Blondeau. My findings were that Aboriginal performance art can be used to
confront dominant representations of Aboriginal peoples, to create interventions within
the colonial discourse, and to share indigenous perspectives. My research of Blondeau’s
performances supported my argument that Aboriginal performance art can act as sites for
public questioning and social change, based on the stories that she shares.
Blondeau’s CosmoSquaw, Betty Daybird, Belle Sauvage, and Lonely Surfer
Squaw performance personas were discussed in relation to their reclaiming and
revisioning of Aboriginal women’s identities. Drawing on Stuart Hall and Charles
Taylor’s discussion of the construction and impact of stereotypes, the significance of
tackling these erroneous representations was increased, and subsequently places value on
the performance practice of Blondeau. Blondeau’s employment of the tools of humour,
parody, trickster, and costume were explored to illuminate how she successfully
synthesizes these methods into her performance personas, transforming herself into
characters, or alter egos, who possess a myriad of signifiers representing numerous
stereotypes. Her work was explored to elucidate how she actively negotiates the archive
of representation of Aboriginal women, which is saturated in Eurocentric imagery. Lori
Blondeau generates conversations of a decolonizing dialogue with the representations of
Aboriginal women from mainstream popular culture. Her performances are testimony to
the ridiculous nature of stereotypes, while offering new perspectives and voicing
resistance. Due to the transcultural aspect of Blondeau’s costumes, spaces, and stories,
her personas do not fit cleanly into the categories popular culture and colonial process
have generated for Aboriginal women. I argued that this is her objective. Her personas
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problematize the sign of the Aboriginal women, generating a questioning of the
inflexibility of cultural coding. Blondeau’s performances use the body to question issues
of representation, interpretation, and identity. Blondeau’s body negotiates histories while
transcending time.
Many questions were raised in relation to Blondeau’s performance personas, such
as, why is there a lack of positive representation of Aboriginal women in popular culture?
Blondeau’s performances subvert stereotypes in order to disclose their absurdity and the
fact that identity is a construct, thereby exposing the dominant Euro-Canadian
constructions of the ‘Indian.’ From her humorous subversions, Blondeau re-claims the
position of the colonized Aboriginal woman, the so-called victim, and re-positions her
into a new indigenized space of empowerment, self-determination, and sovereignty.
Blondeau’s personas act as a decolonizing agent, challenging established socio-cultural
signifiers of identity. Her personas do not necessarily offer ‘positive’ role models for
Aboriginal women, as Betty Daybird and Belle Sauvage are known for their drinking, but
they demand recognition of socio-political issues, such as alcohol abuse, plaguing
Canada’s Aboriginal communities. The personas are not meant to be role models; the role
model is Lori Blondeau.
Blondeau’s performances Are You My Mother, Sisters, and Belle Sauvage were
discussed and argued as having used live art to clear a space for the enunciation of
difficult knowledge.1 In addition, Blondeau’s use of visual storytelling was argued as
being unsettling and de-stabilizing, and a politicized force that reclaimed Aboriginal
stories/histories entrenched in the colonial discourse. Blondeau’s work was discussed as
contributing to the decolonization of Canadian indigenous stories, while gifting
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knowledge to her audiences, with the resultant creation of reciprocal relationships within
her performance spaces. The work of Homi Bhabha and Edward Said substantiated my
claim that Blondeau’s performance participates in the process of decolonization. The role
of re-membering for radical social change by means of recognizing colonial atrocities as
well as indigenous knowledge systems was argued as being a key tool for decolonization.
Through the lens of Aboriginal sovereignty, the significance of Blondeau’s exchange of
histories and stories is increased, emphasizing her role as a self-determined political
activist generating interventions and sites for indigenous empowerment in the gallery
space.
Storytelling is a performative act of exchange. The audience gives Blondeau the
opportunity to share her stories and the possibility for the stories’ continuum. In other
words, some audience members take the stories with them, perhaps sharing their new
knowledge and/or empowerment with others from both the Aboriginal and nonAboriginal community. The community created through Blondeau’s performances
generates and participates in the larger process of decolonization; their act of bearing
witness acknowledges Blondeau’s family’s stories and their relationship to the colonial
discourse. The audience, therefore, is an integral element in Blondeau’s performance
practice. They bear witness to Blondeau’s acts of intervention, contributing to the
sovereignty and decolonization of indigenous knowledge, landscapes, and bodies.
Blondeau’s performance art incorporates post-colonial methodological
approaches such as the voicing of silenced colonial histories, challenging the mainstream
to recognize her performance’s positions as agents of decolonization. She, along with her
audience, negotiates a space for a post-colonial re-writing, and provokes political protest
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through performance art. Blondeau’s subversive relationship to popular culture and her
inclusion of politically vocal storytelling pushes the boundaries established through
colonialism in order to ask her audiences to step into her performance field to mediate a
new understanding. The high-tech storytelling performance practice of Lori Blondeau
reclaims Aboriginal stories, histories, and identities once controlled by colonization and
its legacies. She negotiates space for the discussion of indigenous knowledge, while
contributing to the processes of Aboriginal decolonization.
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list of duties, that the Indian Agent’s powers and influence were formidable. See the Royal
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Illustrations

(Figure 1) Lori Blondeau, Are You My Mother? Performance still, 2000; rpt. in Lynne
Bell, “Scandalous Personas, Difficult Knowledge, Restless Images,” Canadian Art vol.
21 no. 4 (Winter 2004): 51.
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(Figure 2) Lori Blondeau, Sisters. Performance still, 2000; rpt. in Lynne B ell,
“Scandalous Personas, D ifficult K nowledge, R estless Im ages.” Canadian A rt vol.21 no. 4
(Winter 2004): 52.
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(Figure 3) Lori Blondeau, CosmoSquaw, 1996; rpt. in Lynne B ell, “Scandalous Personas,
D ifficult K nowledge, Restless Im ages.” Canadian A rt vol.21 no. 4 (Winter
2004): 50.
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(Figure 4) Lori Blondeau, Lonely Surfer Squaw, photograph, 1996; rpt. in Lynne B ell,
“Scandalous Personas, D ifficult K now ledge, R estless Im ages.” Canadian A rt vol.21 no. 4
(Winter 2004): 53.
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(Figure 5) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird. Performance still, 2000; in Amy Sara Carroll,
Performing Body-Politics: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runway Interventions (Regina:
Neutral Ground Gallery, 2000), 44.
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(Figure 6) Lori Blondeau, Belle Sauvage, Performance still, 2002; in Gordon Shelgrove
Gallery Archive, University of Saskatchewan:
http://www.usask.ca/snelgrove/mfa/02 LB/08.html
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(Figure 7) Pauline Johnson (1861-1913), “Mohawk poet and performer” photograph
c.1904; Provincial Archives of British A-09684.
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(Figure 8) Amelia Productions, 100 Aboriginal Women at DIA Vancouver, Video still,
1981; rpt. in Tagny Duff, “FFWD, RWD, and PLAY: Performance Art, Video, and
Reflections on Second-Wave Feminism in Vancouver 1973-1983,” in Caught in the Act:
An Anthology o f Performance art by Canadian Women, edited by Tanya Mars and
Johanna Householder (Toronto: YYZ Books, 2004), 51.
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(Figure 9) Rebecca Belmore Fountain, video still, 2005. Cover of Catalogue, in Jann LM
Bailey and Scott Watson, “Introduction,” Rebecca Belmore: Fountain (Kamloops
Art Gallery and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery) Canadian
Pavilion, Venice Biennale, 2005.
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(Figure 10) “Rebecca Belmore’s Fountain” Cover page in Canadian Art Magazine vol.
22 no. 2 (Summer 2005).
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(Figure 11) “Lori Blondeau as Belle Sauvage” Cover page in Canadian Art Magazine
vol. 21 no. 4 (Winter 2004).
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(Figure 12)Rebecca Belmore Exhibit 671b, Performance still, January 12 1988, Thunder
Bay Art Gallery; rpt. in Charlotte Townsend-Gault, “Having Voices and Using Them:
First Nations Artists and ‘Native Art’,” Arts Magazine vol. 65 (February 1991):65.
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(Figure 13) James Luna, Emandatio, Performance still, Venice Biennale Performance,
2005; rpt. in http://www.artnet.com/magazine/reviews/walrobinson/robinson6-10-Q5.asp

(Figure 14) Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gomez-Pena, Two Amerindians, Performance
still, 1992; rpt. in Marvin Carlson, Performance: A Critical Introduction (London and
New York: Routledge, 2004), 201.
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(Figure 15) James Luna, Shameman, Performance still, 2000; rpt. in
www.collections.ic.gc.ca/artists/luna img.html
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(Figure 16) Rebecca Belmore, Fountain, Performance still, 2005; rpt. in Bailey, Jann
L.M., and Scott Watson. Rebecca Belmore: Fountain, [exhibition catalogue] Kamloops
Art Gallery and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005. Canadian Pavilion,
Venice Biennale.

(Figure 17) Rebecca Belmore, Fountain. Performance still, 2005; rpt in Bailey, Jann L.M.
and Scott Watson. Rebecca Belmore: Fountain, [exhibition catalogue] Kamloops Art
Gallery and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005. Canadian Pavilion, Venice
Biennale.
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(Figure 18) Rebecca Belmore, Fountain. Performance still, 2005; rpt. in Bailey, Jann
L.M., and Scott Watson. Rebecca Belmore: Fountain, [exhibition catalogue] Kamloops
Art Gallery and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005. Canadian Pavilion,
Venice Biennale.

(Figure 19) Rebecca Belmore, Fountain. Performance still, 2005; rpt. in Bailey, Jann
L.M., and Scott Watson. Rebecca Belmore: Fountain, [exhibition catalogue] Kamloops
Art Gallery and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005. Canadian Pavilion,
Venice Biennale.

(Figure 20) Rebecca Belmore, Fountain. Performance still, 2005; rpt. in Bailey, Jann
L.M., and Scott Watson. Rebecca Belmore: Fountain, [exhibition catalogue] Kamloops
Art Gallery and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005. Canadian Pavilion,
Venice Biennale.
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(Figure 21) Rebecca Belmore, Ayumee-aawach Oomama-mowan: Speaking to Their
Mother, Performance still, 1991; rpt. in Lee-Ann Martin, “The Waters of Venice:
Rebecca Belmore at the 51st Biennale,” Canadian Art vol. 22 no. 2 (Summer 2005): 53.

(Figure 22) Rebecca Belmore, Mawa-che-hitoowin: A Gathering o f People fo r Any
Purpose, installation, mixed media, 1992; rpt. in Janet Berio and Ruth Phillips, Native
North American Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 237.
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(Figure 23) Rebecca Belmore, Named and UnNamed: Vigil Performance, performance
still; in Charlotte Townsend-Gault, The Named and the UnNamed [exhibition catalogue]
(Vancouver: Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2002), 20.
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(Figure 24) Lori Blondeau, SurferSquaw Catch , Photograph, 1996; in
http://www.m awa.ca/archives/postcards/lorib/lb5.htm l

(Figure'25) Lori Blondeau, Surfer Squaw Surf-Up, Photograph, 1996; in
http://www.mawa.ca/archives/postcards/1orib/lb5.html
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(Figure 26) Lori Blondeau, Surfer Squaw Grease, Photograph, 1996; in
http://www.m awa.ca/archives/postcards/lorib/lb5.htm l
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(Figure 27) Lori Blondeau and 7th Generation of Image Makers, Streetwise Poster
Campaign, Poster Reproduction, 2004; in
http://www.photobasedart.ca/html/publications/essavs/ESY0406.html

(Figure 28) Lori Blondeau and 7th Generation of Image Makers, Streetwise Poster
Campaign, Toronto part of Planet Indigenous Festival, 2004.
http://www.photobasedart.ca/html/publications/essays/ESY0406.html
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(Figure 29) Thomas Moore, before and after his entrance into the Regina Indian
Residential School in Saskatchewan, photograph, 1874; Library and Archives Canada
NL-022474
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(Figure 30) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance still, 26 September, 2002.
America Remixed Exhibition, Milan Italy; in City of Milan Archive La Fabbrica del
Vapora www.fabbricadelvapore.org/it/foto.show.php2?k=75
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(Figure 31) Lori Blondeau, Sisters. Performance still, 2002; in Gordon Shelgrove Gallery
Archive, U niversity o f Saskatchewan:
http://w w w .usask.ca/snelgrove/m fa/02 LB/08.htm l
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(Figure 32) Lori Blondeau, Sisters. Performance still, 2002; in Gordon Shelgrove Gallery
Archive, U niversity o f Saskatchewan:
http://w ww .usask.ca/snelgrove/m fa/02 LB /08.htm l
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(Figure 33) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance still, 2002; in Gordon Shelgrove Gallery
Archive, University o f Saskatchewan;
http://w ww .usask.ca/snelgrove/m fa/02 LB/08.htm l

(Figure 34) Lori Blondeau, Materials used in Sisters, Digital photograph, March 22, 2002
at Gallery One One One: Wintercount walkabout Winnipeg; in Gallery One One One
Exhibition Archive: http://www.umanitoba.ca/schools/art/gaIleryoneoneone/winter.html
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(Figure 35) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance still, Novem ber 29, 2002. Grunt Gallery,
Vancouver: First Nations Performance Archive, www.grunt.bc.ca/fnp/ or
www.grunt.bc.ca/IndianAct/

(Figure 36) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance still, November 29, 2002.Grunt Gallery,
Vancouver: First Nations Performance Archive, www.grunt.bc.ca/fnp/ or
www.grunt.bc.ca/IndianAct/
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(Figure 37) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance sill, Novem ber 29, 2002. Grunt Gallery,
Vancouver: First N ations Performance Archive, ww w.grunt.bc.ca/fnp/ or
www.grunt.bc.ca/IndianAct/

(Figure 38) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance sill, November 29, 2002. Grunt Gallery,
Vancouver: First Nations Performance Archive, www.grunt.bc.ca/fnp/ or
www.grunt.bc.ca/IndianAct/
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(Figure 39) Lori Blondeau, Sisters, Performance sill, N ovem ber 29, 2002. Grunt
Gallery,Vancouver: First Nations Performance Archive, www.grunt.bc.ca/fnp/ or
www.grunt.bc.ca/IndianAct/
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(Figure 40) Nanoochee, colour print; rpt. in Gail Guthrie Valaskakis, Indian Princesses
and Cowgirls: Stereotypes from the Frontier (Montreal: Oboro, 1992), 13.

(Figure 41) Daughters o f the Incas, Printed by Bwon and Bigelow, St. Paul, Minnesota,
1929; rpt. in Gail Guthrie Valaskakis, Indian Princesses and Cowgirls:
Stereotypes from the Frontier (Montreal: Oboro, 1992), 24.
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(Figure 42) Shelley Niro, Mohawks in Beehives 1,black and white hand tinted
photograph, 20 x25 cm, 1991; rpt. in Allan J. Ryan, The Trickster Shift: Humour and
Irony in Contemporary Native Art (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1999),70.

(Figure 43) Jim Logan, Venus Myth, multi-media, 1993; rpt. in Allan J. Ryan, The
Trickster Shift Humour and Irony in Contemporary Native Art (Vancouver: UBC Press,
1999), 81.
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(Figure 44) Lori Blondeau, Some Kinda Princess. Photograph, 1999; rpt. in Lynne B ell,
“Scandalous Personas, D ifficult K nowledge, R estless Im ages.” Canadian A rt vol. 21
no. 4 (W inter 2004): 48.
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(Figure 45) Image of Walt Disney’s 1995 Pocahontas

(Figure 46) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/movies/br excerpt 4.mov.
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(Figure 47) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird, Performance still, 2000; rpt. in Amy Sara.
Performing Body Politics: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runway Interventions (Regina:
Neutral Ground Gallery, 2000), 45.

(Figure 48) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/movies/br excerpt 4.mov
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(Figure 49 ) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle R ogue’s Collection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/m ovies/br excerpt 4.m ov

(Figure 50) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runaway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/movies/br excerpt 4.mov
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(Figure 51) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle R ogue’s C ollection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/m ovies/br excerpt 4.m ov

(Figure 52) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/movies/br excerpt 4.mov
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(Figure 53) Lori Blondeau, Betty D aybird: Belle R ogu e’s Collection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/m ovies/br excerpt 4.m ov

(Figure 54) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird: Belle Rogue’s Collection’s Runway
Interventions, Performance still, 2000. Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery; in
http://www.neutralground.sk.ca//assets2004/movies/br excerpt 4.mov
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(Figure 55) Lori Blondeau, Betty Daybird. Photograph. In Belle Rogue Fashion Show
performance; rpt. in Amy Sara Carroll, Performing Body Politics: Bell Rogue’s
Collection’s Runway Interventions, (Regina: Neutral Ground Gallery, 2000), 44.

(Figure 56) Lori Blondeau, Belle Sauvage, Six Colour Silkscreen print. 22” x 30”. 2002;
in http://www.banffcentre.ca/va/art editions/blondeau l.asp
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(Figure 57)Lori Blondeau. Belle Sauvage. Performance still; rpt. in Lynne B ell,
“Scandalous Personas, D ifficult K now ledge, Restless Im ages,” Canadian A rt vol. 21
no. 4 (Winter 2004): 51.
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(Figure 58) Lori Blondeau, Belle Sauvage, Photograph, 1999; rpt in Lynne B ell,
“Scandalous Personas, D ifficult K nowledge, R estless Im ages.” Canadian Art.
vol. 21 no. 4 (Winter 2004): 48. (Left Image)

(Figure 59) Doris Day, Calamity Jane, 1953 Warner Brothers Film Production; rpt.
http://www.dorisdavtribute.com/movies-calamitviane.htm (Right Image)
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